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Editor's Notes 

Dear Friends. 

The United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED}, better known as the 'Earth 
Summit', will be held in Rio de Janeiro 110 12 June. To 
provide background information on the conference and 
some of the major arguments. this issue of the 
Dewlopmou Bulletin focuses on the dilemma of 
integrating ecological conc:ems with suscainable social 
and ecollomic devdopmcoL A number d scholars. 
lawyers. civil servams and developmeat speciatists have 
been asked 10 contribute their opinion and advice on the 
feasibility of enviroomentally SOUDd development and 
the policies and sttatcgies that need to be put in place 10 
ensure practical action mthel' than rbc:toric. 1bis issue 
provides information on international and national 
environmental law, environmental education. practical 
methods for environmental impact assessment. AIDAB's 
environmental policy fr.unewod::: and the Austr.llian 
government's role in UNCED. In the briefmg papec, 
'Sustainable development: environmental limits and the 
limits of cc:ooomics', Tor Hundloc., the CommissiOOCI" of 
the Industry Commission. reflects on cbanges in 
economic philosophy and the historical relationship 
between economics and conc:cm for lhc euviroamcat. 

This issue also includes rcporiS on the Austtalian ECO 
~ Forum. the Australian foraunner 10 UNCED and 
information on new courses available on crMromncntal 
law, and environment policy. 

As usual, we include infomiatioo on forthcoming 
conferences, new books. new development courses and 
new resource malerials. 

As usual." we would like 10 remind some of you 10 renew 
your subscription. 

As usual, we would like 10 hear your opinion on the 
content of the Bulletin and 10 hear of any confereoces, 
seminars, new books or new research. 

lssue 24 

It is noted that nowhere in the UNCED literature is there 
any mention of the relationship between environment 
and population. The next issue of the Development 
Bulletin will focus on this. Your contn"butions are most 
welcome. If you have an opinion. share it with us all. 

Have an environmentally sound semester. 

Pamela-ThomaS and Lisa Law 
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Discussion Series 

Environment and Development: Major Issues for the 21st Century 

Background to UNCED 

The UNCED was established by UN General Assembly 
Resolution 44/228. The Conference itself, the 'Earth 
Summit'. will take place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. from 1 
to 12 June 1992. It is intended that UNCED should 
elaborate strategies and measures to halt and reverse the 
effects of environmental degradation in the coo~ of 
increased natiooal and in1enwional efforts to JX'OIDOlC 
sustainable and environmentally sound dcvelclpment in 
all counlries. h is planned that Heads of Gcwanment 
will attend the final sessions of the Confermce and sign 
the principal 001pUt documents. in particular the 
proposed fmmewodc for Conventions on Biological 
Di\'el'Sity and Cimarc Owlge. an 'Earth Charta' and the 
program document 'Agenda 21'. The Earth Olartt:r and 
Agenda 21 are intended to supplement the 1972 
Declaration on the Human Environment. and provide 'a 
statement of the current state of the global envirorunent. 

. an action plan for addressing problems and an analysis 
of available and desirable tools and resources to 
implement the action plan'. 

It is ironic that the issues declared to be so c:eatral to 
UNCED - technology ttansfer, new and addilional 
resources in d~oping countries. imprOVed 1tnnS of 
ttade. global environmental standards. aad the 
estabUshment of mcc:hanisms to assure global 
sustainabllity -are not in any way new. The dare for 
UNCED is the 20th anniversary of The United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment. be1d in 
Stoclcholm in June of 1972. which fust put the 
environment on the international agenda. In Stockholm 
too, the linbges between environment and development 
was a dominant theme. 

Obvious progress has been made since 1972, most 
notably the establishment and report of the World 
Commission on Envirorunent and Development 
(WCED). Their report, Our common future, made it 

very clear that 'sustainable development' was the only 
way to secure the future of the human community. They 
called for ecologically sound and SUStainable 
development at a globallcvd, and gave new impetus to 
the process of integrating environmental dimensions into 
development p.Jlicies and practices. Based on the 
recommendations of WCED. the United Nations began 
planning UNCED. 

This discussion series explores some of lhc issues 
relevant 10 UNCED, nocably: Ausltalia's comributions 
10 the confermce. AIDAB's environmental assessment 
proocdmes. international law and drafting awcOJXiate 
envilonmeatal legislatioa. the lade of cducalion about 
envimumca&al issues in bach developed and d.."'VCioping 
countries. problems associated with assessing the 
enviroamental impact of de\lelopmcnt aid prosr:uns. a 
case study of Papua New Guinea's em.ironmental 
legislation. the role of women in s:astainable 
development and the role of NGOs. 

Contributors fO this discussion are: Gary Scoa. Director, 
Ea~imamc:.- Secboca. AIDAB; Ben Boer, Professor of 
Eaviroamcaaal Law. University of Sydne)': Stcpbcn 
Boydca, Professorial Fellow in Human Ecology, Caure 
for Raource and Envimnmental Studies. Aasbalian 
Natioaa1 University; Marjorie Sullivan and D King. 
North Australia Resean:h Unit. Austtalian Nalioaal 
Uaivasity and Dcpanmcnt of Geography, James Cook 
University of Northem Queensland; Juliet BcM:ns.:. · 
l..cc:uRr in Law, Ausualian National University: James 
Fingleloa., Diredor, Palaca Ply Lui; DaVid lea. North 
Australian Researdl Unit. Australian National 
Uaivcaity; Meg Switzer and Nonn Saunders, Australian 
National University; and Kate Andrews. Cenuc .for 
Resoun:e and Envirorunental Studies. Australian 
National University. Also included is the Kalhmandu 
Decllualion on EnvironmDll and Develop~lll. as an 
example of legal documents being prepared f<:r UNCED. 

Is sustainable development sustainable? 

Ben Boer, Professor of Environmental Law, University of Sydney 

Introduction 

The concept of sustainable development has been part of 
the rhetoric of intemational-debatc-siAce the early .19.70s
Over the years. it has been defined in a variety of ways 
by various interest groups to suit their own agendas. 

Whilst it is hardly surprising that government. 
conservation groups and industry would want to define 
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the concept according to their O\lm intctcsts. divergent 

·-·understandings of the concept-·put-it-at risk of falling 
· public disrepute. This brief paper setS ou1 the 

defmitions, and suggests that the main issue is not one 
defmition. but the implementation of national 
international strategies on a practical and concrete 
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Definitions 

The Brundtland Report defines sustainable development 

'development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of 
futurcr generations to meet their own needS.' . 

The Brundtland argument that sustainable development 
must mean an inlegl'alion oC economics and ecology in 
decision-making at all levels. This is in essence an 
extension of the prescription of the World Conservation 
Stralegy of 1980 relating to the integration of 
conservation and development 

Consea-vation was defined by the World Conservation 
Strategy as: 

'the management of human usc of the biosphere 
so that it may yield the greateSt sustainable 
benefit to presem generations while 
maintaining its potential to meet the needs arid 
aspirations of future generalions.' 

Development was defined as: 

'the modifacation of the biosphere and the 
application of human, fmancial, living and non
living resources to satisfy human needs and 
improve the quality of life.' 

The use of the tenn 'sustainable development' has been 
subject to much discussioo and aiticism. It is probably 
more desirable to speak in terms of 'sustainability' chan 
in terms of'sus&ainablc development'. However. because 
'sustainable development' is enuencbed in the literalure, 
its continued usc seems to be unavoidable. 

Despite the general use of the term. SUSiainable 
development is widely misunderstood and often 
inappropriately applied. Some groups representing 
development interests refer to the concept as if it means 
only sustainable economic development Different 
interest groups assume different meanings according to 
their orientation: 

'Although originally intended by the WCED as 
a concept that would integrate the apparently 
conflicting goals of economic development and 
ecological integrity. sustainable development 
has become a coovenient and attractive 
euphemism for a range of diverging political 
and economic .agendas that have changed very 
little in the wake ·or the Brundtland Report' 
(Eckersley, 1991). 

these two definitions: 'Improving the quality of human 
life while living within the carrying c:lp3City of 
supporting ecosystems.' 

However, this definition also seems unsatisfactory. It is 
anthropocentric and utilitarian. treating the environment 

/ simply as a RSOUrce to be exploited by humans (sec 
Boer, 1984). At face value. it appears to assume that 
supplying bigbcr maacrial benefits leads automaticaUy to 
the satisfaction of human needs. It is not dirflcult to 
argue that many of those living in higher income 
countries would benefit from a dccreascd mala'ial 
standard of living. which might well lead to an increased 
quality of life (sec Gorz. 1980). Such a recognition 
might also lead to a greater transfer or material n::sourccs 
to OOWitrics whece the material standard of living needs 
to be signif'IICI'dly raised. 

Implementation of strategies for sustalnablllty 

Strategies for sustainable development have been 
fonnulared in many COWtuies in lhe past several years. 
Their implementation through legal and administl3live 
mechanisms is underway on a national and regional 
basis. The impetus for these strategies has come from 
documents such as the Stockholm Declaration oC 1972. 
the World Conservation Strategy. the World Chat1cr for 
Nature of 1982 and the report of the World Commission 
on Environment and Development, Our common future. 
The initiatives are part of a world-wide movement for 
the inuoduclion of nalionaJ. conservation strategies based 
on lhe World ConserYalion Stia&cgy. Over SO Naaional 
Coascmuion Strarcgies have been inii'Oduced over the 
past decade. incorporating concepts of susaainable 
dcvdopmenL Cluing for 1M Earth is the chief successor 
to the World Conselvation Strategy. including 
reaxnmc:odaUons for legal and institutional rcl'onn. 

Drafting appropriate legislation 

Each country, and each jurisdiction within a country, is 
likely to have different requirements and emphasis in 
re1a1ioo to 1he imponatioli of-sustainable development 
principles into its legislation and administrative 
practices.. No one model will be sufficient 

Nevertheless. Caring for the Earth (p 68) states that 
governments should ensure that their nations are 
provided with comprehensive systems of environmental 
law. covering as a minimum: 

Land use and development control. 

'Sustainability' is defined in Caring for the Earth as 'a 
characteristic or state that can be maintained 
indefinitely', whilst 'development' is defmed as 
'increasing the capacity to meet human needs and 
improve the quality of hwnan life'. What this seems to 
mean is 'to increase the efficiency o( resource use .in_ _ . 
order to improve human li\;ng standards'. 

Sustainable use of renewable resources, and 
non-wasteful use of non-renewable resources. 

Prevention of pollution through the imposition 
of emission., environmental quality, process and 
product standards designed to safeguard human 
health and ecosystems. 

EffiCient use of energy. through the 
establishment of energy efficiency standards for 
processes. buildings, vehicles and other energy 
consuming products. 

In Caring for the Emth, the tenn' · 'sustainable 
development' is derived from a rough combination of 
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Control of hazardous substances. including 
measures to prevent accidents during 
transportation. 

Waste disposal, including standards for 
minimisation of waste and measures to promot.c 
recycling. ' 

Conservation of species and ecosystems 
through land-use management. specific 
measures to safeguard vulnerable species and 
the establishment of a comprehensive 
framework of protected areas. 

Caring for t~ Earth (p 68) thus specifiCS that n<ttionaJ 
legal systems should provide for. 

The application of the precautionaly principle 
and use of the best available technology when 
standards for pollution prevention are set. 

Use of economic incentives and disincentives, 
based on appropriate taxes. charges and other 
instruments. 

The requirement lhat all proposed new 
developments and new policies should be 
subject to environmental impact assessment 

The requirement that industries and government 
departments and agencies be subject to periodic 
environmental audit 

Effective monitoring, permitting detection of 
infringements and adjustment of regulations 
where necessary. 

Granting public access ro ErAs, environmental 
audit data and monitoring results, and ro 
infonnation about the production, use and 
disposal of hazardous substances. 

The precautionary principle and sustalnablllty 

The precautionary principle seems quickly to be 
entrenching itself as a concept in international law, and 
is beginning to appear in some major international 
documents. The precautionary principle was stated in 
the Bergen Declaration as follows: 

'Environmental measures must anticipate, 
prevent, and attack the causes of environmental 
degradation. Where there are threats of serious 
or irreversible damage, lack of scientific 
certainty should not be used as a reason for 
postponing measures to prevent environmental 
degradation' (1990). 

The implication of this duty is that developers must 
assume that development activity may harm the 
environment. and that they should take the necessary 
action to prevent that hann; the onus of proof is thus 
placed on developers to show that their actions are 
environmentally benign. 

The precautionary principle can be characterised as a 
broadly applicable principle of ethical responsibility 
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~tween human beings in relation to the environment 
and between each other as part of that environment. 

Environmental taw as if ecology mattered 

It has become clear thatl.hcrc is a very important role for 
environmental law in the conservation of CCOS)'Slems 
and the allocation of resources. .' However, the 
implementation of sustainable strategies through legal 
and policy mechanisms cannot be addrc.~ without 
see.king fundamental changes to economic and political 
structures and the maintenance of societies based on the 
cult of development. as opposed to the culture of 
sustainability. We need to take a broader approach to 
the usc of environmental law in order to come to a new 
understanding of the human relation to the natural 
environment. This is impossible if we do not thoroughly 
enmine human to hwnan relations at the same time. To 
re-<lrient Schumacber's phrase. we need to adopt 
lifestyles and development paths that respect and work 
v.ithin narure's limits (Caring fort~ Earth, p 6). 

In any case. a concentration purely on municipal law 
v.ill not by any means be enough. It will be the various 
international insuumcnts, ratified and implcmcnlCd by as 
1113llY counuies as possible, which will begin to make the 
re3l differences in saving the planet from ourselves. In 
this sense, a strict separation between international law 
and municipal law can no longer be maintained. A more 
complete integration of the international and national 
fiamework of environmental law is called for. In 
achieving such integration. the question of national 
sovereignty will· no doubt be on the agenda. UNCED 
may wen be the beginning of a new world order. based 
oo principles of ecologicaDy sustainable dcvclopmcnL 
It is c:ettain d13l new legal and adminislrativc sttuctures 
,.ill have a vital role to play in changing narrowly 
focussed economic paradigms. Such structures can, 
howeo,er, only begin to be part of the answer if they stop 
being part of the problem. 

Nurturing sustainable development 

The nine principles of a sustainable society adopted in 
Caring for the Earth provide the ba~is for a more 
adequate understanding of the concept of sustainable 
development: 

l. Respect and care for the community of life. 

Improve the quality of human life. 

-. Conserve the Earth's vitality and diversity. 

.! Minimise the depletion of non-renewable resources. 

5. Keep within the Earth'as;:arrying capacity. 

6. Change personal attitudes and practices. 

7. Enable communities to care for their environments. 

- 8-c Create-a: glooo.!_ alli~ce. 

9. Provide national frameworks for integrating 
development and conservation. 
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If sustainable development means implementing these 
principles in a substantive manner. the concept is 
sustainable. If it means paying lip-service to these 
principles, sustainable development will not fulfil its 
promise of caring for the earth, and therefore, us. 
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Some themes in international environmental law 

Juliet Belwens. Lecturer In Law, Australian NatloMI University 

Introduction 

Over the last two decades a large number of 
environmental conventions have been negotiated. as well 
as 'soft law' and policy documents seeking to guide 
government action at the national and intemalional 
levets<l). These documents have resulted in the 
development of general principles of environmental 
protection (the precautionary principle, sustainable 
development. assessment. of enviroamencal impacts). 
some of which may have gained SlabiS as inlema1ional 
legal norms. Further. the nature and urgency of 
environmental issues has challenged lbe infanalional 
communhy and the international law making J110C1CSS. 

Obligations 

In recent times the obligalions com•incd in 
environmental conventions have moved beyond simply 
encouraging cooperation between States in finding 
solutions to environmental problems (Lavmnce, 1991a). 
Further. where the obligations in earlier cnvironmencal 
conventions were often requirements to 'c:nclcawoul' to do 
particular things and were qualified by phrases like 'as 
appropriate for each country' or 'in so far as is possible', 
more recent agreements such as the MotiiTeal Protocol 
on Substances that Deplete the Ownt: Layu (1987) 
prescribe specific standards and objective obligations in 
respect of the protection of the environment 

States have also been willing to accept blanket 
prohibitions on activities which are particularly 
damaging to the environment For example. under the 
Madrid Protocol on Environmenlal Protection to the 
Antarctic Trealy any activity relating to mineral 
resources, other than scientific researdl, is prohibited 
(Article 7). Another example is the Cotwen1ion for the 
Prohibilion of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the South 
Pacific, which requires each party to prohibit its 
nationals and vessels documented under" its laws from 
engaging in drift-net fiShing activities in the South 
Pacific region (Article 3). 
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Treaty-making 

11tere bave been developments in the ways in whic!l 
such Sl3ndards and obligations are set. There is 
increasing use of the 'umbrella treaty' to contain gcncr-1 
principles. which are supplemented in more dctailc.! 
protocols on specific topics (Handl, 199(': 

Developments, 1991). Protocols are able to be adaptc..:i 
and amended to take account of new scientifi~ 

knowledge on environmental problems andlcr 
streog1hening political will to address them. So. fer 
example. the MOIIITeal Protocol was amended in 199<'. 
with ~ent to a new timetable for phasing out CFCs 
and baJons. the major ozone.deplcting subscancei 
(Lawrence. 199lb). Importantly. such amei.dments are 
able to lake place with the agreement of a two-lhirds 
majority WIC of the parties present and wting 
repn:senting at least SO per cent of the tocal consump00:1 
of the controlled substances of the~ (Article 2.9•. 
This is a significant step forward in lhe context ~f 
traditional insistcncc that a stare can only be bound t-~· 
intemalionallaw with its consent (Gallagher, 1991). 

Non-governmental organisations 

In line wilh the growth in domestic environmcnt!l 
consciousness. the 1960s and 70s were marlced by th~ 
establishment and increasing importance of bet': 
national and international environmental nor,
govemmental organisations (NGOs). As these NG~ 
developed, they began to fulfil a need for expertise an.: 
research wilhin specialised areas in order to facilita;.e 
effective international action by inter-govemmen~ 
organisations on environmental matters. They have no·.;. 
begun to be aUocatJ.1 more formal roles und<!: 
inremational conventions. Representatives of NGOs no·.;. 
routinely participate in negotiations on intematio~ 
environmental instruments. 

An increasingly important role is being suggested f<'~ 

environmental NGOs under the new conventions which 
are currently being negotiated. For example, in rcspc~ 



of the proposed climate change convention. at as 
suggested ·that NGOs could play a role in monitoring 
compliance. In fact. the whole question of the 

enforcement of international environmental law is being 
given aaention by the international community. (2) This 

growing recognition of the impor13nCC of NGO 
participation in addressing environmcatal problems is 
challenging the ttaditional view of iniCmalional law as 
the law which governs relations between sovereign 

staLeS (Gallagher, 1991). 

Heritage and ethics 

The earliest inrematior.al environmental agn:cn)CiltS 
dealt with limited cases of tranSboundary pollution and 
natural resources shared betwcca swcs. Tbc cooccm 
was with the regulation of activities within stale A which 
had direct consequences within the taritory of stale B. 

In this way, the concc:pt of international n:gulation was 
reconciled with that of stltc sovereignty. In some ways. 
international regulation to conttollbc problems of ozoac 
layer depletion and the greeohousc effect are exteDsi<m 
of attempts to control tranSboundary poDUiion. allhoagb 
the problems are more global both in sources and effec:IS 
(Lawrence, 199la). 

International law was also used early on in respect of 
'global areas' -particularly the oceans. ouu:r space and 
Antarctica. . The rationtlle for imematioaal regulalioa is 
desaibed in Hardin's Traged'j of the Commons (1968). 
The Common Heritage of MaJikincl (aiM) CXJnClept bas 

developed in support or~ intemalional rqulatioo. 

The CHM concept reoognises tbat humankind bas 
available 10 it c:atain ~ which lie outside 
national boundaries. It sees lhcse R:SOIIItCS as a bcritage 
of past. present and future genenlioas wbicb should be 
available for the benefit of an naboas. and not simply 10 

those with the technical capability 10 exploit them. 

The idea that present generations have obligations 10 
future generations is far from new (Agora. 1990). The 
concept was drawn upon in the report of the Wodd 
Commission on Environment and Development (1990), 
which identified the goals of intergenera1ional and 

intragenerational equity as forming the basis of 
sustainable developmenL 

The CHM concept has been developed to apply to 
various inlernal aspects of the environment of slateS. 
For example. the Convention for t~ Protection of the 
World Cultural and Natural HeriiiJge (the World 
Heritage Convention). signed in 1972. imposes 
(admittedly very general) obligations in respect of 
unique cultural and natural sites identified by the stare in 
wllich they are situated. Such a concept is also at lhe 
heart of current biodiversity negotiations. 1be idea is 
that genetically controlled processes are part of a 
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beri&age. aecessiwing inlemational regulation and 
C'OOpCI'3lioa 10 ~ lhcm.(3) 

Ia rcblion 10 the in:cmal environment of st.atc.<;. the term 

'-arid hcritag~!:' is prcfcrrod to CHM for three main 
reasons. FU"Sl. the CHM concept was originally 
poposed kl :.chie'~ equity in the exploitation of natural 
rcsourccs.. This does not ncoessarily accord with 
CS"Yia•••"'ocal prolleClion.. which is the essential basis for 
die appliatioo of heritage concepts to the intcmal 

c:aviroomc:als of states. Second, the implication.<; for 
sate sove:reignty w.-hich arise from the application of 
b:ri&a&e cooceplS 10 the internal environment of staleS 

.-e mach 1110re sipif aant than in the global commons. 
l1linl. lbe ICI1D 'o:id heritage' is more easily adaptable 
., an c:coocntric perspeaive. 

1be •lblopooe:oaic basis of the notion of CHM is 
abvioas. The world heritage concept has also been 
IPIJlicd in a fundameal311y anduopocentric way in the 
past. Tbc c:oocma bas been with obligations to past. 

presc111 aad fulare gencmions of human beings. The 

conc:qx could be used 10 move beyond this. There are 
!aile indications of a growing recognition in the 

imematiooal community of obligations of ste"'8rdship 
which are also cwed to non-human aspecL<; of the 
environment. 

Tbc ~ sipcd Madrid Protocol on EnvirotUrfDiliJl 
rrot«rit:M 10 lbe Alllorelic TrealJ n:cogniscs an 
ecoc:ealllic peaspcai~ by providing for 'the protcc:tion of 
6e Aroak etMonmeat and dependent and associalat 
ecos)SUDS 8Dd lbe illlrinsic value of the ~ntarctica. 
mchdiag ils wildemess and aesthetic value and its value 
as • a~ea for lbe conduct of scientifiC researdt.-· 
{AnicJe 3- emphasis adcled). 

n.tllcr. while mach of the rhetoric sunounding the 
qOiill:ioD of lbe Co~tt on Biodivusily has been 
iidbi•lpl)lenb~ emphasising the scientifiC, recreational 
md acsdJetic benefits 10 humans which result from the 
presen3lion of biological diversity, the debate 
ioc:reasiDgiy focuses on the right of all life on E<lrth to be 
~1Sf3incd. This not only adds urgency to the 
oegOiiatiJns., but also affects the types of measures 
adopled.. For exanple. an ecocentric perspective is more 
lilcely 10 pro"'ide the basis for reservation of large traCts 

of wiJde.mess as me best means of prot.ecting non-human 
species (Eckersley. 1991 ). 

Thele h!s been some acccgtancc of the idea that human 
beings have universal interests in aspects of the 
en..,iaooment wilfrin lhe exclusive c.enitory of stateS. 
This poses a fuodameotal challenge to state sovereignty, 
and CXJ*lins lbe limited measures provided for in the 
agmecnecs negoriated thus far. which have relied on the 
~ of this idea. The concept coukl be extended -· ~::_ .. 
to mc:oaise thal aon-buman living and non-living things ,. :'-~-: · - . ·: 
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may share with human t-.eings such uni,·ersal inecrcsts. 
The development of r.a«hanisms to proccct such 
interests is a funhcr chalk:1£e for cn'"ironmcntallaw. 

Environment and devek>pment 

Part of the !mportancc ~f lhe adoption of the world 
heritage concept is that it ;-romoces the idea of collective 
responsibility so that 'indi,idual nations would no longer 

be left to rely on their c~11 isolated efforts to protect 
species within lheir borde:-s.'C4) 

The history of North/S<.'Jth debate over incemational 
environmental regulatiro has been documr.nted 
elsewhere (Leonard and ~{orell (1981), Sinjela (1984)). 
Despite the SlepS forward which "A'~re taken at UNCHE, 
one of the major pro..~ in the negotiation of 
international environm~r.::U law over the last two 
decades has been cominE to grips with the relatiooship 
between the environment~ developmenL 

Wilh the move towar~ lhe inclusion of specifiC 
standards and objective obligations in international 

agreements, lhe questions become more urgent. Is it 
appropriate, for exarr.ple, to impose uniform 
international standards <.':1 states with vastly different 
levels of economic devd~pmcnt? How do we address 
lhe inequity inherent in ~king lhe developing world to 

face stringent controls on the use of technology in order 
to address environmenw problems largely created by 
the developed states using that r.echnology? On a 
broader scale, the Bnmdlhnd repon recently recognised 
that'a world in which po'-ertY and inequity are endemic 
will always be prone tc ecological and ocher aises. 
Sustainable development requires meeting lhe basic 

needs of all and extending to all the ~ty to 
satisfy their aspirations f~ a beaer life '(5~ this is the 
goal of inuageneration.:l equity. What role does 
international law have to ri.ay here? 

A technique which avoies more difficult answers was 
used in the Montreal Proz,:col; a limited dispensation for 

developing countries w~ included to ~ncourage lheir 
participation. Developinf countries whose annual level 
of consumption of con;:.~lled sub5tances is below a 
cenain level are therefor: permiued to delay applying 
control measures for ten ~-::lrS (Anicle 5.1). 

Environmental imperati\"e; make substantial exemptions 
inappropriate. As a Jm..-r.!r of bolh practicality and 
equity it is crucial that int=-:nationaJ schemes designed to 
enable the participation of je\"eloping countries in global 
environmental proteetio;; measures be established. 
While commitments to ;ro\·ision of such assistance 
challenge lhe developed world, their acceptance, with 
the obligations they carr:.-: have implications for lhe 
sovereign rights of develc-;:'ing states to pursue lheir own 
policies. 
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One of the ways in which lhe economic constrainLo; 
facing the developing world in lhc implementation of 
international environmental law can be addressed. is in 

the provision for technology transfer and financial 
assistance. Thus. under lhe Montr~al Protor.ol there is 
provision that the parties will 'undcrtal~ to facilitate 
access to environmentally safe alll.:mative substances 
and ~«hnology for parties lhat are developing counlrics 
and assist lhem to make expeditious usc of such 
alternatives' (Anicle 5.2). 

At meetings subsequent to the negotiation of the 
Prococol, agreement was reachod rcganfiog the 
establishment of a fund for these purposes. lntcmational 
funds had been set up earlier in inlanational 
environmental conventions. For example a World 

Heritage Fund is established under the Worldll~ritog~ 
Convelllion; Stale Parties can make claims on this World 
Heritage Fund for assistance to profCCt sites of universal 
value (the small size of this fund, and the n:stricfCd 
purposes for which applications can be made prevent it 
having very significant effects - lhere are greater hopes 
for the Montreal Protocol Fund). 

These types of measures seek to offset. or limit. the 
economic consequences for developing nations of 
entering into particular agreements and engaging in 
particular environmental protection measures. There is 
clearly potential, however, for greater transfer of 

technology in a more general way as a part ~ a move 
towards intrageneralional equity. Another more general 
measure wbicb has received some acceptance in the 
intemarlonal c:onununity is the 'debt-for-nature swap'. 
The exient of the use of this tool for linking cbdopment 
needs with genetal ecological goals has been rather 
limited so far (Hrynik. 1990). The need to service 
international debt is one of the major causes of poverty 
and ecological degradation in developing world. and the 
concept of debt cancellation in return for protection of 
biodiversity and development of sustainable industry has 
enormous potential (Eckersley. 1991). 

Other Challenges 

The global environmental issues which have prompted 
lhe current convention negotiations are daunting. 
Biodiversity encompasses 'all species of plants, animals 
and micro-organisms and lhe ecosystems of which they 
are part.' It also covers variety wilhin those species, of 
lhose species and thcir-hftbitats.C6) Conservation of lhis 
biodiversity will necessitate adoption of a broad range of 
legal, policy, economic, technical and institutional 
measures to, among other lhings: establish protected 
areas and genetic banks; integrate conSCIVation of 
biological resources into decision making of 
governments and individuals: and develop special 
measures for protection of priority areas and species. (7) 
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Climate change (or global wanning), a consequence of 
the greenhouse effect. is caused by the accumulation in 
the aunospherc of a variety of gases resulting from a 
wide range of human activities and by the destruction of 
forests. Fwthec, there are important links between loss 
of biodiversity. climate change. /and ozone layer 
depletion. In particular. destruction of native fcnsts 
results in loss of biodiversity while contributing 10 the 
greenhouse effect; ozone-depleting substances are also 
greenhouse gases; and climate change and the results of 
ozone layer depletion will have effects on species, 
habitats and ecosystemS. 

It can be seen that two of the major global environmental 
problems being faced by the intemationa.l community 
are sympiOms of 'sysremic global environmental 
damage' (Johnston. 1985). They are infmitely more 
complex in both causes and effects than, for example, 
the problems of regulating oil pollution from ships. or 
controlling export of bazatdous wastes. 

Indeed, the fundamental nature d these problems 
indicates that we cannot put all our faith in international 
agreements which set standards. for example. for 
particular emissions. 'It will no longer be sufficient to 
respond 10 mere symptoms of environmental stress. 

·Ways will have 10 be found to integrate the relevant 
areas of knowledge with the most~ modes of 
preventive. as well as remedial. action. '{lS) In this task. 
the general principles of environmental potcction 
developed by the international community will play as 
important a role as specification of emission standards. 

Conclusion 

The theme which runs through much of the litaanJre on 
international environmental law is one of chaUengc. The 
nature of the problems being faced. and the urgency with 
which we must face them call for innovative measures in 
international law and policy. There have been some real 
developments. The potential for the adoption of a 
broader ethical perspective on environmental protection 
at the international level offers further promise. It is 
important that there is recognition that problems do not 
end when states enter into international agreements to 

protect the environment 1be task of domestic 
implementation. difficult even in a developed country 
like Australia. is vastly more so in developing countries. 
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Papua New Guinea's line in resource development and environment protection 

James Flnglelon, Director, Palata Pry Ltd 

Aspects of Papua New Guinea's regime for conservation 
and envirdunent proccction make it an intm:sling case 
study, when examining attempcs by govcmmcats w 
balance conservation and exploitation d natural 
resources. First, in contrast to its Soulheast Asian 
neighbours, PNG shares lhe South PacifiC Islands 
tradition of giving definite legal recognition to 
cusUMnal)' land ownecship. Customary land is not State 
land or public land. or even 'common land'; 131hcr. it is 
owned by lcinship groups Wlder customary u:oun:.. In 
PNG's case. customary land accounts for mare 1han 97 
per cc:nt of abe total land area. so any resource 
management regime must have the patticipalion and 
support of customar)' landowners. 

Second. in contrast to many of its Pacific Islands 
neighbours, PNG has a comprdlensi~ spn:ad of 
environmental laws. some dating from the pn>l975 
Australian administration, but the more important ones 
having been introduced since independence. Only the 
US territory of Guam preceded PNG among the Island 
States in establishing a government agency 10 develop 
conservation and environment protection law. More than 
a decade has passed since PNG set up its oo-.ce of 
Environment and Conservation. sufficient time to allow 
an assessment of its performance. 

A third characteristic is that at~ PNG made 
a constitutional commitment to coi1semdon and 
sustainable development. the fourth of 1hc me National 
Goals in the Constitution being: 

'-for Papua New Guinea's nacural IQOUICICS 

and environment to be conserved and used for 
the collective benefit of us all, and to be 
replenished for the benefit of future 
generations.' 

Commitments of this nature may be thought of as largely 
rhetorical, and PNG's Constitution does make it clear 
that, while all governmental bodies are duty-bound to 
give effect to the National Goals., at the end of the day 
they are 'non-justiciable'. This means that legislation 
cannot be challenged before the cowts on abe growtd 
that it conflicts with the Constitution's National Goals.. 
Constitutional commitment to environment conservation 
and sustainable resource use must therefore be treated as 
a statement of intent - serious and deliberate, but not 
ultimately enforceable, except as provided from time to 
time in the general laws of the land. 

How well, then, have governments in PNG honoured 
this commitment to protect and enhance the counuy's 
rich endowment of natural resources? The laws on the 
statuti books, as we shall see,- suggest that. the si-x- -
national governments of different political complexions ·· 
in office since 1975 have all embraced this duty to 
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balance the attlaCt.iJns of resource revenue with the 
cons•.raints of cnvirtnmcnl protection. But. how far are 
the environmcnw ows. mainly inb'Oduccd in 1978, 
carried out in practio:'? 

Over the 1980s aid into the 1990s PNG has seen a 
massive increase in mining and petroleum dc\'CiopmcnL 
The forced closure of the world's second largest open
cut gold and copper mine at Panguna on Bougainville 
Island was soon conpensat.cd for by revenues from the 
worlcfs third 1arges: copper mine at Ok Tcdi. and from 
Porgcn. one of lbe world's richest gold mines. Other 
deposits ~ a:ross PNG·s mainland and out 10 the 
offshore islands of Misirna and Lihir may not yet be in 
the 10p league, nor do the new Hides gasfacld or Kutubu 
oilfadd fagure in wtrld rankings. But the sudden wealth 
of mining and pclnieum projects in a nation of only 3.5 
million raises c:onc:ms about the economy's absorptive 
capacity - an eabarrassment of riches which its 
neighbours might -ell envy. 

In addition to protiems for economic management, this 
rapid expansion u resource exploitation has placed 
heavy demands on rural societies in PNG, and of course, 
on the environmell:. Papua New Guinea has a well
dcvdopcd legal ~. lhough as wilb many recently
independent counties. me laws are a mixture of &hose 
which Jdlect die fo:mer c:olonial powds legal tradition. 
and 1hose introcD:cd since independence. Post
indcpeodencc tnditioos are based on national 
pertqJtioos aod priOOtics which might be ~ to 
depart from earlier aailudcs. In the contest between 
c:onscrvation and d:velopment, PNG has chcrefoce had to 
face a further diffi..-ulty, in that while i~ most impooant 
environmental la'IJ· was enacted after indcpeodencc. its 
main resource-expoiwion law was d colonial origin. 
Where the tension between attitudes was most prominent 
was in the treatnent given to customary landowners. 
Such landowners are regarded virtually as passive 
bystanders to decbion-making by the pre-independence 
mining, petroleun: and forestry legislation, but given a 
pi\"oW role by ne post-independence environmental 
laws. Attempts a--: now being made to remedy this, with 
the enactment in 1991 of a new Forestry Act, and in 
March 1992 of c. :~ew Mining Act. lhe environmental 
laws brought in "'~th such promise in 1978 now have a 
chance to functio7 more as they were intended. 

The scheme o: leg\~lation introduced on World 
Environment Day in 1978 comprised the Environmental 
Planning Act. ~ Environmental Contaminants Act and 
the Conservation Areas AcL The main insuument for 
balancing consenation and development was to be the 
Environmental P.:mning Act, under which Minlslerial 
guidelines are is..caed for the preparation and content of 
environmental pans.. The Act lists a wide range of 
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mauers which must be considered in prqwing 
guidelines, some of which relate to environmental 
concerns (including social and cultural matters) while 
ochers addres.~ economic and commercial a.'q)CC(S of 
proposed projects. Developers must submit 
environm~:>ttal plans for any project which :.nay have 
'significant environmental implications'. unk:ss it is a 
class of development exempted from environmental 
planning requirements. A sequence of about a dozen 
stepS must be successfully negotiated before approval is 
fmally given, including: wide publicity for the proposal; 
prcparation of an assessment; circulation of the 
environmental plan and assessment within the province 
affected; representations to the Minis&er. 
recommendations; further inquiries; and a fanal report to 
the National Executive COlUlCil The NEC either 
approves the proposal - with or without condi1ions - or 
can refuse iL 

While a proposal is being considered. a statutory 
~tis imposed on the grant of any pennits.licenc:es. 
kases or loans. A proposal which is refused approval is 
prohibited. and any person who proceeds with a 
prohibited proposal, or contravenes the conditions 
imposed on an approved proposal. commits an offence 
punishable by a heavy fine of K40.000. The Act 
broadens the scope for its enforcement by requiring all 
public authorities to advise the Minister of any 
development proposal coming to their attention which 
could have significant environmental implic:alions; by 
providing for a public register of environmcnral plans 
and their assessments; and by enabling the public to 
commence proceedings for offences against the Act. 

While the Act has many desirable features. it depends 
for its full effectiveness upon a well-motivated Minister. 
active and well-informed provincial govemmc:nts. and 
appropriate guidelines for the peparalioo of 
environmental plans. The biggest extractive pojccts at 
the time of the Act's introduction - Bougainville Copper 
and Ok Tedi - were both excluded from its ambit. 
leaving environmental considerations to be dealt with by 
the specific Acts applying to those projects. 

The second law. introduced in 1978. was the 
Environmental Contaminants Act. controlling the release 
into the environment of any substance or form of energy 
which might adversely affect its beneficial use. The 
term 'beneficial use' is defined to mean a use conducive 
to public benefit, welfare. safety or health. or the health 
or productivity of flora or fauna The Act operates in a 
conventional manner. by first requiring any person 
discharging a contaminant into the environment to apply 
for a licence, and then by prohibiting the release of any 
contaminants except under, and in accordance with. the 
conditions of a licence. Substances may be entered in a 
Register of Hazardous Environmental Contaminants, as 
pesticides have been, resulting in regulation of their 
importation and distribution. The Act creates a range of 
pollution offences: pollution of waters, the atmosphere 
and land, littering, breaking glass and noise pollution. 
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The third law in the 1978 lcgislati ve package was the 
Conservation Areas ACL In his speech introducing the 
package to the National Parliament, lhc Minis1cr for 
Environment and Conservation said thatlhc government 
rejected the idea lhat 'the only way to conserve anything 
is for the government to take it away from the people'. 
In contrast to the pre-independence National Parks Ad.. 
which could only apply to Government-owned land. the 
new law applied to land under any from of ownership, 
and approached conservation along panicipatory and 
consensual lines. 

The basic approach is to enable an area to be declared a 
Conservation An:a. with its own Management 
Committee. The Committee prepares a management plan 
for the Area. then prohibits any development of land in 
the Area except in accordance with the management 
plan. On customary land. the landowners can initiale 
declaration of a Conservation Area They arc direct.ly 
involved in its Management Commiw:e and in the 
preparalion of rules and a management plan for the Area. 

The stated policy of the Act is to involve people actively 
in the conservation of their own resources. This highly 
desirable approach is only marred by the fact that no 
Conservation Areas have ever been declared - the 
consequence of failure to appoint the National 
Conservation Council. which has important advisory 
functions under the ACL 

This package of enlightened environmental laws was 
introduced in 1978, three years after PNG's 
independence. against a backdrop of colonial legislation. 
Some of it conservationist. such as the National Parks 
Act and Fauna (Profcction and Control) Act. while other 
laws like the M'ming Act. Petroleum Act. Water 
Resources Act. Forestry Act and Land Act facilitated 
exploitation of dle major natural resources. The basic 
thrust of these latter laws was for access to i'esources for 
devdopmenL This was to be gained exclusively through 
the agency of the state - whether the resource was 
regarded as state-owned. as in the case of minerals and 
petroleum. or capable of private ownership. as in the 
case of land and forests .. Developers could not negotiate 
with the customary land owners for access to their 
resources. but were consuained by a government 
monopoly on legal access under which they could only 
acquire government-issued licences, leases or 
pennitsO>. This arrangement not only marginaliscd the 
landowners. but it meant that government became the 
sole arbiter of the conditions of resource development, 
having to balance its role as_ a promoter of development 
(and sometimes even a proj~l equity partner) against its 
role as protector of the en\·ironmenL Not unnaturally. 
the former more immediately appealing role has tended 
to prevail. 

The gener:ll consequence of government monopoly of 
resources was lhat development was only possible after 
the resources had been 'ali~natcd' from the customary 
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bndowncrs. This is something that the landowners have 
\igorously opposed. demanding instead that they 
p;111icipate directly in decision-making over management 

oi lheic resources, and in the benefits from their 
d(velopmenl Since independence gr,vemments have 
~n sympathctk: to these demands. and various 
suatcgies have been adop&cd 10 circumvent the strict 
kucr of the law and include customary landowners in 
resource development The resource laws are gradually 

~ing reformed 10 reflect this cultural and polilical fact 
in PNG: that landowners must be included as direct 
participants in negotiations for access 10 n::soun:es, and 
as direct shareholders in the benefits or development 

This new approach has important implications for 
conservation and cnvironmenl procection. The new 
environmental laws. as we have scca.. emphasise 
landowner participation in the planning and management 
or their resowces. but this approach has clashed until 
now with the resource exploitation laws. In lhe case of 
major resource projects, landowner's oonc:ctaS have been 
treated mainly as part of the environmenlal impact of the 
project. to be assessed together with its physical and 
t-iological effects under the Environmenlal Planning Act. 
The new approach would mean that lhe landowners 
themselves could influence the nature of the project. 
ensuring that their concerns over the project's impact on 
their physical and cultural enviroamcat arc 
accommodalcd in project planning and implc:mentalion. 
ln other' words. landowners waukt not just be che objects 
of environmental impact assessments. but would have a 
direct say. as project partners. in delamining lhc impact. 
This active role for landowners will only be productive 
if they arc organised to make responsible decisions over 
lhe management of their resources. At pesent lhey are 
not in PNG. partly for the reason that a fundamental fact 
of Melanesian life is still being overlooked. 

The fact is that. under Melanesian land tenure. land and 
land-based natural resources are owned by kinship 
f!Oups. These groups, or clans, are of course made up of 
individuals, but they must be recognised as separate 
legal entities, just as a corporation is regarded as a 
separate legal entity under western law. Because clans 
own the resources, it is the clans as such which must be 
inclu~ in the decision-making process. There is only 
cne way under PNG's law for clans to be included: they 
must be incorporated under the Land Groups 
Incoqx>ration AcL This far-sigh&cd law, introduced on 
the eve of independence in 1974, provides a simple 
;-rocess for the legal recognition or customary 
l:mdo~o~oning groups, and the machinery for their 
responsible decision-making over matters affecting their 
bnd. Land groups incorporated under this Act are the 
only OOdics legally entitled to make agreements over 
customary land, and therefore arc the bodies whose 
decision-making powers over resource management 
need to be enhanced. Once incorporated, they already 
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have sufficient legal powers: it is in ar~s of information 
and advice that improvements arc most needed. 

Rcnwbbly lillie usc was made of incorporated land 
groups during the mineral boom of the 1980s. 
Agrccmcnts must be reached with 'landowner 
associations' and 'landowner companies', but these 
bodies have no legal powers 10 speak for the uuc 
landowners - the clans. Not surprisingly. these 
agreements tend to dissolve. The new Forestry Act of 
1991 fully recognises &he rights of 'the customary 
OWRClS of a forest resource', and supplies the legal 
machinery for them to negotiate agreements disposing of 
their timber rights. It begins by requiring the 
incorporation of land groups before negotiations begin. 
but regrettably, allows this approach to be abandoned 
whele it is •impracticaf -a loophole which, one fccls. all 
logging companies will rush through. To do so would 
be misguided; all evidence in PNG shows thai. by
passing the &raditional decision-making proccs.'\ yields 
very urudiable access to JeSOUrces.. 

Melanesians have managed their resources successfully 
for some 10,000 years. Many new pressures arc being 
placed on those resoun:es - population increase and 
increased mobility, growth of the cash economy, 
mechanisation, consumerism. These and many other 
developmental factors have combined to exen far greater 
pressure on land and land-based resources, and the 
Melanesian lifestyle. · ·· The search in PNG is for 
approprialc mechanisms 10 handle these changes -
'appropriate' in environmenlal terms. but also in the 
cultwal context of the country. As a major shift or 
authority from landoWOCIS 10 the state is improbable. the 
approprialc response wiD depend upon lhe direct 
invol~ of landowners in decision-making over the 
use, management and protection of their natural 
resources.. 11te environmental laws gi"e .~downers an 
active role in conservation and environmenial planning. 
Resoun:e development laws are being reformed to 
increase landowner par1icipation in resource projects. 
The key 10 improved resource management now lies in 
enhancing the decision-making of the customary 
landowning groups. 

Clans have always been vital to the functioning of PNG 
society, playing essential roles in people's social, 
economic, spiritual and political lives. The challenge is 
to conven this vitality into the modem commercially
oriented setting, so that clans may continue to perform 
these functions in today's society and into the future. 

Footnote 
~~ 

(1) To this genenl rule of gOYemment intervcnti<'O there wa~ a single 

and mtintentional excep1ion -lbe Fon:suy (Private OC3lings) Act. This 

Act was introduced as aprivatemembcr"s bill in 1971 and passed by a 

House of Assanbly in which the elected members outnumhcrcd 

official manbers. Thi5-law-did allo••• .direct nc:aotit!iOCL oi a~cnts 
for timber rights with customary bndo"'11ers, bunuhj~t to wh:n was 

effccti~ty a Government pow<:~' Of veto. 
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Assessing the environmental impact of development aid programs 

ME SuD/van and 0 King, North Au-... RtiSINirch Unit, Auslrsllan National University and Department of 
Geography, JMWS Coole University of Northern Queensland 

Development aid projects 

Developing countries traditionally ha~ a high offacial 
development assistance (ODA) 10 gross Dllional poduct 
(GNP) ratio. South Pacific countries. wiUch are the 
focus of a high proportion of Australiaa development 
aid. have amongst the highest OD.MiNP ralios in the 
world. on average about 16 per OCIIl (Carew-Reid 
1989:113). In addition to diRct aid. lhc dependent 
French Pacific teaitories and the COUDirics wbich were 
US dependencies or have entered a compact of free 
association with the USA. rec:ene Ulitional 
development resources from those induslrialised 
countries. This is not reoonlccl as ODA. so estimated 
ratios are an uncknralua1ion of che IOcalUI CIOidribulion 
to South Pacific national economies. 

As much of this aid is in the form of dRct project 
assistance, such projects are of considefable importance 
in the overall functioning of the recipient countries. One 
major problem is ensuring that effeai\'C assessment is 
carried out on the biophysical and socioeconomic 
impactS of these aid projects. alon& wilh other 
development projects. 

Why Is environmental Impact assessment 
necessary? 

All national objectives include the provisioa of jobs. 
earning foreign exchange. ensuring security. maincaining 
or improving living standanis. providiag a heallhy 
environment and conserving natural n:soun:es. Over 
recent years most nations also have lhc Slated goal of 
sustaining such development. In many inslances these 
goals and objectives are incompatible. aouroes are not 
sufficient to meet national aspirations. and 
socioeconomic development occurs at a cost 10 the 
natural environment. 

Particularly in small projects. only certain a~ of the 
EIA process may be implemented. Project evaluation is 
the most limited fonn of such assessment. bcing little 
more than a diary of implementation. usc and 
completion. This type of evaluation is typifacd by the 
logical framework {logframe) process developed by 
USAID in the 1970s and used by many bilaaa'al and 
mu1tilateral aid donors. For iastancc. Ibis was the case 
in integrated rural developmc:at projects as they were 
implemented in Papua New Guinea and pans of Africa. 
As discussed by Crittenden aad Lea (1991) the logframe 
approach using charts. tables. numericaUy based 
monitoring or a check list. caD be a powerful IOOl for 
planning. appr3isai and seaias up a n::porting sysrem. 
The main problems however~ its tendency 10 blueprint 
or strait-jacket projects. 10 an:entratc on quantifiable 
and qualitative data. and 10 be insensitive 10 the logic of 
recipients. Where expatriate donors impose external 
values. and development proCessionals concentratc on 
inputs. outputs and deadlines. the ·inflexibility of the 
technique may be self«fcating. The logframe 
schedules completion of par1S of lhe project. CIOOCiuding 
that implementation had bec:a successful if the funds 
WCle taken up and the project completed within the 
planned time limit. Such • evaluation tells lhe aid 
recipient and donor nothing of the effectiveness and 
impact of the project on die target population and its 
envimnment. 

Where proper impact assessments are carried out they 
are commonly constrained by the in~ of those 
undertaking the lEA or the picc:emeal manner in which 
they are used. Economic and infrasttuctural project 
evaluations often do not COill:lin physical environmental 
assessments. while the socioeconomic evaluation is 
commonly split into its economic and social components 
according 10 what is perceived as more politically 

The process of environmental impact assessment (EIA) relevant. Ex-post assessments of impact on the 
involves the provision of information about the positive biophysical environment are severely limited if onh· an 
and negative impacts of projects on the environment. economic impact study was carried out in the 'first 
The environment includes both biophysical and instance (and vice versa). 
socioeconomic effects, and both should be assessed in 
advance of, during. and after any projectcommences. It is extremely difficult to make direct assessments of 

change and impact where the baseline data arc not 
The study of development aid impacts adequately selected and defmcd. or where there is undue 

There is no difference in impact between a project emphasis on quantifyabie\information; for instance, in 
designed with high moral motivation 10 benefit the ex-post evaluations of the impacts of roads. This 
recipient country and one which was motivated purely problem is exacerbated by the speed with which most 
by profiL It is the attitudes and policies of the recipient evaluations have to be made. The population and 
government.. and their- willingness to implement them, environment which are studied in the ex-post evaluation 
which are the important faCtors in--deterndning whether- - - may not be the same as those of the pre-impact study. or 
the impact of a proposed development will be assessed may not be the most highly affected group or area. This 
effectively. is particularly true of human populations which respond 
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to development by increasing their mobility, as occurred 
for instance along both the Hiritano and Highlands 
Highways in Papua New Guinea. 

Where the results of cnvironmenlal impact assessments 
arc consequently ambivalent. any positive appraisal 
t<·'nds to be seized upon as justifiCation for the project. 
while the remainder, at best. provides baseline da1a for 
future studies. Crittenden and Lea (1989) have drawn 
attention 10 the roles played by development 
professionals and local cliiCS, who select the positive 
evaluation data, commonly judged in fmancial. 
infrast.uctural or accounting terms. Tbey plough ahead 
with projects because of their own agendas and values, 
particularly the dependence of their careers and interests 
in successful (te punctual) implemencation of the project. 
There is generally no mechanism 10 obeain the views of 
the local recipient community on the success or 
otherwise of the projecL 

This attitude also constrains the n:dpient government 
and aid donor, so that a negative assessment indicales 
the poor auitudc of the evaluator acbec than gcncrating a 
re-appraisal of the advisability of the project. The need 
to secure further aid funding means that genuine 
criticism of a development project is unlikely, and that 
the economic statistics which will be highlighted in any 
post-project appraisal will be those which are positive. 

A major problem is that environmental planning is 
genecally an afterthought. particularly where project 
proposals have been generated by economists and 
engineers who frequently wock in a remote donor 
country. Options for envirocunc:rdal proteCtion are not 
incorporated in the plan in its devctopment stages. so are 
commonly not effective in environmental management. 
More importantly, when environmental c:onsttaints to the 
development are identifted. the planning process has 
commonly gone too far for infrastructure 10 be re
designed. and the cost of the action necessary to protect 
the environment or salvage information becomes 
unnecessarily high. 

Occasional development projects which have blatantly 
ignored the need for honest environmental impact 
appraisal make headlines in developed counuies. These 
include dams such as the Aswan which have disrupted 
traditional economies, and rural development plans 
which have involved the destruction of fragile 
ecosystems. Other cases include historical sires or other 
areas of natural or cultural significance in South 
America. Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific. 
More commonly no critical impact is observed, and 
environmental change as the result of development 
projects occurs in the fonn of slow but cumulative land, 
ecosystem and socioeconomic degradation. 

Resource development and environmental 
impact 

In planning their-ecooomk f~t~res the governments of 
most developing countries place a high priority on 
economic growth from primary production by 
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developing and exploiting for export their natur.tl 
rcsowces. 11lc agriculture. rashcrie.... forc...try and 
mining sectors are gcnc:rally actively encouraged. and 
this may be at the expense of natural or cultural areas 
conservation. 

Tile most widely scrutinised environmental plans or 
EtAs have been for mining projects. Mining is 
pcn:eived as environmentally damaging. so invariably 
where relevant legislation exists. an environmental plan 
has been required. In the Pacifac, EIAs have been 
carried out for many mining projects. Full EIAs were 
produced for such mines as Misima. Hidden Valley, 
Porgera, Mt Karc, Wau, Mt Vidor, and Lakckamu in 
Papua New Guinea. Minor aspectS or potential or 
subsequent environmental impact have been considered 
in mining projects in Fiji and New Caledonia. The 
production of such plans generally repwcscnts a small 
relative cost wichin the toW cost stn1e1urc of developing 
a mine. It is also possible to fmd solutions to many of 
the environmental problems identifaed in such EIAs, as 
the zone of impact is commonly small or confined. 
Multinational mining companies now aim 10 be good 
corporate citizens, often relating shareholder conccms. 
As they have no desire to be heJd up by initations 
involving later environmental cona:ms they attempt to 
do the necessary minimum of environmental appraisal 
and amelioration of negative impactS from the outset 
While such mining EIAs clearly point out the negative 
effects of the proposed mine, cspcciaUy river or offshore 
pollution. they generally argue that these arc outweighed 
by the socioeconomic benefits of the mine. 

Forestry EIAs in contrast have genc:mlly been poor. and 
developing country governments have demonstrated an 
unwillingness to enfoo::c their own environmental 
legislation on foresuy projects. Tbc land areas affected 
by forestry projects are large. and the negative 
biophysical and socioeconomic impac:ts considerable. 
Many forestry projects in Papua Ne\v Guinea have 
produced environmental plans. but without exception 
these have been inadequate. Although the industry was 
subjected to a wide-ranging review in the late 1980s, and 
during the tropical forestry action plan meetings in 1990 
the Minister for Forests assured the community that 
environmental legislation would be enforced, there has 
been no real change since then. It is not surprising that 
the forestry industry has been the special target of 
international environmental agencies and NGOs. 

Large-scale agriculturaJ schemes and associated rural 
development projects for oil palm, rubber and cocoa 
development. have produced environmental plans, but 
those in the forest seetbr they have generally given only 
superficial accounts o/lhc biophysical impacts. They 
suffer by being carried out long after the major planning 
phase of the project has been completed. Once it has 
been decided that an agricultural project is a good idea, 
the subsequent environmental appraisal will have tittle 
effect on the planners and implementers. The plan has 
its own momentum independent of che EIA. 
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In addition, ex-post evaluations that show overall 
negative impacts of such projects are complicated by the 
fact that local elite, with access to political and 
oconomic power, commonly move in and utilise the 
remnants of the projocL This enables them to move on 
to political careers which subsequently bring addilional 
limit·~ infrastructural projects to the original target 
population. A serious consequence of the unsuccessful 
integrated rural development projects in Papua New 
Guinea was the cynicism engendered in the target 

populations, and their subsequent accepcance of local 
business initiatives that were environmentally more 
harmful than the initial project plan. 

lnfrastructural projects 

Development project aid in the Pacific has recently 
involved the construction of. or major extensions to, 
hospitals. educational institutions. govenunent 
laboratories. or communications and weather recording 
facilities. It has also included the establishment of 
agricultural or forestry facilities. or general 
infraslructw:e. Most of the building and land 
modification works have been carried out without any 
natural environmental impact assessment. or with only a 
cursory evaluation of engineering aspects. 

·Socioeconomic impacts have been virtually ignored on 
the unjustified assumption that as the project has been 
designed to provide some major social or economic 
benefit. it can only be 'a good thing'. 

In contrast. transport infrastructural projects such as 
roads and airports. for which aid is commonly obtained 
duough an international bank or agency. have ovec the 
last few yeaxs been subject to environmental impact 
assessment procedures. sometimes imported as a 
package by the funding agency. 

Road development is one of the most variably evaluated 
types of projecL Some roads have been studied in great 
depth. and most have environmenlal engineering 
evaluations lhat are concerned with the construction. but 
pay no attention to the secondary environmental impacts 
lhat result from changes in access, and to the economy 
and lifestyles of the local people. Many pre-road impact 
assessments assumed a static population. and 
concentrated on people who lived adjacent to the 
proposed route. It is now clear in Papua New Guinea for 
example, that all roads facilitate migration from remote 
areas to access points, and have contributed to rural
urban migration. 

A number of problems have developed in the vicinity of 
new roads. These include land pressure, conflicts over 
land ownership, exploitation, land degradation and 
access to resources, as well as increases in crime and 
sexually transmitted and other contagious diseases. 
Road developments create local inequalities which have 
a negative effect on areas which remain remote from the 
new road. 

In most evaluations the donor has stipulated pre
investment or post-evaluation studies of portions of 
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roads, some newly-established, others merely upgraded. 
Studies of portions of new roads suffer enormous 
inherent constraints. The baseline data seldom allow a 
proper evaluation of environmental change. Human 
populations change as the road encourages mobility, and 
most of the impact of the road is in fact on its aennini, 
rather than in its hinterland. Evaluat.Kins of upgrading 
projects are even more diffacult, as in most cases it was 
the original road, however poor in its quality, lhat 
boosted the economy of the region and set in motion the 
social and environmental changes that can then only be 
assessed out of contcxL 

While the large aid donors (World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank. etc) are commissioning piecemeal 
EIAs. government works ·departments are steadily going 
about their legitimate business of upgrading roads and 
building new feeder roads without ever considering the 
need for EIA There are also political roads which 
directly defy the evaluation recommendations, and hand
built feeder roads constructed by desperate villagers who 
expect governments to intervene and maintain such 
roads. The impact caused by laclc of road maintenance 
is in fact worthy of an ElA in its own righL If impact 
assessment takes place immedial.ely after completion of 
a project. there may not have been suffiCient time 
elapsed for other developments or problems to have 
become established. Without adequate maintenance 
however. the economic developments which 
subsequently emerge will gradually be strangled by 
increasing transport costs and inaccessibility. until 
villagers fmd themselves dependent and in a worse 
position than before the project was impl(:mentcd. The 
likely responses are urban migration or political 
milicancy. seen in an extreme case in the AIDAB-rundcd 
North Sauer project in the Philippines. 

Environmental awareness 

Although hunters. gatherers and subsistence 
agriculturalists are acutely aware of all elements of their 
local environments, traditional societies of developing 
countries have no environmental ethic similar to that 
which has developed among the middle classes of 
industrialised socteues. and is propounded by 
international environmental agencies and NGOs. 
Traditional views are commonly that the environment 
came into existence with local human ancestors, and that 
each element of the biophysical environment is part of 
the resources available for human usc. When land 
boundaries become fixed. when human or domestic 
animal population density increases to an unsustainable 
level, or when a dominant profit motive enters a 
stable/sustainable subsistedee economy, traditional 
attitudes to the natural environment cannot ensure its 
conservation. 

ln a training manual produced by the South Pacific 
· -Regional Environrrient Programme (SPREP) designed 

especially for use in developing countries in the Pacific, 

Carpen1.er and Maragos (1989) noted at the outset that 
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for proper EIAs the &etters EIA should also be 
considered 10 rcprc.<att 'early, inccgraccd and always'. 
Effective en,·ironmcntal management can be achieved 

from environmental impact assessment only if that 
assessment begins at the inception of development 
planning, is directly linked 10 engineering and economic 
SI.Udi~ and design, and continues to acaunulatc data 
throughout the project cycle enabling mid-course 
modifacations 10 managemenL 

Environmental legislation and bureaucracies 

At the start of this decade most developing countries, 
including those in the Pacific, did not have legislation 
which offered environmental protection. nor 
environmental impaa Iegislalion or procedam:s which 
required the assessml'nt of the impact of proposed 
developments on the environmcnL Papua New Guinea 
and the former US-associated states have bad such 
legislation in place for several ~ and other c:ountries 
such as Vanuabl and Wcsrem Samoa have been 
developing and implemcnling environmencallegislalion 
over recent years. As noted by Hughes and Sullivan 
(1989), the Papua New Guinean legislation. particularly 
the cornerstone Emiro~nUJl Planning Act 1978, if 
applied conscientiously and without political 
interference, would be able 10 provide adequate 
biophysical and socioeconomic environmental 
protection, and coald sene as a model for similar 
legislation for odter developing countries in 1he Pacific. 

To be effective, a oalion's environmental planning and 
management strategy needs two intcc-relatcd elemencs: 
comprehensive and srrong legislation; and the political 
will, along with Ill adcqualdy staffed and funded 
government department, 10 administer and implement 
that legislation. GO\unment departments which are the 

advocates of cnviroomental management and protection 
requ~ frequent consultation with. and politically based 
support from, depanmeots which advocate resourte 
exploitation (commonly minerals and energy, forestry, 
agriculture and flshcms departments). 

A dilemma experienced by the Papua New Guinea 
government has been attempting to resolve its often 
conflicting constitutional roles as advocate of 
development the one hand. and pcotectOr of resources 
and the en\"ironment on the other. This conflict is 
compounded when the government has taken up equity 
participation in de,·elopment projects, as has occwred 
with mining in Papua ~ew Guinea, and its role as a 
shareholder in the dre\·elopment has taken precedence 
over that of advocate for environmental protection 
(Hughes and Sullh-an:1989:45). To safeguard the 
biophysical and socioeconomic environment it is 
important that the \'iews of environmental managers are 
given equal weight to those of the advocates of resource--
development from the outset of planning in all 
development projectS-
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During lhe late 1980s and 1990s lherc has been a marked 
increase in community and government awareness of 
environmental issues. Partly as a result of the strong 
emphasis on environmental conccm<; which have 
emecged from every Pacific Forum meeting since 1988, 
and the widespread public·iy given to cnviro,{mental 

issues in the lead-up to UNCED, much of it reinforced 
by SPREP projects. every country in the Pacific now 
has, or is in lhe process of seuing up, at least an 
environmental unit within its government bureaucracy, 
and has produced a report on the state of the country's 
environmenL 

"The flow of environmental aid into the Pacific has 
brought a new era of paternalism. This is best 
exemplifaed in projects aimed at protcaing tropical 
forests, many of which were derived from abe tropical 
forestry action plan as applied to various countries (eg 
Wodd Bank 1990). International agencies. including 
NGOs. are convinced that they have acquinld expertise 
in wbat they do, and commonly import lheir own 
consultants or methods to developing counuies with no 
regard to either local expertise, sensitivities or training 
needs. It is common to find imported experts 

questioning local practitioners about the very basic 
information of their discipline, and ignoring the large 
body of traditional knowledge which had coounonly led 
10 long· term sustained land use (Clarke 1990). 
Appropriafc environmental impact assessmcot. whether 
biophysical or socioeconomic, almost always requires 
some cxpcriencc and knowledge of local c:oaditions. 

Amongst the developing countries of the Paclrac, Papua 
New Guinea, Guam and Fiji can generally provide their 
own trained biophysical and social scientisls 10 carry out 
environmental impact studies. They could also assist 
their neighbours with practical training. by providing 
appropriately experienced local practitioaers. "The 
limituion to this use of local expertise is financial, and 
includes the need to replace temporarily scientists 
engaged in such work. and house replacement staff. 
Many other island states can provide partly-trained 
countelpartS who can learn from more experienced 
practitioners. Assistance in the form of financial support 
for such local work. and of advisers to local science 
trainees is likely to contribute effective long-term 
benefiL As members of the country and ·the local 
trainees are likely to contribute effective long-tenn 
benefit. members of the country and the local 
community will feel that the projeas and the 
environmental managcrilCilt decisions arc their own. 

I 

Future development aid projects 

From the late 1980s the Pacific, South America and 
other developing areas have been experiencing an aid 

· flood. .much· :-of--it-· directed- toward environmental 
programs or·- projects. In addition NGOs and 
international agencies such as lhe World Bank. the Asian 
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Development Bank, various Un~ Nations agencies 
and programs, the International Union for !.h.: 
Conservation of Nature and ~atucal Resources (IUCI\"1. 
the Word-wide Fund foe Nature (WWF), Consen·ation 
ln&emational (CI), the World Resoun::es lnstiwte (WRfJ 
and several smaller f'J30s concennting on fl•.hding in 
particular areas of dcvelopmeru., ha\"C turned their 
auention towards the humid tropics and sub-ttOpics, 
which are areas of high biodiversity perceived as coming 
under environmental pressure through developmenL 

In November 1990 a new strucWre v.'3S ~t up by 
representatives of a group of industrialised nations to 
assist in environmental protection. ~ Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) is a three-ytar pilot 

program providing grams and low-iruen:st loans to 
developing countries. This US$1..5 billion fund, which 

is managed jointly by the World Bank. lhe United 
Nations Development Programme. supportS international 
environmental maraatement and the transfer of 
environmentally benign technologies. The fii'Sl pojccts 

began in 1991, and were intended to concmtrale on: 
reducing and limiting greenhouse gas mtissions: 
preserving biodiversity and maintaining natural habitats: 
and reducing further ozone <kpletioo. 

Experience gained from the f.m GEF projects is 
expected to be shared at UNCED. his likely, however, 
that many p:ojects initialed under' dlis propam, and 
which are therefore seen to be environmentally sound in 
their conception, will not be properly scnninised for 
ocher environmental impacts. some of v.oJlich may be 
detrimental. Actively interVening to ensure the 
preservation of biodiversity, for iDstancc. may damage 
areas of cultural significance. Swctures designed to 
protect marine or wetland habitats may have dle effect of 
accelerating coastal erosion. Such environmental 
impacts will require careful appraisal. and proj!a design 
to minimise all negative cnvironmemal impacts. 

Gray (1991) has warned of numerous social conOiclS 
which will emerge as a result of biodiversity 
conservation projects in developing countries as oudined 
by Reid and Miller (1989) and Mc!'-Ieely et a1 {1990). 
He noted (p ii) that: 

'When the sun;vai of the rainforest is under 
discussion, the rights of indigenous pecples are 
too often ignored. treated as a low priority 
relegated to the footnoteS of glossy reportS. 
The current initiatives of international 
organisations .. .for conserving biodiversity are 
no exception.' 

He lists (1991:3) four main criticisms of current 
biodiversity conservation projeclS: 
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The failure to tackle those processes that are 
currently :destro};ng--genetic di,·ersity. 

Viewing biodiversity conservation too mu~h in 
terms of establishing 'set-asides' and 'reserves'. 

Assuming that conservation programme.~ must 
be shaped to the logic of the markeL 

Accelerating the transfer of genetic resources 
from the Third World to the N<K1h, to the 
economic, social and political detriment of the 
South. 

He also ~ the negative socioeconomic impactS of 
the current 'save it, use it and study it' philosophy 
(McNeely et aJ 1990) of biodiversity conservation 
programs on indigenous people. their need for self 
determination. and the continued maintenance of their 
cultural diversity. 

Gray's (1991) criticisms are long and detailed. and cover 
both the Tropical Forestry Action Plan and subsequent 
biodiversity conservation projects which now extend to 
over 70 developing countries. He stresses particularly 
the negative socioecooomic impacts. many of which 
were also identifJed by Renner (1990) in a detailed study 
on the impact of: forestry activities. protCCtCd an:as 
zoning, debt-for-aablle swaps. and gazcuing extractive 
reserves. These criticisms are worthy consideration in 
the preliminary planning stages of all projects which will 
arise in the near future from GEF funding. 
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Does aid help? Sustainable development without (necessarily) being 'green' 

David~ Not1h Australian Research Unit, Australian National University 

Aid, debt and developmeal 

Over the last two decades aid lias been aiticised by the 
radical left and right. modcates and many of the 
thinking donors and recipieaiS (eg Bauer 1991, Casses 
1986, Riddell 1987). The ir...:nse dcbl experienced by 
developing countries is eviJc.:e of the failure of aid 10 

stimulate sustainable develclpwmt. Much of the debt 
accumulation was a direct n:slll of foreign aid and loans 
from the World Bank and qional dcvelopmcat banks. 
These loans were provided ..aer c:onccssiona1 terms 
with lengthy repaymc:ot pcriDds. Apparaady generous, 
they have 10 be serviced willl foreign cxcbange earned 
by attracting foreigners • spend and invest in 
developing countries and liiRJIIgh export earnings or 
further external borrowings (ar IJoth). 

However, such aid in the pxest countries and the 
poorest areas of all counuiesannot be effective because 
it cannot be managed by cilia the aid receivers or the 
aid givers. 

The aid receivers: 

Are poor and theref<R powerless because of 
poverty traps. 

They have been and arc disad~ed or 
exploited by the preseat world economic order 
(te WOISening tenDS ~ hdc). Defence and 
debt servicing, take up Q) to 80 per cent of 
budgeu and most of tbelli:Sl is swallowed up by 
civil administralion and pJiice so rdad~y few 
resoun:es can be dira:lcd to 'development'. 
Privileged elites are not aaUy inrcrested in any 
change and people me ill environments where 
nepotism, bribery, self-iarerest and conuption 
are often rife. 

There are no incaaves or reasonable 
procedures for either s.&ng out what people -
especially rural people - need, or how to 
administer 10 these needs. 

Aid receivecs are uodec foreign economic 
conuol because the IMF and TNCs have non
national agendas and lheir loyalties are to 
boards and shareholdea in the world's financial 
centres. 

Structures, institutions are often inappropriate 
and there are too few people to operate those 
they have. 

The aid givers on the other' hand are usually driven by 
their own agendas. They an: interested in: 

Promoting exports from the rich (DDT, 
unsuitable millc produas and cigarettes); 

exporting 'dirty' induslries.. 
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Offering aid, military support. and debt 
reduction as political reward or weapon; 

using foreign aid as a fonn of continuing 
colonial influence 10 ensure the security of their 
investments and to keep them politically sound; 

using foreign aid as conscience money to allay 
feelings of guilL 

'Aid' as it is present delivered, is a misnomer. It 
perpetuaiCS the feelings of superiority and inferiority 
fostm:d during periods of colonialism. it helps maintain 
paternalism, it erodes self-respect and self-suffaciency, 
and leads to corruption and cynical praaices.. For 
example, Australia and other aid givers have attempted 
to address some of the recipient's problems by 
increasingly operating through NGOs and concennting 
on carefully planned and monitored project aid which 
can by-pass cumbersome and conupt bureaucracies. 
This is good but it does not deal with the problems 
donors face or the more subtle problems of recipients. 

Aid as practiced is about maintaining the stcuus quo and 
controlling the a1Jocation and distribution of resources. 
Even when genuine humanitarian considerations exist 
(as in disaster relief programS) to call this aid distorts 
reality. 

What could be done? 

Essenlially rm pessimistic but I cannot acc:ept that aid 10 

developing countries should be stopped before new 
policies are put in place. A new approach is necc:essary. 

Balanced reciprocity is a prerequisiw for healthy 
relationships between individuals and commamitics. 
Words are powerful conditioners of human thought. 
emotions and behaviour. We should discontinue use of 
the word 'aid' and face the reality that what we are 
dealing with is the control and distribution of resources. 
To oven:ome the problems of poverty and obscene 
inequalities we should be using words like justice 
programs, income and wealth equa1isation programs, 
poverty reduction programs. self-reliance and 
sustainability programs, and self-government and 
autonomy programs. How could what we now call aid 
be more effective'! 

Use NGOs Voluntary·~ttlfare organisations of the saner 
type tend to deliver aid 1more effectively. efficaciously 
and efficiently than large national and multinational aid 
agencies which are depersonalised, complex, 
bureaucratic and tend to emphasise technology and a 
mindless professionalism. NGOs can .. r.cspood_ mor(! _ ~ 
quicldy and flexibly than can bilaterat·and multilateral----- -
agencies. They arc more likely to address needs and 
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take risks than arc official agencies. It is 1ruc that they 
also have bcucr links to the needy and arc better able to 
use participatory bottom-up processes in planning, 
implementation and evaluation. 

There are other advantages: (I) lhcy do not give priority 
to the provision of:tangibles' but (to use their jargon) to 
'empowenncnt'; (2) staff tend to be more motivated and 
dedicated; (3) fewer bureaucratic overbeads and staff are 
more poorly paid; and (4) lhey can get involved in 
political issues. 

Of course there are problems with NGOs - self 
admiration, small seale efforts, loony ~If-interest 

coocemed with incorpordlion into lhe world economy 
and lhe breakdown of traditional values. 

Demand participation People must be imlolved in their 
own development for many forms of aid create 
dependency. loss of autonOmy and loss of fRedom. It is 
useless plugging in expertS. agencies or professionals. 
each with their own agendas. to impose cbelopment on 
unwilling R:Cipiencs. 1bc:re is an expanding litaature 
that when small projects arc initialed with the 
participation and consent of beneficiaries it has been 
found that lhe poor have the capacity to manage their 
own affairs (perhaps not always in lbe ways lhe 
professionals would like); lhey appreciale their own 
circumstances; lhey are concerned with sustainability; 
they acknowledge external constraints and internal 
capabilities; and their own creativity flouristles. 

Think small Aid has failed to alleviate poverty. for its 
purpose is essentially the preservation of a syscem which 
damages the interests of the poor and supports elites. 
Therefore most large-scale aid projccls should not 
happen. Projects should be mainly via small exercises. 
These allow donor countries to educate lbcmsdves and 
to get involved without offence and hann. 

Control wealthy countriu In many ways lhe best fonn 
of aid which would be more helpful to truly 
developmental processes would be to make donor 
countries act more responsibly towants the poor 
countries. This would mean: 
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(a) Investing more money in the education of 
rich countries so that lhey acted more 
responsibly and less ethnocentricaDy. Just 
getting to know somelhing about the 
geography. history and culture of poor 
countries wanting help is very important. 

(b) Addressing (or forgiving) debL 

(c) Assisting without strings when il becomes 
necessary to help (and this means untying aid 
and taking out the self-interest). Related to lhis 
is refusing to give military assislance and 
supplying repressive or dictatorial regimes. 

(d) Opening up markets in the rich countJje.s_ (() . 
trade from poor- rountries. . Food. production 
subsidies and trade protection in lhe rich world 
are essentially evil. The surpluses accumulated 

arc often exported as aid; lhis undermines the 
economy of poor countries and dcstabiliscs 
intemational prices for commodities. Added to 
problems of adverse &cmls of trade, repatriation 
of profits, interest payments and the brain drain, 
reciprocal exchange becomes impossible. 
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(c) Contr·llling the dumping of poor and 
unsuitable products and 'dirty' industries. 

(f) Giving poor countries access to appropriate 
new technologies. 

Let go The hardest thing of all is persuading us. lhe 
rich, to relinquish control of aid After an exhaustive 
siUdy of Australian aid and one projca (Margarini) in 
Kenya in particular. Porter. Allen and Thompson sum up 
their conclusions as follows: 

'Our conclusions are that lhis period of 
develqxnent practice has become increasingly 
control-oriented in a futile effort to reduce the 
level of WlCCl'tainty which aocompanies any 
rural development intervention. Futile. because 
inaeased c:ontrol«ientalion leads inevitably to 
a denial of reality and greater. not lesser. 
uncertainty. We have argued that 
contemporary development practice must 
become more pluralist-oriented. accept the 
uncertainty and welcome the diversity. and face 
up to the realities .. .If we have anything quiclc 
and easy to offer, it is that there is no answer. 
The problem is a moving. evolving multi
faceted thing, and if it was possible to offer an 
answer today, it would be inappropriate 
tomorrow _.nevertheless. our analysis of 
Margarini leaves us with the belief in the 
capacity of people to make a diffcrcncc._ 
development pofessionals...are part of the 
problem. as well as part of lhe solution' (Porter 
et al., 1991:212-13). 

Sustainable livelihood security 

Following my experience with development projects in 
developing countries, I am attracted to the idea of 
seelcing economic and ecological sustainability lhrough 
promoting 'sustainable livelihood security'. It is well 
deftned in a recent boolc edited by Conroy and Litvinoff 
(1988) called The Greening of Aid: Sustainable 
Livelihoods in Practice. 

'Livelihood is defined as adequate sroclcs and 
flows of food and cash to meet basic needs. 
Security refers to secure ownership of, or 
access to, resources and income-earning 
activities, including reSCliYVS and assets to offset 
risk, ease shocks and meet contingencies. 
Sustainable refers to lhe maintenance or 
enhancement of resource productivity on a 
long-term basis' (Chambers, 1988: 1). 

This -approach addresses the causes (not symptoms) of 
environmental, social, economic and political 
degradation. Sustainable livelihood springs from a 
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w:t:em thal many aid and development activities have 
~:;mdered resources upon which a meaningful fonn of 
d~··!lopmenl is based, because of inappropriate 
in:.....-ventions caused by biases of aid and dcvdopmcnl 
p:-:c.:ssionals. 1be poor often have beoomc the 'victims 
of progress' (see P,odley, 1975) because ~ 
ex:i.oiwion and 'dev .:lopmcnt' takes place in W&ys tha1 
ar: not wan&ed cx are unsustainable. 1hc boot and the 
CO"'...&:ept are not a diatribe against aid or clcvdopment 
(h:wever bolh tenns are dcfaned). In fact most of the 
exmtples from Conroy and Utvinoff are of success or 
pr:ai success stories. Howevec, it docs recognise that 
de--·'!lopment that enriches people boda economically and 
cU;:ually can not occur if projects do not iaYotc 

(a) A lemting process approach (and lherefore 
flexible. adaptive and incremencal). 

(b) Puaing people's priorities f"arst (politically 
and socially participative and scnsiane). 

(c) Securing rights and gains (a:naialy in 
developing countries land refonns giUig rights 
arid security of land are associated willa boch 
increased output and less land and soil 
degradation). 

(d) Enswing sustainability duougla self-help 
(and participation) by giving local SI.CWaldship 
and control of environmental resources.. 

(e) Involving high calibre and commiaecl staff 
who are prepared to work 0\'a'SCas willa people, 
k:am their languages and stay fcx ..- lban a 
few months. 

NaXe that in this 'pcoplc-ccntred' dcvelapaeat lbcae is 
Vet"! little of 'green' rhetcric in any ~ these points. 
E.Q:ricnce indicates that the greata' lhc edeal of local 
comol over environmental resoun:es. and die lllOIC the 
comnunity relies on these JeSOUI'CieS to meet its basic 
~.:s. the greatec the natural incentives b n:sponsible 
en':ronmental stewardship (Korten. 1990:11). Such 
loc:.ll control in the Third World 1DC3IS ensuring 
ecc;.ogical and political safeguards ... 

·against pillage and degradation by commercial 
interests and the rich. [For] when people have 
5eCUI"C rights and adequate stocks or assets to 
deal with contingencies. they tend to lake the 
long view, holding on tenaciously 10 land. 
;>roteeting and saving trees and seeking to 
~ro..,;de for their children. Secure tenure and 
:ights .. .are prerequisites for good husbandry 
md sustainable management' (Robert 
Chambers, 1988:2). 

Thi; approach to 'aid' does not 'target' single trendy 
iss:es such as the loss of species, the destruction of 
for~. or the erosion of land. It stops all fonns of land 
depdation by_ empowering -local ~ '31ld 
gi'-:i:lg them the means and incentive to do something 
abon their problems. People are not seen as the 
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problem but as a solution. Such an approach has had 
successes in Australia at local levels by communities, 
like those at Corowa or Wesley Vale. stopping W~wanted 
developments, or even more locally, n:sidcnt action 
groups halting freeway development Oi tourisl resorts 
that bring about unwanted changes. Thint Wodd local 
communities (often assisted by wh1:~ orpnisalions) 
are changing the design of dcvdopuiiCMS or even 
stopping them using local instiwtions and local 
communities when thele is cvidcnoe that a SCH:allcd 
devdopment is not in their incercsts. 

This is very similar to Commissioner Jobnscon's 
argwnents against mainsln::aming and cxcc:ssivc conuol 
of assistance to Aboriginal people. 

1t would be unfortunarc if ideological aJIICCIDS 

and narrowly based notions of di"ICic:acy and 
effectiveness were 10 obCrude in discussion 
about the means to be employed in the delivery 
of services... The simple and undeniable fact or 
the mauet is dJat the oonclitioa of Abalilinal 
people is different from that or non-Aboriginal 
people: fU'Stly, because of the 8CQ!DM11artd 
disadvantage which this report indicates; 
secondly, because a very substantial number of 
Aboriginal people live in remocc areas; lhiRily, 
because they have a different cultural 
baclcgrotmd; fourthly, they are just comia& out 
of a period of having no rights and ao say in 
their atraUs; and fifthly, they have coo•i•IOUSly 
been respOnding to agendas detenniaed by 
others. To insist upon ~ing iasr:rvice 
provision in these cin:umscanccs is bodl IIICR 

costly in the long frml and is lbomagbly 
undesirable in my view' (Johnstoa. 199l:Vol4, 
24). 

It is necessary to look at conventional aid because it is, 
on the whole, not working. The poorest QJUidric:s and 
the poor within many countries are gcuing poon:r. Like 
Aborigines and odler disadvantaged groups in our own 
society, poor countries are not 'perfonning' economically 
and great damage has been done to their autonomy and 
the capacities of societies to absorb change and to adjust 
to changing situations. 
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Aid and the environment 

G.ry Scolt, Director. Environment Section. AIDAB 

AIDAB's environmental policy framework 

The Australian Intema1ional Development Assislance 
Bureau (AIDAB) manages all aspc:cts of the Austtalian 
Government's overseas aid program. lbe program's 
main objective is to promote economic and social 
progress in developing countries . in response to 
Australia's humanitarian conccms. 

In 1984 the Jackson Report cstablishecl sustainable 
development as a key objective of Ausualia's 
development c:ooperabon program. This broad thrust 
was further extended when in July 1989 the (chen) Prime 
Minister, Mr Hawke. issued a policy statanent on the 
environment entitled 'Our country our f'utlR'. This 
included a statement on Australia's role in assisting 
sustainable development through overseas aid. 

On 20 July 1989 the (then) Minister for Trade 
Negotiations and Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, Michael Duffy, said: 

'Australia's aid activities will be sensitive to 
promoting economic development in an 
environmentally responsible manner' (AIDAB, 
1989). 

He went on to note that AlDAB would implement the 
following measures in the context of the policy: 
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*Effectively integrate environment protection 
and resource management into programs. 

•Implement procedures for assessing and 
monitoring the environmencal impact of 
development activities which Australia assists. 

•Cooperate with developing countries to 
strengthen their capacity to anticipate, identify. 
assess and resolve issues of environmental 
protection and natural resource management. 

*Promote and support environmentally sound 
development activities funded by multilateral 
development institutions. 

•Cooperare with . other donors to achieve 
ecologically sustainable economic development 
within aid programs. 

As pan of the ongoing challenge to fully integrate the 
cc:ological 8SpCC1S of sustainable development into the 
aid program. abe Ausualian Government produced an 
interim response to dtc United Nations World 
Commission on Environment and Development 
(UNCED) Report Our C011UMn future. This interim 
policy statemcat, which is detailed in the publication 
Ecologically sustainable developmenl in intunalional 
development cooperation (AIDAB, 1991a) outlines 
AIDAB's strategy for implementing this p(,iicy. 

Environmental assistance program 

As part of the environmencal policy statement "Our 
country our future' the Australian Government approved 
expenditure of $20 million for specific environmental 
projects. In the 1991 Budget this was expanded by S60 
million. thus bringing the total funding under the 
consolidated Environmental Assiscance Program (EAP) 
to $80 million over the four years 1991-92to 1994-95. 

The EAP covers key areas of environmental assistance 
to both bilatecal and multilateral programs. A set of 
Ministerial Guidelines wl\S established to govern the 
funding of the program. The principal objectives of the 
EAPare: 

1. To promote ecologically suscainable 

development through Australian supported 
intemational cooperation programs on a 

bilateral. regional and international basis. 
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2. To support programs in population 
stabilisation, forestry, climate change and 
biodiversity, and environment and conservation 

management. 

3. To contribute, along with other members of 
the internalional community. to the Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) of the World Bank. 
the Montreal Protocol Fund. as well as the 
rrro and other multilateral bodies. 

In 1991-92 AIDAB estimates that expendilUie under the 
E.AP will be: population ($1.5 million); forest sector 
($4.3 million): climate change ($2.0 miBion): 
international organisations ($0.9 million): GEF ($4.0 
million); Monlmll Protocol (S2.S mi11ioa): UNCED 
preparations ($0.3 minion): other bilat.eal ancl.egional 
environment projects ($3.0 million); and community 
activities ($1.6 miBion) (AIDAB, 1991b). Similar 
amounts are estimaled for lhe following ~ years, 
1992-93 to 1994-95, except for lhe Moatn:al Protocol 
which ceases in 1992-93 and UNCED which is only for 
1991-92. Furthec infonnation on the detailed projects 
covered under EAP is briefly outlined in reference 

AIDAB (1991b). 

AIDAB's environmental assessment procedures 

In the c:Ontext of the above policy posicion. AIDAB 
continues to develop and implement a clear 
environmental assessment strategy to improve lhe 
environmental sensitivity of Auslr.llia's aid program. 
Under AIDAB's Country Programs Operalions 
Guidelines (CPOG) environmental assessment is a 
continuous eleinent of aid planning and management 
These assessment procedures are based on the formal 
requirements of the Commonwealth Environment 
Protection (Impact of Proposals) At::t 1974 and the 
Record of Undelstanding between DASET and AIDAB 
covering this environmental legislation. 

Broadly, AIDAB's environment specifac assessment 
procedures are based on recommendations adopted in 
1986 by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD). These are: 

• A screening of projects/programs to determine 
which ones require assessmenL 

• An Initial Environmental Examination (lEE) 
of projects/programs likely to have a significant 
impacL 

• A complete Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) of activities which wamtnt 
detailed review. 

*The provision of mitigating measures in the 
design, construction and implementation of 
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projects (egan Environmcnt.al \.1anagcmcnt 

Plan (EMP)). 

•continual review and/or mor.ttoring of the 

activity to ensure compliance and feedback (eg 
Environmental Re,·iew {ER)). 

AIDAB has developed en,·ironmcntal screening 
guidelines which are docurr~Ned in AIDAB's 
publication 'Environmental assessncnt for international 
development cooperation', Acti,ity Guideline No 1. 

1991. These screening guidelines are used to identify 
poccntial environmental issues and to enable a 
delennination of whedlcr a prop:t is coosisrcnt with 
Australian Government environment policy. Screening 

also helps to identify whether detailed environmental 
assessment is necessary and which issues should be 
addrcsscd. When a potential negative or positive 
enviroomental impact is identified early, appropriate 
mitiption or enhanocment measures can usually be 
inoorpcnred into project design. 

AIDAB is in the process oi preparing specific 
environmental assessment guidelines for the following 
sectors: Agriculture, Mining an.: Industry, and Social 

and Economic Infrastructure. 

Once issued. these will be used f~ detailed assessment 
work in any of the pre-feasibility. feasibility. design, 
~ and appraisal stages wbi:h precede the actual 
implementation phase. These activities an= all part of 
CPOG as discussed earlier. 

Summary 

In onSet to give an increased rocus to action on the 
environment under the aid program administered by 

AIDAB. the Australian Government has established a 
strong policy framework. ~ on ecologically 

sustainable development princi~. and established an 
Environmental Assistance Program to fund 
environmental initiatives or acti~ities aimed at solving 
environmental problems. Withi:i. this context AIDAB 
has developed environment ~ment procedures to 

ensure that all aid pro~ are en~"i.ronmentally sound. 
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An NGO Perspective 

Kste Andrews, Centre for R#IOUlbe tll1d Environmental Studies. Austrsllsn National University 

There is more to the environmenl/dcvdopmc:nt debate 
than UNCED. It was disappointing thal ilere in Australia 
we had little coverage of the 1991 1ba: People's Forum 
and the International People's Forum.. These forums, 
organised by Thai NGOs, ran parali:i to the World 
Banlc/IMF conference held in Bangkok bst year. 

The Thai meeting was attended by ~y SOO 
people from various organisations ...mJc about 150 
individuals from 50 countries panieipalcd in the 
International Forum. Members of enviloomenlal groups 
from India, the Philippines, South Am:rica and Africa 
took part. Villagers were also inviced ro participate in 
discussions about community foreslry. energy 
conservation, alternative agriculture and urbanisation. 

The organisers wanted to challen!'e mainstream 
development policy and emphas~ 'the ecological 
degradation, rural displacement, a:d urban chaos 
brought on by unfettered developmen:.· They arranged 
press tours of Bangkok slums and r.:ral provinces to 
show what they see as the adverse efhcts of Thailand's 
strict adherence to the World Bank's growt!H>riented 
development policies. A state of enviroomenlal crisis is 
one of these adverse effects. 

1n reality the modern vision of progress has. in far too 
many instances. inaeased economi; inequality and 
social tensions. and led to continuing G:suuction of the 
environment and natural resource base'. a paper from the 
People's Forum says. 

Who has a voice in the envirooaenl/develop~ent 

debate? Often not the south. infreq;ently indigenous 
people and rarely women. Another mgging concern is 
that we in Australia still shy away frcm aclcnowledging 
our role with our Southeast Asian nei~ 

To presume that all NGOs spealc from the same interests 
and share a common perspective or. environment and 
development would be ludicrous. Lbey represent a 
diversity of peoples, causes and proce;ses. 

An important difference between NCDs is the level to 

which they politicise environln!Iltal issues. In 
Development and the EnvironmetUd Crisis, Redclift 

criticises the depoliticisation of envir.:runental issues at 
the international level. In Austrafu., we have this 
occurring at all levels, local to rurional. To accept 
environm~ -~. -to add them :u the mainstream 
agenda, we are tiptoing gingerly aretmd the structural, 
economic and social causes. This is S)ll)Cthing NGOs of 
the south are refusing to do. l1lc ~ issue is one of 
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rights. Unless people have a right to resources, they 
cannot conserve them, and those rights have been denied 
since colonial times. 

In Thailand 10 million people are being forced to leave 
their land by the government as a result of a national 

forest policy to promote commercial rcafforestat.ion. 
This was one example raised at the People's Forum that 
emphasizes lhe inu:gral link between environment and 
development and its essentially political nature. 

This leads 10 tile rights and representation of indigenous 
peoples and edutic minorities. There has been some 
involvement by these groups in the UNCED proc:css at 
an NGO level, but how effectively can a process, 
deftned by the concept of the nation state, empower and 
serve those discriminated ag3inst by that concept in 

practise. Will any recognition remain only token? 

The People's Forum involved disenfranchised peoples. It 
was not oaly about acknowledging their experiences of 
development. often negative, but about acknowledging 
their crucial role in the solution. 

The People's Forum will allow the world to hear people 
at the grassroots level spea1c from their hearts about their 
success SfDrics. their painful experiences and how they 
have lived by using their own wisdom and lcnowlcdge,' 
explained organiser Prawese Wasi. 

To frame my original question more accur.ucly it should 
read not who has a voice, implying that we listen to 
whoevec spealcs and that perhaps some are silent. but 
instead, who are we hearing'? Women are speaking, the 
south is criticising, indigenous people arc insisting -
however, are we prepared to listen? 

This NGO perspective is appropriately portrayed by the 
following declaration that resulted from the International 
People's Forum. 

Declaration - The 1991 International People's 
Forum, October 13-17, 1991, Bangkok 

We, the participants in the International People's Forum 
1991, held on the occasion of the annual meeting of the 
World Bank and The Int~hJa:ional Monetary Fund, mel 

from 13-17 October 1991 and exchanged experiences of 
a wide range of communities whose cause development 
has presumed to serve. 

We found that the parent model of development imposed 
by bilateral and multilateral arrangement - particularly 
by institutions like the World Bank, lhc lMF and the 
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General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs - has failed 
The incrca.<;ing emphasis of this model on export-lc-~ 
growth, foreign investment and loans, uad;; 

libcralisation and privatisation has dc:slroycd or 

signif1C31ltly d~dcd the diversity and inccgrity of th( 
local eronomics. social organisal.ions and knowledg( 
systems which have sustained the majority ol people io 
developing countries. This so-called 'development· 
uansfcrs resources from the control and usc of these 
people 10 feed the continuous growth of indusuial 
countries, through the aaivities ol uansnational 
companies (INCs). These TNCs have emerged as w 
force behind national and international policies. and yet 
they are not accountable to the public. This new 
'superswe' denies local people acocss 10 their rcsourc~ 
and control over the fate of their CXJmmunitics.. The 
World Bank and IMF. similarly, are not accountable w 
people. 

The current development model cannot be restructured 
within the existing undemocratic or authoritarian social 
frameworks. The forum therefore rejects this model anc 
the institutions which promote it. including the Worlc 
Bank and IMF. We call for a reduction in the financing 

of these institutions. 

Any alternative must be based on the principle of self
detmnination and effective people's participation. A1 . 
the national level, we feel lha1 insaitutions lhat gcn-em 
people's lives and detennine lbc destinies of entire 
communities and peoples. must abide by decision
making processes which acknowledge lbc righls of local 
commwaities. A1 the international level. the decision
making processes that have led *> the present inequities 
between the industrialised countries and the Third World 
in termS of uade and the flow of financial. natural and 
human resources have 10 be de-legitimised and replaced. 

Impacts 

The cases examined during the Forum revealed the 
failw-e of the development model in the Third World, as 
well as newly-industrialised countries (NICs) anc 
industrialised countries. 

Ironically, the approach to environmental protection 
promOted by the institutions creating increasing poveny 
and unprecedented depletion of natural resources is only 
adding to the destruction. Protected reserves have been 

·created from which the people arc excluded, yet which 
lNCs are allowed to exploit for their genetic materia] 
for patented products subsequently sold back to the 
Third World. Intellectual property rights are used tc 
create market monopolies so that Third World countrie~ 
have tD pay exorbitant prices for the finished products. 
The _':l~IT_l8te burden is on the peoples of these countries. 

The Green Revolution was promoted in th: name of 

meeting the food needs of the Third World. but in effea 
undermined food security and imposed a model which 
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WJ.S d~ndcnt on external inputs of chemical fertilisers 

and pesticides. apparently high-yield varicay seed.<;, 

m:-...:hinery. and hence capital. The rcsuiL<i have hccn 

dramatic: erosion of seed diversity; declining soil 

f1nility; chemical poisoning or soil and wala, farmer 
and rural workers; declining yields; and inaasing pest 

resi~. The Green Revolution promocal by ahc 
\\'rod Bank through research. finance, subsidies and 

uaining of extension workers has led 10 agribusiness 

exf<lJlSioo throughout the Third World, di.~ng 
and marginalising small fanners. Severely affoctcd arc 
th( more vulnerable members of socicly: the children. 

agl!d, disabled, and landless. but particularly women. 
who bear the burden or ensuring family swvWal 

Yet even as the Green Revolution proYCS 10 be a failure. 

th~ \Vorl.j Bank has stared 10 promoiC biotechnology as 
the 'ecological' alternative 10 failing cbcmical 
agriculture. However. the social. polilical and ecological 

~ssmmt of biotechnology has not been canicd out. 

By its ..-ery nature. and by virtue of World Bank 
i"'·olvement and financing. biocechnology further 

remvves production of food - humanity's most basic and 

ne-.:~ssary product- from necessary local control 

TogWlc:r with the dispossession of lhe world's peoples 

from their communities and control over their land and 
resources comes the erosion of culaural and spiritual 
values and of hmnan rights. including the righas to 

he3lth, shelter, education. assembly and cxpecssion. In 

pursuit of international capital flowS. governments have 
ignored laws crafted over time for people's poccetion. 
As govcmmenas collude more and more closdy with 

int:matiooal development and fmancial.institutions on 

behalf of local elites and lNCs. they institute 

inw..asingly repressive measures against their own 

pecple. 

Although institutions like the World Bank promote the 

model of the NICs. industrialisation of the NICs has 

be~ accompanied by the concentration of wealth among 

sek.:t industrialists, participatory democracy has not 

be~:t r~!ised, labor is being repressed, vital rural 

cor..muni::ies are being destroyed, and the industrial 
Stn;~ture increasingly relies on harmful energy sources 

like nuck.ar power. The cases of Japan. Korea and 

Tai-.oan reveal that these nations have set an example of 
•• des::royin~ their own ana other nations' environment to 

achieve trigh growth. The commercialisation of society 

in t1ese c.ountries has created vast numbers of victims 
arn('Og the.ir people. 

Tlciland, in the process of becoming the next NIC to be 
dev;!lopec for the benefit of international elites, is 
pla..""ing increasing pressure on the resources of 
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neighbouring countries, replicating the process of 
exploitation of wcaJcer countries on which the dominant 
model depends. 

The parent model for all these failures origina&cd in w 
industrial countries. where lhc modcl is also failinE. 
Increasing homelessness, drug use. unemployment. 

detcriordling educational systems. family breakdown. 
militarism. environmental pollution, control of land ~
agribusiness at the expense of small farmers, an.1 
increasing concentration of wealth and incidence cl 
poverty are demonstrations of this failure. An ever
increasing consumerism has resulted in increasingly 
wasteful consumption that can be continued only for as 
long as cheap resources and labour can be extraat.d 

from the ThUd World. 

Alternatives 

The participants in the Forum. however, were DO( 

demoralised by this picture of destitution of people and 
devastation of nature which global anti-people 
institutions such as the World Bank have brought ouL 

For, during the Forum, participants were invited 1..) 

witness an equally impressive demonstration of survh~ 

strategies resorted to by people and communities to stall. 
and where possible, reverse the overwhelming and 
encroaching pov.u of the present world system. From 
the defence of their living spaces in slums to the 
protection of their lands from large dams, the revoll<;, 
rebellions and dcmonstr3tions of countervailing rower 
by local communities was awesome in its variety and 
strength. The Forum admired examples of successful 
agriculture in which fanners have greater power of 
decision-making and earning as a result of traditional 
systems of water-management and the tL..C of organic 
fertilisers and natural methods of pest and disca..c 
control. The Forum dcmonslrated beyond any doubt that 
where poople controllheir own rcsoun:c:s and arc able 10 

make lhcir own decisions. they arc capable of 
developing their own sustainable altcmativcs. 

The Fotum not only applauded lhc efforts of farmers, 
women's groups. indigenous people and others 10 proteCt 

their ccological spaces from lhe growing tencaclcs of 
powetful global economic actors. It also endorsed the 
multiplicabon of these efforts as lhc principal way of 
building a countavailing global force 10 save the planet 
from irre\asible degradation. 

A new international ecological order: women and the search for sustainable 
development 

Meg SWitzer •nd Nonn Saunders, AustraUan Natlotul University 

In the last two decades. thinking about women's roles in 
developing sustainable lifestyles has shifted markedly. 
In the 1970's, women were viewed as non-participant 
environmental victims and were kept 'outsKk' 
development models. The 1980s position was that 
women were 'over-integrated' and projects were 
designed to enhance women's autonomy and control 
over resources (Leach 1991). By the end of the deca&. 
women were seen to have . a distinctly different 
perspective and 10 be able 10 make essentlll 
contributions to the economic and ecological well-beir.g 
of the society. Women arc now recognised as havir.g 
their own knowledge of environmental manageme:-.t 
separate from men, knowledge which is at least 25 

valuable as the male model. In the first years of t.te 

1990s, gender is not accepted as a crucial variable m 
resource and environmental management (Poats 1990). 

Women in all cultures are leading the way toward mere 
sustainable lifestyles. They are calling for imegration cf 
a set of values distinct from the current rationali..~

reductionist economic paradigms which domi~ 

sustainable development debates. Women and so~ 
men are demanding that the values of a Ne-.v 
International Ecological Order include less consumeri.<::n 
and more quality of life issues (clean air, water ar.d 
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food). sharing and caring for each other, children and for 
all life on the planet. 

To achieve this. women are co-ordinating intcgratcd 

world-wide policies, actions, and nctworics. It is now 

becoming clear that women from diverse cultures often 
have more in common with each other when they 

discuss sustainable lifestyle issues than they do with 
their own nation's political and industrial leaders or even 

most men in their culture. Women in all cultures arc 
aware of the most important needs in their community as 
they juggle the available resources to meet their personal 
and family requirements. 

In the past 12 months women have gathered at major 

conferences throughout the world to develop their 

directions for sustainablelifestyles. They have analysed 

the state of the world frbm their perspective, using 

different models with emphasis on fundamental. holistic 

solutions and actions 10 begin the difficult task of 
developing more sustainable lifestyles. The 

recommendations--and- aetion-plans from the two major 

Women and Environment conferences held in Miami in 

November 1991 will be sent to UNCED. Although both 
gatherings and their associated regional conferences 
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have assured the substantial input of women to the 
UNCED preparatory proccs.'\, women have a broader 
view than UNCED. They arc concerned about 
fundamental shifts in less integrated cultures and in 

shifting more int,egrat.cd cultures to sustainable lifestyles. 

Over 600 women from 80 countries au.cndcd the first of 
the Miami conferences. 'The Global Assembly of 
Women and the Environment: Partners in Ufe'. This 
meeting focused on 218 women's success stories in the 
conservation of nature, the management of natural 
resources and in the environment and development 
movement$. Tile emphasis was on how women can 
empower themselves and what they can do to offset the 
ecological crisis which is inccrtwined with the aisis in 
developmenL They demonstrated lhal women were 
working in projects that are economically feasible and 
environmentally friend I y. 

The suucture and process of this confecence was 
developed in a 'female' framework where mentors from 
academia, government agencies, corporations and 
grassroots organisations were invited to participate. 
However, their role was to listen and learn from 
grassroots-related success stories. The mentors then 
prepared statements indicating the lessons obtained from 
the various case studies. Young women under 25 years 
of age were also involved as 'new generation leadels' and 
prepared a powerful statement of their commitments to 

action. They stated that they were inspired and enriched 
by the success stories and outraged and angry at the 
present state of the global ecosystem. 

Prior 10 the Miami confaencc. regional oonfaenccs 
were held in Latin America. Africa. Arabia, Asia and abc 
Pacific. Recommendations from these gatherings 
included population policies which must be 'fonnulafed 
by women who possess an integrated overview of social 
and gender problems' (Latin American-Cam'bean 
Regional Assembly). Regional assemblies emphasised 
education of conservation issues, recognition of local 
traditions, use of villagers as extension officers, and the 
early involvement of women in projects so that 'their 
insights and concerns are fully incorporated into the 
planning and implementation stages'. 

The second of the Miami conferences was "'The World 
Women's Congress for a Healthy Planet'. With the 
regional meetings that were held in the lead-up 10 this 
conference, some 15 000 women were involved {Hill, 
1991). At the final conference, over 1200 women from 
85 countries participated in jury panel workshops which 
reported to an international panel of five eminent female 
judges, one of which was Elizabeth Evatt of Australia. 

The judges made their declaration after hearing 
testimony from five witnesses on each. of three days._ 
These witnesses included well lcnow Indian scientist 
Vananda Shiva, and New Zealand author and economist 
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Marilyn Waring. The judge's conclusions framed the 
dimensions of the problem and outlined throe guiding 
principles: global equity. rc.<;Ourcc ethics and the 

en1powerment of women. 

1 Women's Action Agenda 21 wa'\ fonnulau:d. The 
rtgenda ~ not only sent to thi: Earth Summit for 
inclusion in the UNCED Agenda 21, but also provided 
actions which the women arc committed to aaJcc in their 
own communities. It covered a wide range of social. 
ecological. political and cultural issues and included 
demands such as the cancellation of 'third world debt', 
the necessity to link the earth clean-up with solving 
poverty problems, and the importance for women to seck 
'north/south solidarity 10 stop lechnology dumping'. ll 
called for immediate cuts in military spending. an 
immediate ban on nuclear ICStS as well as phasing out 
nuclear power. It also supponed the development of 
environmentally friendly sources of energy. 

Health of women, children and the environment, and the 
interconnections of these issues were emphasised. The 
simple equation between population explosion and the 
environmental crisis was rejected and instead, the 
demand that women have control over their own bodies 
was clearly stated. Issues such as regulation of research 
and development on biotechnologies, the ethical v;tlucs 
in science and the need for appropriate technologies for 
women were also addressed. 

The conference participants committed themselves to 
work fcx lhe adoption and further im~ of the 
Code of Environmental Conduct by business. industry. 
and governments. In addition. the women stated that usc 
of women's consumer power is a powerful political tool. 

Shortly after the Miami meeting, 862 citizen's groups 
were funded by the French government 10 attend a 
conference in Paris 10 discuss a citizen's action plan. 
This would be presented to the government 
representatives attending UNCED. The Paris conference 
not only adopted the women's Miami Conference 
outcomes, but also called on governments to ratify and 
implement both the Convention for the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women and the 
Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies which set out action 
plans for improving women's lives throughout the world. 

Although only a third of those attending the conference 
were female, the importance of the role and 
contributions of women were very apparenL Women 
were recognised as a •fllajor key in developing more 
sustainable societies. Th6 conference acknowledged that 
'global gender blindness' exists in all facets of 
development including citizen's groups and throughout 

. most societies in the world. The development and 
· · ·---_-environ-mental protection strategies formulated by 

government, the private sector, and citizen's groups have 
all suffered from a lack of recognition of the importance 
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of women. This includes the maintenance and support 

of society; the contributions that women make towards 
human and economic development; and \'alues that 
women foci arc important to human development and 
c:nvironmental su~nability. 
' ' 

Governments arc beginning to recognise the importance 
of acknowledging and including the women's 
perspective in the Earth Summit A report to the fourth 
session of the preparatory commiuee for UNCED in 
New York (March-April) on the global action for 
women towards sustainable and equitable development. 
proposes some activities that aU governments should 
take. 11lese include increasing the numbcc of women as 
decision-makers. planners. managers and ledmical 
advisers in the development of policies for sustainable 
development the elimination of female iDiceracy; the 
reduction of the heavy workloads of women and girl 
children; and the elimination of persis&ent negative 
images. attitudes and prejudices against women. It also 
proposes that countries develop databases and 
information systems which include women's knowledge 
and experience of the management and conservation of 
narural resources, and the impact of environmental 
degradation, particularly drought. desertiftCation, toxic 
chemicals and war on women. 

A New Ecological Order requires a fwtdamenw shift in 
people's consciousness. This shift involves the 
acceptance and appreciation of a diversity of cultures 
and all Ufe fonns. It also involves the devdopment of 
humility to listen and learn from those who have not 
been heard in recent decades and, in some cases. for 
hundreds of years. The move towards sustainability 

involves learnings from the more integrated cultures and 
from women in all cultures. A truly sustainable society 
depends on· inu:gration of lhc personal with the 
ecological, and the understanding that we arc all 
inten::onnccacd in some way to each odtcc and the planet. 
Only by developing sustainable lifestyles can we be sure 
that the planet wiD continue to support us. 
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Education and ecological sustainability 

Stephen Boyden, Professorial Fellow In Hutnlln Ecology, Centre for Resoun:e and Environmental Studies, 
Australian National University 

Introduction 

Threats to the sustainability of ecosystems must be seen 
from a global pecspcctive. since what happens to the 
biosphere as a whole affects all humans. wherever they 
live. Effons aimed. for example, at improving the health 
of local communities in Third World countries. or the 
sustainability of local ecosystems will be of little use if, 
as a consequence of human activities in the high-energy 
industrial countries, the biosphere collapses as a system 
capable of supporting humankind. Certainly it will not 
tolerate indefinitely the present patterns of resource and 
energy use or waste production in developed nations. 

The Impact of culture 

The ·threats to humankind inherent in the present 
situation are, of course. an consequences of the human 
aptitude for culture. While recent cultural evolution has 
been characterised by extraordinary technological 
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advances associaled with massive increases in the rate of 
use of energy and resources, it has left us very ill
prepared for the biological consequences of these 
developments. Human society has been taken by 
smprise. discovering that the living systems which gave 
rise to the human species. and on which we arc totally 
dependent. also have sensiti\'ities, hcahh needs and 
limits of tolerance. 

Our culture did not prepare us for the adverse affectS of 
a 1000-fold increase in the human population (since the 
advent of farming). a lO.ood~told increase in energy use 
and carbon dioxide production or the release of millions 
of tonnes of potent chemical compounds into the 
environrnenL It is doubtful whether the majorily of 
people in developed countries-appreciate the significance_ . 
of the fact that. for the first time in four thousand million 
years of life on Earth, a single species has given rise to 
progressive ecological changes al a global leveL 
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Further, most people never question lhe social systems 
which perpetuate increasing per capit.a rates of resource 
and energy use and waste productionO>. These rates arc 
already 10 to 20 times greater than those which satisfied 
.the needs of their ancestors 10 generations ago. and 30 
to 50 times grc.:lcer than the time when w~K'.R fanning 
was introduced. 

Indeed, many people are simply unable to come to tenns 
with the expressions of concern about the impacts of 
human activities on the ozone layer and on the global 
climate. Often lhese claims are dismissed as 
exaggeraacd. alarmist or 'not proven'. It is inconceivable 
to some that increasing material standard of living -
involving ever-growing use of resources and energy and 
production of wasccs - could be anything but desirable 
and appropriate. 

It is true that there has recently been a surge in the 
number and intensity of discussions about ecological 
sustainability. While some authors were drawing 
attention 10 these issues over 20 years ago. as did the 
Stockholm Human Environment Conference in 1972. it 
is only in the last few years, especially following the 
Brundtland Report(2). that governments have begun 10 

show any interest in these problems. The forthcoming 
United Nations Conference on Environment and 
_Development will be an interesting indicator of the 
extent 10 which the scale and severity of the problem is 
recognised. In the writel's opinion. it is unlikely lhat Ibis 
Conference will come up with a set of agreed 
recommendations that will be adequate fQC the protection 
of the bcakh needs of the biosphere and of all sections of 
the human population. Moreover, wbatcver 
recommendations may be agreed upon. it is questionable 
whetha' any nation will follow them. 

As mentioned above. these problems are the outcome of 
the human aptitude for culture, and are associated with 
the fact that the cultural .sysfelll which dominates the 
world today is in a state of gross imbalance. That all 
human situations involve. and are entirety dependent on. 
biological processes is simply not reflected in the 
dominant world view. The majority of the population 
have little understanding of nature, the sensitivities and 
interdependencies of living systems. the human place in 
nature. the past or present interplay between cultural and 
natural processes nor of the signifacance of the massive 
increase in the intensity of this interplay over recent 
decades(3). As a consequence, dominant assumptions, 
values and activities of our society are out of tune with 
the processes of life which support it 

Moreover, it should be emphasised that an understanding 
of nature and the human place within it is pertinent not 
only to the ecological interactions between society and 
the natural environment at the global level. but also to 
local ecological and health problems and to the 
interrelations between people. An understanding of this 
kind would lead. I suggest. to a dominant set of societal 
assumptions, values and goals that would be conducive 
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to major improvements in our relationships hmh with 
nature and with eachothcr. 
New patterns of learning 

The correction of this critical deficiency in our culture 
is. I beJie,·e. an essential precondition for the att.ainment. 
of an ecologically sustainable and humanly sati~fying 
society of the future. It can be brought about by new 
patterns of learning in lhe community. which in tum will 
demand major changes at all levels in lhe educational 
process. For example. lherc arc strong arguments for 
students at the tertiary level. no maucr what their area of 
specialisation, to be offered integrative courses which 
consider the pauems of interplay between cultural and 
natural processes. 1bere are no aspects of human 
endeavour commerce. indusay. government, 
engineering. fanning. medicine and so on - in which this 
inrerplay is not of the utmOSt impor1anCC. There is also a 
strong case for the development of a 'specialisation' 
concerned with the study of nature-culture interplay in 
its own right, especially as it relates 10 the health and 
well-being of people and ecosystems of the biosphere. 

Similar arguments can also be made for changes in the 
educational process at the primary and secondary levels. 
These too can be aimed at improving the undcrst31lding 
of human situations in these terms. 

It is import.antiO appreciate. however. that it will not be 
sufficient 10 rely on appropriate responses in existing 
fonnal educational systems. This is par1ly because of 
the built-in inertia in these systemS. and partly because 
they are largely aimed only at the younger generation. 
While it is extremely imporaml lhal young people 
experience this kind of learning. it will be a considerable 
time before most of lhem are in decision-making roles in 
society. Given the present rate of ecological change at 
the global level. we cannot wait for these students 10 

grow up before we begin to lalce signifJCant steps 
towards achieving ecological sustainability. 

It is therefore imperative that high priority be gh·cn to 
efforts aimed at fostering understanding of the human 
situation in the biosphere in all age groups and in all 
sections of all societies. 1bere is, in fact. a need for an 
entirely new kind of institution in our society which: (1) 
provides a framework for people throughout the 
community 10 improve their understanding of nature and 
of the hwnan place in nature; (2) encourages creative 
thinking, informed discussion and exchange of ideas 
across the community about the meaning of this 
understanding for policies and action at the level of 
individuals, local communities and nations; and (3) acts 
as a bridge between inl¢i'csted and concerned members 
of the community and specialistS from academic and 
research institutions<4>. A network of such institutions, 
nationally and internationally, could make an important 
conoibution to the achievement of truly bioscnsitivc' 
societies - societies that exist in ecological balariCe --as · 
well as satisfying the health needs of all sections of their 
human populations. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, let us note that while Western society is 
growing out of the idea that humanity is 10 conqucc 
IUIIJUe, it has yet to appreciate the dangers inherent in 
adtwe. It is culbUe that has to be mastered. not nature. 
This draws attentiOn to a signifacant par-..dox: v.ilereas 
the great threats 10 humankind in the modem world are a 
consequence of culiW'al processes, the only hope of 
overcoming them lies in our aptitude for culture. It is 
only lhrough the processes of culb1131 adaptation that we 
can hope to bring culblre under COdrOL 

Effective cultural adaptation 10 the threats inherent in the 
present situation will require that we correct a major 
deficiency or imbalance in our cuJau.ra1 system. It will 
require . moves which promote. lhroughout the 
community. a greatly improved understanding of the 
processes of life and of the human place in nature. as 
well as a framework for enootU3ging aeative lhink:ing 

and discussion on the meaning of Ibis understanding for 
decision-making at all levels of society. 

Notes 
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Australia's role in the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
O.partment of the Arts, Spott. the Environment. Tourism and TMTitorles, Environmental Planning Branch 

Australian preparations and policies 

Australia is committed to making a positive contribution 
to· the effcctivenc:ss of UNCED through active 
participation in its Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) 
meetings. The Auslralian ddcgation 10 the fOW1h 
PrepCom includes represenlali"~CS from two non
gcMrlliDCDt organisatiOos (NGOs) and one State 
lepl"CSCDtativc (from South Australia). 

RespoosibDity f« UNCED preparalions in Australia is 
slwed by the Departments of Arts. Sport. Environment 
and Territories (DASET) and lhe Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade (DFAT). Policy is developed through 
an interdepartmental commiucc on International 
Environmental 1ssues. 

Australian objectives for UNCED have been developed 
from existing policy. In March 1991 Cabinet decided on 
a framework of 'interim' objectives which h3.ve been 
distributed widely and are being further developed in 
consultation with lhe States and interested NGOs. 

Australia's National Report 10 UNCED has been 
fmalised. It provides an overview of Ausualian 
environmental and development policies and sets out 
Australia's expectations and objectives for UNCED. 
NGO, State and public views have also been 
incorporated. National reports will be used in the 
PrepCom process 10 identify global needs and priorities 
for action. 

States have been provided with opportunities to be 
involved in lhe development of AUSlfalian positions for 
UNCED through channels established by the Prime 
Minister and Premiers. The most recent meeting was 
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held on 19 November 1991. Arrangements have been 
put in place. through the Office of the Ambassador for 
the Enviroameol, Sir Ninian Stephen, to consult wilh 
and in¥01ve the Australian non-government sector in the 
development of lbe Ausualian position on issues to be 
ckddcd by UNCED. Draft papers prepared by lhe 
UNCED Scaetarial for consideration at PrepCom IV 
have bcc:n provided to the States. Territories and NGOs. 

Australia has also been working through regional and 
sub-regional environmental bodies, such as lhe 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pac~c (ESCAP). the South Pacific · ·Regional 
Envuooment Prognun (SPREP) and to a limited extent 
through ASEAN to promote regional inputs to UNCED. 

The composition of Australia's delegation 10 UNCED in 
Rio de Janiero has not yet been detcnnincd. The 
question of the inclusion of advisers in relation 10 

particular issues will depend on the overall negotiating 
need at UNCED. and lhe need to contain lhe size of the 
delegation. Delegation issues arc the responsibility of 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

UNCED Secretary-General, Maurice Strong (Canada), 
visited Australia from 29 October to 2 November 1991 
and spoke with senior Commonwealth Ministers 
Commonwealth officials, sif J"'Hnian Stephen, numerou~ 
NGOs, State and Territory Government officials, and 
technical and scientific experts in fields such as climate 
change. biotechnology and dry lands management. 

Progress in UNCED 

The fli'St substantive PrepCom meeting established the 
basic framework for discussions in the form of two 
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open-ended Working Groups dealing with natural 
resources issues, bioccchnology, biodiversity, toxic 
chemicals, and hazardous wastes. It called on the 
Secretariat to prepare upwards of 70 papei'S for detailed 
consideration at the next two PrcpCom meetings. The 
second PrepCom considered the first group of papers 
and recommended further research and reportS and also 
agreed to establish the third ofTacial Working Group to 
deal with legal and institutional issues. Apart from the 
papers generated by UNCED itself, other important 
inputs are coming from reports presented by othec 
international organisations, regular updaces on the 
progress of Climate Change and Biodiversity 
negotiations and the various regional, sub-regional and 
national reports. 

The third PrepCom (August/September 1991) resullcd in 
considerable clarification of issues and developed text 
on a range of issues. Substantial progress was achieved 
in relation 10 the text of Agenda 21 in the main scaoraJ 
areas and marked what many regard as lhe end of 
substantive discussion of environmental issues. Issues 
on which text is most advanced include forests. in lhe 
form of forest 'principles', freshwater, oceans. wastes 
and toxic chemicals. While some issues are subject to 
further negotiation, the text is generally consistent with 
Australian objectives. As a general rule, discussion of 
climate and biodiversity issues has been left to the 
relevant Inter-Governmental Negotiating Committees. 

The focus will now shift to negotiation on cross-scc:tonll 
and development issues, particularly those of anost 

concern 10 developing countries. Tmditional 
North/South issues will dominate the remaining 
sessions. The fourth PrepCom in New Yodc will need to 
narrow the debale and resolve key OUlStanding issues. 
especially finanoe and technology transfer. if the Rio 
summit is to achieve real progress. 

In addition to PrepCom IV and UNCED in Rio de 
Janiero, there will be separate but related meetings. to 
discuss and negotiate matters related to specific issues; 
for example, the proposed Climate Change and 
Biodiversity Conventions, the South Pacific Regional 
Environment Program (SPREP), the Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) and funding meetings. and 
regional NGO meetings (ECOFORUMs). In addition, a 
meeting on UNCED issues is being hosted by Malaysia 
following PrepCom IV, primarily for G77 (developing) 
countries. 

Status of key issues within UNCED 

Developing countries have expressed dissatisfaction 
with the pace of discussion on issues such as poverty, 
international financing and technology transfer. 
Environmental NGOs have expressed concern at the laclc 
of debate on social issues concerning indigenous 
peoples, women, youth and other disadvantaged groups. 
Institutional issues (ie reform of the UN system) and 
broader economic issues (such as trade, taxation. and 
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environmental subsidies) must also ~ discussed at the 
final PrepCom. 

It is hoped that a framcwod for the c0nvemions dealing 
with climate change and biodivcrsit~ will be signed. 
Developed and developing counlric~ still tend to be 
polarised on key issues, particularly: 

Priorities: 

I. 1be relative priority of environment and development 
issues: developing countries fear tlut the developed 
countries are giving too much aucntion to environmental 
protection at the expense of third world development 

2. Global versus loc<d environment problems: while 
developed countries tend to favour concentration on the 
genuinely global problems, developing counaies give 
priority to those issues of immedi~ economic and 
social impact. 

3. Who pays: developing counaies argue that 
environmental problems are basically the product of 
northern culture and indUSlrial development and that 
developed countries should pay the eo5ts of rectification. 
These activities should be additi(.'{lal to existing 
international aid flows. Developing ccuntries should not 
be expected to take on obligati0ns arising from 
Conventions or from UNCED. 

Australia argues that economic change over the medium 
10 long tenn. in areas such as trade PJiicy, debt reform 
and national policY on·ESo, are the proper insuumcnts 
10 direct resources towards environmental goals. 1bere 
is a shorter term 'struaural adjustment role for aid; aid 
should be dim:tcd towanls ESD. The idea lha lhe 
eavimament is an 'add on' to existing development 
policy is c:ocmfl:lproductivc. Australi:t recognia lhat 
some additional funding will be required to address 
global issues. (lbe 1991192 Federal Budget contained a 
range of initiatives in the faeld of intemational 
environment funding which doubled n.!t environmental 
assistance to around $20 million per annum.) 

4. Technology: developing countries argue lhat they 
cannot respond adequately to environmental concern 
because they are denied access to apprcpriate technology 
and that the relevant intellectual property should be 
transferred to them at the cost of devo!lopcd countries. 
Developed counaies argue that transf;!rs of technology 
should be on a commercial basis or ~ assisted under 
normal aid programs - changes t<.' the system of 
protection for patents would undermine the basis for 
technology development 

5. Monitoring: the nature of the insli•utions n.xcssary 
to oversee and direct new activities and new funds. 
Developing countries 

1 
ktnerally uguc for new 

institutions, under 'democratic' control at both the global 
and regional levels. Developed countri;!S favour existing 
institutions (eg World Bank, GAIT. existing UN 
organisations), where applicable, and try . .to resist the 
proliferation of. new --organiSations :md .particularly 
funding mechanisms. 
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Kathmandu Declaration on Environment and law 

/ We, as individual participants at this lnremational 
Conference on Environment and Law at Kathmandu on 
8 March 1992. from 21 countries 8IOW1d the world, and 
especially from the Asian region. 

Conccmed to enswe that the insercsts and Wtique 
problems of lower income countries and the traditional 
knowledge of their peoples will be adequately 
represenu:d at the Uniu:d Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development; and 

Further concerned to ensure dw global. regional, 
national and local environmental issues should be 
effectively addlesscd and resolved lbrougb international 
conventions. regional ~ nabonal legal systems. 
insticutional reform and local actioos. 

CALL FOR 

At the International level: 

1. Opening up law-making processes. ensuring the more 
effective participation of lower income countries, 
interested communities. non-government organisations 
and individuals. and in particular. women. indigenous 
peoples and youth. in the formulation and 
implemencadon of convendons and other' international 
instruments. 

2. Reform of intematiooal economic. firiaDcia1 and trade 
SIIUCtUl'eS to eliminate poverty. malnuuition and 
underdcvelopmen and to increase cbe c:apaci.ty of lower 
income COU1Urics co effcctivdy resbe and consetVe 

their environments. 

3. Legally· binding insttumelds to ensure that 
tr.msnationa1 corporations pte\'alt environmenlal 
damage, and in the case of accidents. pay adequate 
compensation for personal injuries and environmenlal 
damage. 

4. Strong international instrumems for the preservation 
of biodiversity. including provision for effective control 
over biological resources, in particular by lower income 
countries. the unrestricted access 10 and the transfer of 
relevant technologies and specific additional funding 
mechanisms to conserve biological diversity in lower 
income countries. 

5. International instruments on the effective protection 
of the atmosphere and climate change, reflecting the 
primary responsibility of higbee income. industrialised 
countries to prevent and reduce environmental 
degradation and the misuse of the world's natural 
resources. 

6. Steps to ~ taken to provide the legal basis for 
improving the living conditions for all people who 
depend directly on the use of nab.lral resources to sustain 
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life, ~ to enhance the availability of renewable natural 
resouR:es. so as to lessen the economic and cccAogical 
pressure which leads to dcfon::station and exhau.~ of 
the soil. such measures to include subsidies for relevant 
technologies. 

At the regional level: 

7. 1be development of regional treaties on the 
environment refleaing the needs. aspirations and 
concerns of lower income countries, ba.<;ed on principles 
of SUSiainable development. 

8. The escablishment of regional environmental 
mechanisms. including financial. research and training 
fitcilita, to support ecologically sustainable 
devdapment projects. 

9. Tbc cscablishment of regional dispute resolution 
mechanisms based on mediation and cooperation. 

10. The establishment of regional dispute resolution 
mechanisms based on arbitration, mediation and 
coopel3lion to address transboundary environmental 
disputes. 

11. 1be commencement of immediate negotiations for a 
Coovadioo for abe SAARC region. dealing with, among 
othec things: 

a) cnviiOnmelda1 cooperation 

b) llallsboundary pollution 

c) 1nmSboundary environmental impact assessment 

d) community-based management of shared inrcmational 
and national resources including equitable allocation and 
use of those resourocs. with special .attention to the 
concerns of women · 

e) mechanisms for environmental dispute resolution 

f) access to information and public participation 

g) management of natul31,1human-made environmental 
hazards and calamities 

h) mechanisms to assist in the reform of national laws, 
including their implementation, monitoring and 
enforcement. including the establishment of 
environmental study centres within higher education 
institutions 

i) environmental education at both fonnal and infonnal 
levels. 
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12 Establishment of mechanisms to assist 
environmental refugees, including rcseulcment and safe 
repatriation. 

At the national level: 

·, 

~-.. 
·-~ 

13. The inclusion in national const1tuuons of an .· 
enforceable right to a clean and healthy environment. f 
and of a governmental duty to protect the environment .,, 
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and the fair and equitable allocation and usc of nauual 
resources, taking into special account the needs of the 
underprivileged. 

14. The opening-up of processes of cnvironmemallaw
making by involvement of individual. communilies and 
non-government organisations. and in ~. 
women, indigenous peoples and youth in the 
fonnulation, implementation and enforcc:mcnt of 
environmental laws. 

15. The inuoduction. review and reform of lcgislalion 
and establishment of effective institutions relaling to 
environmental planning, environmental impact 
assessment. pollution conlrol and natural and culauml 
heritage consetVation, including the ~ of 
minimum standards of environmc:ncal prolccaioa. based 
on the principles of sustainab'e clcvelopmcal. and the 
inclusion in all environmentallegislalioa of mccllaaisms 
for formal and informal environmental cducatioa. aca:ss 
to relevant information, freedom of speecb. public 
participation and standing to sue. 

16. Governments of aU countries to desist from 
initiating. encouraging and owning industries and 
development projects which may signifiC3Dtly damage 
the em-ironment. 

17. Recognition of the important role played by 
customary law and practices in the managemcat of 

Conference reports 

9th ECO '92 Public Forum: "UNCED 
and the need for institutional refonn" 

Sydney, 31 January to 1 February 1992 

As a contribution to UNCED, the Centre for Our 
Common Future in Geneva has held a series ofECO '92 
Public Forums throughout the world. These Forums are 
organised in cooperation with UNCED's Secretariat and 
the Centre's regional Working Partners. The Sydney 
Forum was co-sponsored by the International 
Environmental Law Centre (IELC) and Centre for Our 
Common Future, with the support of Commmwealth 
and State Governments and non-governmental 
organisations in the Australasian/Pacific Region. 

The aims of the conference were: 

To identif¥ the. need for legal and institutional . 
refonn aimed -at ensuring environmental 
protection based on emerging principals of 
ecologically sustainable dcvelopmenL 
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natural rcsowccs and the COilSCfVation of the 
cnvironmenL 

At community and Individual level: 

18. The recognition of the right of communities to 
manage their natural and cultural rcsourc.cs, i~a a manner 
compatible with principles of ecologically suscainable 
development and within the framewod of their national 
legal system as well as the responsibility of formulating 
lhcir own community codes of conduct regarding 
maincenance of a healthy and clean environment in and 
around residential areas and in the locality. 

19. Environmental education at a local level, 
emphasising both legal rights and responsibilities of 
citizens regarding the environmenL 

20. The n::cognition that each individual has a 
responsibility for the world's environment and to assume 
a conscious commitment co a lifestyle which imposes the 
least adverse impact on the environmenL 

Ben Boer, Professor of Environmental Law. University 
of Sydney, akkd in t~ compilalion of this doc~nt 
earlier this year. It providl!.s an example of legal 
documents being prepared for UNCED. 

To encourage cooperation between national. 
regional and intcmational institutions. 
i.oclependent sector organisations and 
governments including the cxchangc of 
technology and the provision of financial and 
human resources. 

To provide an overview of the UNCED jJroocss 
so far, and lhe lilccly outcomes with a particular 
view to facilitating greater regional 
involvemenL 

To give members of UNCED's Preparory 
Committee (PrepCom) and its Secretariat and 
opportunity to hear the views of a broader 
cross-section of society than will be possible 
during the official meetings of the PrcpCom 
and its Working Groups. 

Introductory remarlcs were given by Professor James 
Crawford (Patron of IELC). Rachel Kyte {Centre for 
Our Common Futw-e, Geneva) and Sir Ninian Stephen 
{Australian Ambassador fOrtJhe Environment), and panel 
discussions led by Roberto Abdenur (Ambassador of 
Brazil in Beijing). Rachel Kyte {Assistant Executive 
Director, Centre for Our Common Future. Geneva). 
Nancy VaUejo (General Secrewy. Renewable Natural 
Resowces and the Environment. Colombia). David· -
Payton {Deputy Director, Environment Division, 
Ministry of External Relations and Trade, New 
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Zealand), Nay Htun (Special Adviser, Director of 
Programs. UNCED Secretariat. Geneva), Yoshiyasu 
llirayama (Deputy Regional Representative. Regional 
Ofrtce for Asia and the PacifiC, United Nations 
Environment Program). Krishaa Siagll (Regional 
Director. Regional Bureau for Asia and.' lhe Pacific. 
United Nations Development Program). and Penny 
Wenslcy (Principal Adviser, Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade. Canberra). 

The conference was organised around five major themes. 

Theme 1: The emergence of International 
environmental Institutions and their roles In 
policy development and Implementation. 

Speakers for this lhemc were Dr Nay HCua and Penny 
Wensley. and c:o-cl1airs were T011y Simp5011 (IELC) and 
Rachd Kyte. Dr Nay Htun Sl3lCd that free market 
economics as an instirutional solution can be dangerous 
in the short run. but may work lhe best in lhe long run 
(for example, it increases innovation). Current systems 
are not linked enough. and changes to institutions to 
incorporate a broader spectrum of issues - including dle 
environment- are necessary. FJ= market eoonomics 
can work. but cost-benefit analysis must be produced 
with regard to environmental issues. for example. as in 
the case of 'polluters pay' legislalion. For this to wade. 
there must be sustainable and supponivc politial 
commiunent and effective insblutional ananganc:ncs. 
At dle national and international level. lhele must be 
public participation. uansparaat polic~ accountablility 
and teSpOOSivencss to c:hange. be said. 

Penny Wensley focussed on 1he climafe change 
negotiations of the lnf.elgOYCmiDCiltal Negotiasion 
Committee (INC). The INC was established by a UN 
resolution in 1990. and was supported by the World 
Meteorological Organisation and UNDP. The adoption 
of this UN resolution recognised dle importance of dle 
issue. and according to Penny Wensley. lhe impo113nt 

elements are the pervasiveness of dle problem. whem ~ 
money comes from. and how to target iL Therefore, it is 
a problem of institutional arrangemenL 

Several important points were made during the panel 
discussion. On the general theme of free market 
economics. Penny Wensley stated that the structural 
adjustments being made in developing countries are as 
yet not a part of negotiations. The concept of 
'intergenerational equity' became an idiom frequently 
used throughout the conference. One PacifiC Islander 
expressed distress at the fact that there was not a 
member of his community represented on the panel On 
the questions of public participation, private sector and 
instiwtional reform, Krishan Singh stated 'that 
instiwtions - national, international, private or public -
cannot be considered as inanimate bodies. The response 
mechanism must be iriiproved by broadeniilglhe bascno
mcet the needs of the public at large' (ie listen to NGOSj. -
For this to work effectively, Krishan Singh realised there 
must fll'St be a change in attitudes, consumption patterns 
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and thinking on the future. He concluded that 
alternatives must be offered to developing countries such 
as alternatives to fossil fuel t-urning and dcforc.~tion. 

T11eme 2: Overview of the UNCEO process and 
poss1t1e outcomes: key Issues relating to legal 
and Institutional change, gender Issues. and the 
role of lnd1genous peoples and youth. 

1lle speakers for this theme included Lalanath De Sih•a 
(Sri Lanka Environment Foundation), Dr Val Brown 
(Women and Environ~nt l'etwork) and John 
Tilcmaa• (Depanment of Foreign Affairs and Trade). 
Lalanalb De Silva explained that the key issues relating 
to legal and instiwtional change affarm UNCED as a 
·~·. UNCED is a lead-up 10 what is most 
impor1ant: the creation of environmcncal institutions. 
Dr Vat Brown expressed concern that institutions would 
be set up on the opinion of one gender. She suggcsacd 
valuing in an national accounts including a~ such as 
healcb. wdfare. ere. by u.cing five policy sta~ts 
which include: social equity for all; personal and 
natioaat scc:urity in environmental management (not 
defence); c:oosening resour..es based on communities 
and bouscholds; appropriate accounting systems; and 
cross-gender education. The barriers to such policy 
statements are: the fact that nothing is gender neutral; 
segrq:alion; dte dichotomisation of issues; and 
rcstriaing science, economics, military, and so on. 

Sew:al important issues wne raised in the panel session 
of Ibis segment The importance of UNCED as a 
process ia global diplomacy was raised by Roberto 
Abclcaar. UNCED and its PrepComs as wen as Forums 
are mostly 'non-events' that people have high 
cxpcc::l3lions of. Rio is only the beginning of a process. 
He also c:onfinned Brazilian willingness to commit to 
n=source c:onscrvation. Janet Hunt of ACFOA made the 
point dial lhe environment is not purcly an issue of 
economics. Indigenous peoples have much to teach us 
about spiritual and political dc\'elopmcnt which could 
lead 10 beUc:r environmental protection and managemenL 

Theme 3: Regional and national responses to 
UNCED: Issues relating to legal and 
Institutional changes In the South Pacific, and 
Indigenous perspectives In Australia and New 
Zealand. 

Speakers for this session induded Viii Fuavao (South 
PacifiC Regional Environment Program), Tracker 
Tilmouth (Alice Central Land Council), Marcia 
Langton (Macquarie University), Rod Hole!igrove 
(DASE11. and .\loana Jackson (Wellington Maori 
Legal Service, New ~lind'· 
Viti Fuavo championed the cause of the South Pacific 
Regional Environment Program (SPREP), and outlined 
the issues important to South PacifiC Islanders. He 
stressed the need for regional institutions for areas such 
as these islands, that do not have the economies of scale 
necessary to tackle large en\ironmental problems. 
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Tracker Tilmouth stated 'there is no doubt that 
Aboriginal Australians arc the most disadvantaged group 
in Australia.' Tilmouth considered the land rights 
question and its relationship to development, Aboriginal 
resource use (in practice not considered 10 have anything 
to conlribute 10 ecologically sustainable development), 
and A TSIC's role in perpetuating Aboriginal problems 
due to their adherence with European styles of thinking 
(rc: technology. health care, cu:). 

Marcia Langton concentrated on Aboriginal Land Act 
'arrangements'. The management plans in Queensland 
are not based on a system or co-management as is the 
case in the Northern Territory. In fact, the National 
Parks Association negotiated the 'co-management' 
scheme. She identifted two ideologies prominent in 
society today: the sustainable development ideology 
which she believes 10 be a 'cry of govmunent and 
developers', and the wilderness ideology which focuses 
on the green movemenL The problem iS that Aboriginal 
Australians are part of the second group and have 
difficulty incorporating into the global debate based on 
the ideology of sustainable dcvelopmenL 

Rod Holesgrove said the preparation for UNCED in 
Australia and everywhere means the evolution or extra 
inter-governmental departments and the building of new 
regional institutions. Examples of such institutions 
include SPREP and ASEAN. After the UNCED 
conference local, regional and global inidai.M:s will 
have a more adequate framework to opcmrc in. In 
Australia, for example, land-based sea pollutioo is an 
important inremalional issue. GA TI and OECD can 
concentrate on regional environmental issues. Educalion 
about such issues wDl become more prominent at the 
local level 

Moana Jackson spoke on 'markers of identity' in 
Aboriginal culture. . Such markers in the landscape - be 
they a rock or island or other natural formation - and 
their destruction raise issues relevant to UNCED. These 
markers have more than spiritual relevance, and their 
destruction is a removal of indigenous power. He feels 
that this removal of power and control from indigenous 
people is symptomatic of UNCED. He said 'the ideas of 
indigenous people are often left behind because they do 
not fit into the institutions already established' (a 
situation similarly asserted with reference to women by 
Val Brown). 'Indigenous views are always marginalised 
or changed, usually passed off as being spiritual and not 
practical.' 

The panel discussion raised the following issues. First, a 
South Pacific Islander was concerned about 
representation at UNCED. Should UNCED fail to hear 
the voice of this region the Earth Charter will only be a 
90 per cent efforL Related 10 the recent SPREP 
publication, it was pointed out that this compreh~ve· -
report lacked female input and did not mention the 
disposal of toxic wastes and other important issues. 
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Finally. the question of what is nccdcd was raised - do 
we need more of different institutions? 

With respect to existing institutions. it wa'i agreed that 
reform is necessary. Communication amongst them is 
lacking as is •Jteir communication with NGOs. business 
principles are scldom used, and without common 
direction there is avoidance of the tyranny of decision 
making. Furthermore, existing suucturcs can pcrionn 
new functions. For example, UNEP should have an 
advisory role as well as monitoring function. With 
respect 10 new institutions, suggestions were made as to 
the establishment of a Sustainable Development 
Commission. an Economic Security Council, an 
International Development Council, and a revitalised 
Economic and Social Council It was also suggested that 
UNCED become a regular conference like UNCT AD. 
New agencies can discuss issues such as energy 
consumption taxes and conditionality examined. 

Theme 4: Institutional reform: Is sustainable 
development sustainable? 

This theme featured Ben Boer (University of Sydney. 
co-convenor IELC) and Aroha Mead (National Maori 
Congress. New Zealand). Ben Boer elaborated on the 
'precautionary principle', which stresses that not every 
piece of scientific proof needs to be presented before 
action can be talccn. He bases his research on the Coring 
for the Earth publication by IUCN oo suslainablc Jiving. 
Aloha Mead spolcc on 'intergene13tional equity' and 
suggested the ingredients which should be incorporared 
into policy statements. These included: intcrdepcadcnce 
of resource systems, political responsibility, 'equitable' 
use of resources, the utilisation of uaditional knowledge, 
and human/system rights. Barriers to lhesc include 
colonialism and racism. 

Theme 5: Sectoral responses: moving from 
global Ideas to local action. 

Speakers for this theme included Christine Bumup 
(Business Council of Australia), Nor«n Redhead 
(Australian International Development Assistance 
Bureau, AIDAB). and Dr David James (Special 
Commissioner. Resource Assessment Commission). 
The Business Council of Australia evolved out of the 
early 1980s and approximately 70 major companies 
participate in its activities which include strategy
building. Christine Bumup gave a brief description of 
how business has been involved in su.stainable 
development in the pasL ~ The business response has 

been to endorse the definition of sustainable 
development, accepting that the environment and 
economics are inseparable, but also rejecting the 'no 
growth' principle. Pricing and market instruments arc 
crucial to this challenge, and Christine Bumup suggested 
looking at enterprise-based practice and reform- beyond 
UNCED - as this is where the real 'transfers'· occur. 
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Noreen Redhead explained the role of AIDAB in 
in1.emational development cooperation. and in particular, 
the environment and ttid program. She described some 
of lhe environmental procedures, assessment guidelines 
and monitoring p·:lblications which arc available free 
from AIDAB upon request. Dr David James focussed 
on resource economics - that is. how economics and 
ecology integrate. This involves lhe ethics of ecology, 
combined with the survival issue. According to Dr 

James, it is necessary to understand the science of the 
ecosystem; the technology of management; and then 
integrate this into the system that we live in, which 
means new ways of appraising projects and invescments. 

A series of r:datcd workshops followed these themes and 
included: Sustainable development special issues 
including the refonn of global institutions. indigenous 
peoples. gender and youth; Ideas and options for legal 
and institutional change - intqralioa of ecology and 
economics; and fmally, Ideas and options for legal and 
institutional change - regional implementation of 
sustainable developmenL More practical approaches 
were made in these workshops. with targeted 
recommendations to be carried forward to subsequent 
PrepCom meetings. 

"Earth Summit" N~ws Network 

Earth Summit Nn~s Shuts will be available twice a 
month until the UNCED EaJ1h Summit is complete. 
These mailings consist of information up-dales. news 
releases. feature articles on topics and issues which 
relate the preparation process towards Rio. excezpcs 
of lcey speeches and other materials. The mailing list 
is made up of media. non-government organisations. 
various UN and government agencies, instirutions of 
learning and other groups or individuals. To be 
added to this mailing list contact: UNCED, 160 
Route de Florissant, GPO Box 80, CH-1231 
Conches, Switzerland, Phone (41-22) 733-6373, Fax 
(41-22) 733-6309, or Email address 
unced@igc.org.tcn409lmcrl:unced. 

In addition the UNCED Global Electronic Network 
is available to usecs of the electronic networks, such 
as EcoNet (APC), TCN and and GeoNet (MCRl). 
Official documents produced by the Secretary 
General Maurice Strong, newsbriefs and lists of 
UNCED-related events are regularly updated. To 
obtain a guide to the UNCED Electronic Network 
and infonnation on activities via electronic mail use 
lnterNet/EcoNet "unced@igc.org", Di~lcom 41 
"tcn4091", and GeoNet "mcrl;unced". 
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Towards Environment 2001 

CanbemJ, National Conference of the Environment 
lnstlfute of Austnlla, 23-25 October 1991 

Thil; conference aimed at bringing together a wide range 
of ~essionals to examine ways and means to improve 
envirorunental management in Australia over the next 
decade. To provide lhe confcrcncc with a specifiC focus. 
it was planned as a forerunner to UNCED. Five themes 
were selected from those on lhe UNCED agenda -
marine resources, land degradation, biological diversity, 
waste management and ~water resources - for 
examination in a national and global contcxL 

Sample titles of some of the papers prescnrcd include: 
The conservation of marine resources in Australia: 
Outlook for Australia's fiSheries resources in 2001; Loss 
of prime agricultwal land by wban development; The 
meaning and utility of biodiversity; Managing a waste 
disposal conflia; Victoria's next 100 years in water 
development; Expected changes in total rainfall and its 
frequency distribution due to the greenhouse effect. 

The offteial conference report ($20), papers (S8 each) or 
cassette tapes ($20) of the individual sessions can be 
obcained from the address below. 

For more information contact: 
Exearlive OffiCef, Environmental Institute of Australia 
PO Box 930, Dickson ACT, 2602 Australia 
Phone: 06-2~7-7300 Fax: 06-247~ 

Paris NGO Conference 

17-20 Dectlmber1991 

More than 800 NGO.s and serval huitdn:d more 
observers met in Paris to participate in an NGO 'parallel' 
cooference in preparation for UNCED. The conference 
was hosu:d by the Government of France and organised 
by the Environmental Liaison Centre International 
(ELCII). It was organised for grass roots organisations, 
NGOs. and other members of the social gathering 
movement to prepare positions for the Earth Summit and 
develop lobbying strategies, and emphasize social and 
economic equity issues in the UNCED agenda. 

This was the fJ.CSt international NGO conference for 
many participants from industrialized and developing 
countries. It represented an opportunity for NGOs to 
learn about the official UN negotiating process, to 
strategize about how to lobby government delegations 
and UNCED officials, and to prepare for the final 
PrepCom in New York and the conference in Brazil. 

The conference produced several documents: a 
Compendium of PeoplHs Organisations' Responses to 
Environmenl and Developmenl Challenges which 
represents the efforts, actions and demands of citizens 
from around lhe world in the struggle for 
environmentally soumt de_velopmenL A second 
docwnenl is a synlhesis of the Compendi;;;: entiticd 
Justice Between People, Justice Between Generations. 
The Citizens' Action Plan for UNCED, or Agenda Ya 
Wananchi. is built on these two document-; and focuses 
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on the challenges facing governments and citizens. and 
promotes active citi7..cn involvement in bui~ a more 
socially just and ecologically SOWld world. Tiley may be 
obtained by contacting the address below. 

For more information concact: 
NGO Conference Coon:inaeor, Ravi Shlwm:! 
ELCII, GPO Box 72461, Nairobi,l<enp 
Phone: 254-1256 20 15 Fax: 254-256 21 75 

(R11printed from NGO Netwodulr. No t5. f992J 

A new world order- for whom? 

Australian National University, Auslrallan 
Development Studies Nstwodc and Soclefy for 
lntemallonal Development, Match 1992 

Paul Ekins, an environmental economist from Loodon 
and Cambridge, recently visited Auslralia.. EkiDs is part 
of an emerging group of economisas wbo ahocale the 
need to re-define the framework of economic policies so 
that environmental, community, ~ and 
social ethical issues are addressed. He bc:pn the 
seminar by quoting a recent issue of The EctMomist 
which exposed a World Bank memo he bclicw::s 10 be 
indicative of prevalent 'nuionalist' economic dUnking 
(see 8 February 1992 issue). 

The bulk of Ekins' seminar was devoted to what he 
believes to be three possible new wodd orders, 
including: the nco-liberal new world order. abe social 
democratic new world ordet. and the grassroo15 new 
world ordet. Given chat the globe is cxpcricaciDs four 
holocausts (war and militarisatioo. human oppaessiou. 
and economic destitution. and c:minaDenlal 
degradation) there is need to direct focus. 

The Nco-liberal ordet Ekins describes is abe one 
envisaged by US President Bush. It requires a global 
market where increasing numbers of people and 
resources engage in exchange relalionsbips. EkiDs is 
careful to point out that it is not a 'free' nwtd. in that 
private property owners are part of the systaD.. 1be 
people who are better off in this order arc property 
owners and consumers, and the protagonists are agencies 
such as the World Bank, the GA TI, and IMF. He cites 
that documented cases of market failure do not mate this 
the optimum order. 

The second order Ekins describes is the Social 
Democratic New World Order. This is based on the 
concepts of the New International Economic Order, 
where the market is accepted. nation-states are valued 
and social democracy is the guiding principle. The two 
sets of institutions that would be integral to this otder 
would be the United Nations and the Economic 
Community (as well as 'social chapters'). 

Ekins states that these first and second orders are 
different but share three basic characteristics. F'ust., they 
are western-oriented, and share the vision of a trajectory 
whereby the rest of the world becomes more like the 
United States. Second, they are economistic in that 
human progress is defined in economic terms such as 
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GNP per capita (the Hwnan Development lndcl. is not 
enough progress according co Ekins). And tbinl. lhcy 
are both essentially 'lOp-down' in their oricntaaioa. 111cy 
come inro being and arc managed by the owners of the 
transrwionals and intemational bureaucrats. 

The fmal ordcc Ekins describes is the GraSSJOOIS New 
World Order'. requirin& a 'bouom-up' philosophy and 
ethic initiaccd groups a local level. It is aimed a lhe 
four holocausts mentioned above in that it works in 
conjuoction with the peace. ~. developmall and 
human rights ffiO\"Cmcots. It aims to increase cmllivity 
and rultural divCIS'iiy. and promotes holistic 
developmenL It is commiued to social ~t. 
non-violence and dle euvironmc:nt. and must beaJme the 
predominant impulse because the market oaly worts 
when framed by appropriale government. Civil society 
can ensure this. 

For lll<X'e informatioo on this topic loolc for Ekins' 
briefing paper in the oext issue of the D~ 
Bulletin. 

Conference Calendar 

VIII International Conference on AIDSIIII 
STD World Congress 
Amsterdam, 19-24 July 1992 

When representatives ol all sectors in the fight .past 
lllV/AIDS gather together. certain .~ IOd 
progress can occur in a way that is nOt possible at 
smaller, discipline-specific gatherings. Those rmm 
countries at an early stage of the epidemic, for inslana;. 
can learn from the mist3kes and successes of those who 
have already passed through these stages. Compuisons 
can be made and conclcsions drawn from the differing 
approadles to prevention. diagnosis. treabnCIIl. and 
public policy in different parts of the world. The 
potenful value of possible research directions can then 
be more fully explored. 

To promote this process, the program for the VIII 
International AIDS Conference includes several 
innovations. Within ea::h of the four subject themes -
basic s..ience, cli.."li<:al ~nee and care, epidemiology, 
and social impa..< and Jsponse - a number of key 
questions have ~n identified to be addressed a1 the 
conference. Th~ key questions focus on the central 
dilemm:!S of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, and pointlhe way 
forward for future policy, practice, and resean:h.· ·For
exampk \\'hat are the interactions of HIV with the 
expanding epidemics of tuberculosis, malaria and 
sexual!~· transmillOO infections, and how can this be 
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addressed in planning and heallh care services? When 
and how does maternal-infant IJ"anSmission of mv 
occur, and how does Ibis impact upon reproductive 
health strategies? What is lhc effect of proftletion and 
promotion of human rights on lhe dfacacy of mv 
prevention programs? What have bcc::n the mv -related 
international cooperation aaivities of NGOs. what can 
be learned from this experience. and how an: their 
international cooperation activities evolving? 

In addition to the speakers, the conference will also have 
recent reports sessions, mini<OUtSes. and contextual 
sessions. 

For more information c:xJmaCt: 
Vllllntemationat Contacence on AIOSI 
Ill STO Wcxtd Congcess 
Dutch Foundation-AIDS ConfenhiC& 1991 
Max Euweplein 30 
1017MB Amsterdam 
The Nethef1ands 

National Strategies for Australasian 
Countries in the Age of the Asian
Pacific Basin Economy 
The Gold Coast, Queensland, 19-21 June 1992 

This conference will look at the possibilities and · 
strategies open to member countries of the Australasian 
region in the age of integration into an Asian centred 
core-periphefy regional strucCure ccotml on Japan. The 
focus will be on national Slndegies for governments 
drawn from various pcrspccli~ clcpcndcnt on business. 
labour, edlx:ation, arts and the environment. 

Should the Australasian m:a fonn its own 
political/economic bloc? Should the 1cvel playing field 
prevail? Should there be a reiUm fO dosed import 
replacement policies and anglo-<:dlk culture and 
education? Should a guest WOlter system from the 
Paciflc Islands be encouraged? What is the looming 
political economy of the Iegion? etc. 

Varying perspectives should yield a wide diversity of 
opinion. It is also hoped lhat there will be participation 
by a wide variety of people from business, unions, 
government, environmental groups. educationalists, the 
professions and the arts. Presentations will therefore 
divided into four streams: business, labour, education, 
and arts/environment. 

The tentative program provides for 4 keynote speakers 
and 20 papers. Two keynoce speakers have been secured 
thus far: Winston Peters (MP) former New Zealand 
Minister for Maori Affairs and of lhe Bolger government 
cabinet, who is a proponent of the creation of an 
Australasian trading bloc; and Ken Douglas, President of 
the New Zealand Central Trade Unions who will speak 
on strategies for Au.stl31asian labour problems. 
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For more infonnation oontaCl: · ~ ' <. 

Conference Organisefs 
Asian!Pacific Basin S1Udes Unit 
OUT, School of Humanities 
Carsekftne OLD, 4034 Australia 
Phone: 07-864-4542 Fax: 07-864-4719 

International Consulting Skills 
Workshop 

Hawaii, 2-9 June 1992 

This conference is an East-West Centre Association 
Program for individuals intctcstcd in learning the skills 
requin:d 10 become a SIJccessfut international con..o;ultant, 
and in particular in the Asia/Pacifac region. 

1be conference aims to provide up-to~~lle infonnation 
on the consulting process and practice consulting skills. 
It will also provide a continuing self-directed learning 
process so the information and skills obtained in the 
workshop will be maintained. It aims to increase cross
cukw31 awareness and skills in order to function more 
effc:dively in the Asia/Pacifac region. 

Sessions will include lectures with wortshccts, examples 
and demonstrations. discussion groups. case studies, role 
plays and simulations. 

For mont information contact: 
East-West Center Alumni OHice 
1777 East-West Road 
Honolukl Hawaii. 96848 
Phone: 808 944 7201 Fax: 808-944-7490 

First Habitat Tourism Congress 

Rjl,1993 

Habitat rourism involves community development, full 
cu1tul3l and environmental respect and ~ferably 1~ 
indigenous ownetShip. This congress is 10 be hosted by 
ten Fijian villages on the main is1and of Vitu Levu. 
Seven commissions will be organised. These are as 
follows: 

1. Su.uaimble development 

2. Appropriate technology 

3. Heritage interpretation 

4. National parks 

5. Financing indigenous sustainable developments 

6. Pacific environment 

7. International support. 

It is anticipated that 500 delegates will attend the 
congress. 

For more information contact: 
Marc Aussie-Stone 
GPO Box 185 Strawberry HiUs 
Sydney NSW, 2012 Australia 
Phone: 02·319-6713 Fax: 02-319~4 

•••• 
Women and Demographic Change in 
Sub-Saharan Africa 

Nigeria, February 1993 

The International Union for the Scientific Study of 
Population (IUSSP) is holding this conference, 
tentatively scheduled to talce place in Ibadan, Nigeria, 
from 6 to 9 February 1993. The objective of the seminar 
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is to explore the situation of African women in relation 
to demographic change by reviewing wodc on lhe links 
between women's economic status and various 
demographic and environmcnl.al phenomena. including 
fertility health and mortality, marriage and family 
struelure, n.igration utilisation of natural resourc:es. and 
AIDS. 

For more lnfonnation contact: 
Bruno Remiche, Executive Seaetary 
IUSSPJIJIESP 
Rue des Auguslins 34 
4000 Liege, Belgium 
Phone: 0-41-22-40-80 Fax:0-41-22~7 
(Reprinted from IPPF Open Fle, Januay 1992) 

Industrial and Third World 
Environmental Assessment: The 
Urgent Transition to Sustainabifdy 

The World Bank, 19 to 22 August 1992 

The Twelfth Annual Meeting of tbe lnlcmalional 
Association for Impact Assessment is 10 t*c place at 
The World Bank with the theme of c:avironmental 
assessment in induslry and the Third World. 'lbcre are 
no specific topics directly on the Pacific lslaads in the 
preliminary program. but there are a JUDber of 
presentations. such as those dealing with UNCED, 
tropical areas, etc that have a relevance for the region. 

For more information contact: 
GaryWiiams 
Argonne Nationall..abonlflxy 
370 L 'Enfant Plaza, SW, Suite 702 
W~ DC, 20024 USA 
Fax: 202-488-2413 

Twenty-Third Seminar on Population 

Honolulu, 1 to 26 June 1992 and Korea, 29 June to 3 
July 1992 

The East-West Population Institute ~ the 
Twenty-Third Summer Seminar on Populalion. to be 
held in Honolulu and Korea. Four wcxbbops will be 
offered. The workshops will focus on analysis of data 
on contraceptive use and choice, Asia-historical 
demography, comparative studies of demographic 
uansition in the Asia-Pacific region. and family change 
and aging. 

For more information contact: 
Twenty-Third Summer Seminar on Popca1ion 
East-West Population Institute 
East-West Centre, 1777 East-West Road 
Honolulu HI, 96848 USA 

Australian Tropical Health and Nutrition 
Conference • First Announcement and 
Call for Papers 
Brisbane, 19-21 October 1992 

The--two -main theme&--f.er ---this--· .. et:mference will be 
'urbanisation' and ~education for the health professions'. 
The urbanisation plenary sessions will address the 
problems of population growth and wban planning, 
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poverty, nutrition and infectious diseases, while 
education at the professional interface and education for 
changing ncc::ds will be the main focus of the education 
for the health profession theme. Other issues will also 
be addressed within ~ lhemcs, and special inlCICSt 
grou~ sessions will COVt!t: Aboriginal health, acute 
respiratory infections. climate change, diarrbocal 
diseases, tropical cancers and lheir prevention, vaccine 
development and delivery, and women's health. 

Concurrent with the conference will be the Tropical 
Health and Nutrition Expo. an exhibition of new and 
appropriate technology for developing countries. It is 
intended that this imponant initiative will become an 
established feature of all A TH&N conferences. 

For mon1 i.-.bmation c:ontact 
Wendt Gardiner, Cooninator 
Tropical Health Plogram 
The University of Oueenst;nj Mecic:a1 School 
Hersb'l Road 
Hersb'l OLD, 4006 Austraia 
Phone: 07-365.5408 Fax: 07-365--S599 

Courses 

The Centre for Environmental Law 

Australian National University, Canberra 

In 1991 the Centre for Environmental Law.and Policy 
was established within lbe Law Faculty at ANU. The 
Centre's aims include: 

Providing a focus for teaching and research into 
the legal and policy dimensions of 
environmental issues; 

Contributing to the refonn and development of 
domestic and international environmental law; 

Facilitating interdisciplinary co-operation both 
within ANU and with government and research 
institutes nationally and internationally. 

In addition. the Centre proposes to host conferences and 
seminars, attract visiting Australian and overseas 
specialists, provide consulting research services and 
training workshops for government and non-government 
organisations. Also available will be environmental law 
training programs for developing countries in the Asia
Pacific region. Starting in 1993, it will also offer 
specialist Masters and GraHuatc Diploma courses. Study 
streams are open to law and non-law graduates_ 

The ANU Centre has also entered a joint enterprise with 
the Universities of Adelaide and Sydney to establish a 
new Australian Centre for Environmental Law (ACEL). 
The aims of the ACEL are: 

To promote co-operation in teaching and 
research; 
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graduate programs in To develop 
en"-ironmental 
i nsti Ultions; 

law involving all three 

To make joinl approaches to funding bodies, 
go,oemment and industry for funding of 
colbborath:.e research projects and equipment; 

To make submissions and PM-ide legal advice 
to government and non-government bodies; 

To promote law reform in environmental 
aw1C:IS; 

To collaborate on environmental law 
consultancies; and 

To promOle environmental mediation. 

Th: A.""m Centre will draw upon the comprehensive 
lep.l expertise and specialist environmental law teaching 
30C rese3I'Ch interests of sWf at che Law Faculty, and the 
~ of the Faculty's outs1anding Public Law and 
Ini:mationaJ. Law programs. It wiD combine this with 
instiwtioaallinks at the ANU (with CRES. SREM, URU 
an:i NO>S) and with iniCI'-unhersity co-operation 
tlrough ACEL. 

For more information contact: 
Mr Neil Gunning ham. Oirectcr 
Centre for Environmental Law c.nd Policy 
The law Faa.~lty. Ausnbn National University 
GPO Box 4, Canbems ACT. 2601 
Phone: (06) 249 3397 Fax: (06' 249 0103 

Environmental Law and Policy Training 
Programme 

Sctomon Islands and Papua New Guinea 

1h: Environmental Defender's Offace (EOO) in Sydney 
is ;ooducting an enviromnental la11.· and policy training 
program for NGOs in the South Pacific region, 
cxmmencing in 1991-1992 in the Solomon Islands and 
P2;:ua New Guinea. The EOO is a non-profit, 
in:ependent legal centre established in 1984 specialising 
in public in~ environmental law. 

De:a.ils of the ttaining are available from the Centre, 
... ::t!re tnlinees undertake a three-stage programme: 

Local and national environmental law and 
policy survey and logging agreements. 

Comparative study and f~eldwork in Australia. 

Foilow-up at home. 

lr. "il<! EDO document, Anna Luvu and Placid Baenisi~ 
t-:.3 o[ the Solomon Islands, report their satisfaction 
-..-_3 ~ programme. 

For more information contact: 
Environmental Law and Policy I raining Programme 
Environmental Defende(s Office 
280 Pitt Street 
Sydney NSW. 2000 Australia 
Phone: 261-3599 Fax: 267-7St.C 
OR 
Anna Luvu and Placid Baenisia 
Solomon Islands Development Trust 
GPO Box 147 
Honiara, Solomon Islands 
Phone: 677-21 t30 Fax: 677-21339 

Graduate Programme in Development 
Studies at USP 

University of the South Pacific, Fiji 

The programme is an inu:r~isciplinary one, intended to 
produce graduates who wiD be able to make a valuable 
conbibution in either the public or private sectors (or 
possibly with an intcmatioaal agency) by being able to 
usc the insights and tcdmiques of a range of di~iplincs 
(principally in the social sciences) which arc relevant to 
effective appraisal of practical issues. 

The three principal objcaifts _of the programme arc: 

1. That the graduates should be familiar with the 
insights. analytical methods and principal findings of the 
social sciences relevant to practical decision making and 
assessment of policy optDas. 

2. That graduates will lave acquired a useful working 
knowledge of practical ICChniques. including project 
appraisal and methods of stdistical analysis. 

3. That graduates should have gained experience in 
policy oriented analysis of the central social and 
economic issues in the rqioo. 

For more inf~ contact: 
The Coorinator, Or David Williamson 
University of the Sautl Pacific 
GPO Box 1168. Sura, Fiji 

Organisation profiles 

The Living Economy Network 
The Living Economy Network (LEN)· objective is to 
help create a new schoQI of e<X)OOf1lic thought primarily 
concerned with the sarimction of the full range of 
human needs, social jaslice. the social context and 
institutional structure of lhe economy, and its ecological 
sustainability. 

Issues in which LEN is particularly interested include: 

Institutional, social and ethical issues as they 
relate to economic activity, in particular such 
subjects as competition, markets, governance 
and community. 

Behavioural motivaaions that go beyond those 
of Rational Economic Man, and a distinction 
between needs and lw(ants. 

Interaction between ecology and the human 
economy. 

Gender issues in economics, especially the 
valuation of non~inonet3lj ecOriomic activity. 

The shortcomings of development theory. 
especially as applied to the Third World. and 
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hence the formulation of new concepts of 
economic progress and development and the 
indicators nccdcd to evaluate them. 

Issues of operational level and scale. including 
micro-macro-global relationships. 

The balance struck between the marlcet. and 
state and non-monetary allocation. and between 
trade and self-reliance. 

LEN is an international network of principally academic 
and professional economists and other social and natural 
scientists. Activities include the production of a 
newsletter, relevant books. a directory of participants. 
the development of a curriculum and bibliography to 
enable the new school of economic thought to be taught 
in a coherent way. and more. 

For more infonnatioo contact: 
Paul Ekins 
42 Warriner Gardens 
London SW11 40U 
United Kingdom 

USERP 

United Scientists for Environmental Responsibility and 
Protection (USERP) is a group of professionals and 
other concerned citizens dedicated to promoting 
informed debate of environmental issues and fostering 
ecologically sensitive human activity. USERP farst 
formed in Tasmania in 1988 when scientists dlere 
experienced frustration with the comm~ ~d 
political domination of the Helsham · lnqwry mto 
logging. Now ~are associated groups in New South 
Wales. Queensland. South Australia. Victoria and the 
Australian Capital Territocy. 

Since forming in 1989. USERP has pursued the group's 
goals in several ways: 

A submission on chemical spray drift was made 
to the South Australian Government by the. 
agriculture working group. 

A public forum was held to promote public 
awareness of the benefits and problems of 
pesticide use. 

The working group on energy has received a 
grant from the South Australian Energy Forum 
to support its study of the constraints to 
efficient use of energy in homes. 

Speakers at bimonthly meetings have improved 
the group's understanding of issues such as 
recycling. soil conservation and economics. 

A bimonthly newsletter informs members of 
USERP activities, environmental issues and 
upcoming events. 

For more information contact: 
USERP-SA. PO Box 233 
Edwardstown. South Australia 
Australia 5039 
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Environmental Law Alliance Worldwide 

The Environmental law Alliance Worldwide (E-LA W) 
is a new alliance of public interest environmental 
lawyers. E-LA W's eight offices around the world work 
as a mutual support network for lawyers representing 
citizens socking to protoct the environment in their 
native counuies.. E-LA W gives these lawyers access to 
the scientific and legal information that they need lO be 
effective. 

The Australian offace works as a partner in the support 
network. and provides access to: litigation support; 
scientific and technical resean:h; research on 
comparative law; infonnation on multinational 
companies operating abroad; advice on litigation and 
legislative sttalegies; and links with lawyers. scientists 
and citizens groups with expertise on environmental 
issues. 

E-LA W Ausualia is producing a directory of public 
interest environmental lawyers. consultants and other 
environmental contacts. The Directory will help 
strengthen the netWork of supporters of public interest 
environmental law and help promote its practice 
throughout the region. 

For more information contact: 
Environmental Law Aliance Worldwide 
Suite 85, 280 Pitt Street 
Sydney NSW. 2000 Austrar&a 
Phone: 02-264-2088 Fax: 02-267-7548 

International Environmental Law Centre 

The lntcmadonal Environmental Law Centre (IELQ 
aims to promo1e the development of inrcmational 
environmental law as an instrument for environmental 
protection through resean:b. education and advice on 
international environmental law and policy issues. It is 
particularly interesled to ensure the ~ipation and 
representation of NGOs and developing nations. 
disadvantaged under the present international system. in 
the emerging international, environmental regime. 
Further. IELC's concern is specifically focussed in the 
Asia/Pacific region. aiming to facilitate the development 
of international environmental law in the region. 

Presently. IELC is focussed on UNCED. Other 
activities include investigating the link between 
international human rights law and environmental 
protection. This work will link with reports t-eing 
prepared for the United Nations Sub-Commission on 
Human Rights. IELC is also establishing several 
working groups to provide expertise in a range of issues 
such as human rights. i~es relevant to indigenous 
peoples, and natural environmental issues which can 
develop research and policy in the international kgal 
field. 

For more information contact 
Suite 82, 280 Pitt Street 
Sydney NSW, 2000Australia 
Phone: 02-261-3599 Fax: 02-267-7548 
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HIV/AIDS and Development Program 

This is an infonnal association of Ausllalian NGOs and 
some individuals who are involved in HIV/AIDS related 
activities in the conteJll of international coopaation and 
development assistance. The program, jointly managed 
by the Austtalian C~ncil for Overseas Aid (AO:OA) 
and the Ausualian Federation of AIDS Organisations 
(AFAO), formaUy commenced in October 1991. It aims 
to facilitate the coordination of activities of Australian 
NGOs to wort in collaboration with NGOs in Southeast 
Asia and the Western Pacifte Regions to eliminate the 
ttansmission of HIV and to provide support and services 
for people with HIV/AIDS. The objectives are: 

To promote awareness of HIV/AIDS as a 
development issue 

To facilitate information sharing, networking 
and training for Australian non-government 
assistance agencies about HIV/AIDS 

To assist agencies with project design and 
monitoring 

To facilitate collaboration with NGOs in the 
region 

To collect and publish an inventory of 
HlV /AIDS related activity undertaken by 
Auscralian NGOs. 

The program wiU publish and distribute resource 
materials. present a nwnber of public seminars and 
workshops and respond to individual agency requests for 

assistance. 

For men lnfonnation contact: 
Tun Mackay, Coordinalor 
d- AFA.O, GPO Box 229 
Canben'a ACT, 2601 Australia 
Phone:0&-247-3411 Fax:OG-257-3086 

WorldWIDE 

Women in Development and Environment 
(WorldWIDE), simply stated: 

Works to crea1e a worldwide network: of 
women concerned about environmental 
managemeni and protection 

Educates the public and its policy makers about 
the vital links between women, natural 
resources, and sustainable development 

Promotes the inclusion of women and their 
environmental perceptions in designing and 
implementing policies 

Mobilises and supports women, both 
~~individually and in organisations, in 

environmental and natural resource programs. 

Part of WorldWIDE activities is to produce a Directory 
of Women in Environment. This Directory lists the 
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names, addresses, and expertise of women who 
participate in the international network. 

For more inlormalion contact: 
Wor1dW1DEN~ 
1331 H Street N W. Suite 903 
Washington DC. 20005 USA 
Phone: 202-34-/-1514 Fax: 202-347-152;1 

UNIFEM 

The United Nations Development Fund for Women 
(UNIFEM) was established in 1976 as the Voluntary 
Ftmd for the UN Decade for Women, 1976-85. The 
Fund's name changed to UNIFEM in 1985. It provides 
direct financial and tochnica1 suppon to low-income 
women in developing countries, who arc striving to raise 
their living standards. It also funds activities that bring 
women into mainstream development decision-making. 

UNWEM has recently released its first annual report. 
For more infonnation on UNIFEM and a copy of the 
report contact the address below. 

United Nations Oevetopment Fund for Women 
304 East 45th Stn!et, 6th Roor 
New Y()f1( NY. 10017 USA 

Book reviews 

Ellst Timor: th~ impact of integration - an 
lndonesilln socio..antltropologU:al study 

Prof Dr Mubptto, Dr loekman Soetrlsno, et •t. Translated 
and publtshed by Che Indonesian Resources and 
lnfonnadon Program (IRIP), December 1991. 70pp. $10 per 
copy from IRIP, GPO Box 190, Northcote VIC, 3070. 

This is a fascinating doctiment. Written by a team of 
respected Indonesian social scientists from Gajah Mada 
University in Yogyakarta, they wrote this report well 
before the tragic events of November 1991 that have 
once again focused world attention on East Timor. 
Carrying out their research into the daily lives of East 
Timorese, the team could not but help to identify the 
hardships and injustices that have been suffered by the 
local population since the Portuguese left in 1975. 

For those of us teaching in the field of Indonesian 
studies, or indeed for anyone interested in issues of 
Third World devel<lpment, !.he report is a detailed 
examination of both daily village life and the manner in 
which this life is affected by the social. political and 

religious systems that link the village to Lhc wider 
society in which it exists. 

The Indonesian Resources and Infonnation Program 
(which also publishes Inside Indonesia) have produced a 
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uanslation that is both very readable and timely. 
Austcalians in general. and students of Indonesian affairs 
in particular. will have to learn much more about East 
Timor in the years to come as this very lnlgic story 
unfolds at this nation's very doorslcp. Such 
understanding cannot be act.ievcd without basic 
knowledge about the way that onlinary East limoRSC 
live and th¢ way the Indonesian adminisuation affects 
l.hcir lives. It is heancning to be able to learn about this 

from respected Indonesian social scientists who have not 
shied from exposing the truth when their research 
uncovers it. not matter how unpopular it may be with the 
Indonesian authorities. Right from chc beginning of chc 
study, when the authors pteSCnt the background 10 their 
study, they state with admirable candour: 

'However, behind these [above macioned] 

developmental achievements we find lhere is 
something still missing in the province. While 
the integration of East Tamor into Indonesia has 
brought physical progress to the island. it has 
not yet been able to eliminate social, economic 
and political problems resuhing from an 
integration process which has cost too many 
human lives. Most key positions in the 
provincial government are occupied by 
newcomers v.;ho fmd it difficult to undcaland 
the local scxiety because they have notoblaincd 
even a basic undelstand.ing of the social and 
cultural life of the East Tamorese before taking 
up their posts-This lack of l1lldeaDidiDg 
among non-Tunorese officials about the culbJre 
of the province causes problems for diem in 
carrying out development programs, cspccially 

at the village level, where it is possible to 

increase local participation in developoenL 
This is reflected in the surprise of the officials 
when they see the people voluncarily and 
enthusiastically build a church while they are 
unwilling to build the facilities for naming 

water even though they clearly need clean 
water. The purpose of this research is to 
investigate the social, cultural and political 

problems in the East Timorese community 
which are thought to impede the development 
process there' (pp 3-4). 

Teachers and lecrurers will find this an invaluable 
booklet to introduce students to issues of development, 
and the basic knowledge it provides will ensure that it 
will be on the bookshelf of all scholars studying events 
in our near north who realise that East Tunor will be of 
continuing interest and importance in the coming years. 

Review by Dr Ron Witton, Sessional Lecturer In 
Indonesian, University of Wollongong. 

April1992 

Developmelll 11nd Social Change in Asia: 
1 ntroductory EUIIys 

0 Gold...mhy (eel). Monuh Development Studies Centre, 

Monash Unlvenlay, 1991. 

What are lhe rdalionsftips between the thoory and 
prac:ticc of devdopmc:nt? What are lhe broad pauems of 
industrial dcvdopment that bave emerged and 
consolidated in the most dynamic of economic n:gions? 
What have bcc:a the effects of rapid development on 
class formation and intec<Ommunal relations? What 
now, in these circumstances of social and economic 
change. are the prospects for more liberal, and more 
gencnlly responsi\"e forms of political regime? And 
how, finally. do the major social and economic changes 
of recent times b3nSlale into the lived experiences of 
ordinary people - thc 'subject of de-telopmcnt'? 

These are the questions posed by the editor in the 
introduction of Ibis book. Eacb of the five chapcers 
addresses one of the questions. The symmetry seems to 
be, that through dte development of these questions the 
discussions will lead from the globaliO the specifiC. 

The book comprises a brief introduction by the editor 
and five short chapters. Some of the chapcers end with a 
question and answer section. None of the chapters 
provide a bibliography as such, but they do provide a 
suggested fUJ'Ihel" reading list of three or four articles. 
This is a chin book. it comprises exactly a hundn::d pages 
from front 10 bact covec. and is e:IISY to read. 

11le S1niCtDie u each chapter is 10 a large extent 
dctmniDcd by ils origins. The book is a joint venture 
betweea Radio Aasualia. Monash Devdopnent Studies 
Ceolle and lbc Centre of Soulbeast Asian Studies 
(Monash). 1bc c:hapcers in this book repn:scnt some of 
the papm prescntoed on Radio Auslralia, as a series of 
seminars on problems of political. economic and social 
change in tbc Asian-Pacific rqion. These seminars 
were broadcast on Radio Australia and were open to lhe 
public to aueod. They were aimed at journaliSts and 
students of current events. 

David Goldswonhy's chapter discusses l.hc dominant 
themes in Wesrem development thinking over the last 
fifty years. He identifies three themes, which he names 
the growth lheory, poverty reduction lheories and market 
theory. This is followed by John Mckay's chapter which 
covers some of the changes in the Asian-Pacific 
economies. Mckay's chapter concentrates mostly on the 
changing indusuial structure in lhe NICs. The focus is 
then narrowed on Malaysia by Geoff Missen and a 
chapter on Indonesia by Herb Feith. Missen discusses 
the process of industriaf:sation in Malaysia and lhe 
effect this has had on social changes, with particular 
reference to ethnic tension. The chapter following. by 
Feith, reviews the possibility of a more democratic 
Indonesia emetging in the 19905.. The final chapter, by 
Lea Jellinelc. further narrows the focus. and traces over a 
fifteen year period the 'devei<J~ment' of a kampung in 
Jakarta. 
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While the organisation of the chapCcrs seems 10 provide 
a good basis for an interesting book. this promise is not 
completely fulfilled. Indeed. lhc title of this book is 
perhaps a little 100 grand for such a slim volwne. The 
question and answer sections at the end of some of the 
chapletS are rather 100 general, and do little to cnbancc 
the development of the themes. Finally, the chapters are 
very different in quality, this is howevcc to be expected 
in an edited volume. One of the problems may be that 
the chapters were originally only meant for oral 
presentation. 

This book. while perhaps not for lhose looking for a 
detailed disc:ussioo of issues in devdopmeot and social 
change in Asia. does provide an infei'Csting and general 
discussion on some seleacd topics in the development 
literature of Southeast Asia. 

~IIIBW by ~I« VM Dietman. Humlln Gllogtaphy. 
Australian National University 

Democratizjng Development 

John Clark. Earthscan Publications Lid., London 246pp, 

£9.95. 

Almost everyone agrees that development is in a bad 
way. The poor are getting poorer, John Clark argues, 
and 'official aid all too often strengthens governments 
whose policies and practices~ the pool'. 

But Clark. a veteran devdopment WOiker who has 
written an ~ve guide 10 democratisiDg. or perbaps 
resuscitating. deve1opment. believes help is • hand -
from unexpcctcd quarters. He contends that global 
threats posed by the penhousc eft'ect. cnviroomeotal 
degradation and aunospheric pollution. AIDS and 
narcotics will make us aware that the etadicalion of 
world poverty requires more than just aid 10 meet basic 
needs. What is needed is equity, social justice. human 
rights, sustainable development and dernocr3cy. 

The key word is democracy. This means development is 
done by people, not to people. The poor are not passive 
victims of circumstance, but active players in the battles 
against suffering and injustice. In contrast 10 the cynical 
self-interest behind much official aid, the actions of the 
poor themselves seem so genuine in their motives', Clark 
writes. 

The author, himself an NGO activist, describes the 
immense variety of non-governmental organisations in 
both North and South. He assesses their advantages and 
shortcomings and shows how their importance and 
fmancial power is increasing in the war waged by the 
poor for democracy and justice. 

For all his experience in the field or, as he puts it, in 'the 
slums, shanty rowns and villages I have stayed in 
throughout the Third World', it is evident that the author 
has been seduced by the idea of democracy as a kind of 
cure-all patent medicine. But what is the democracy that 
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concerns us here~ It is democracy in the actual process 
of development a democracy as a way of life in the 
Third World? Are ·...,e talking development or politics? 

Clark makes a r:freshing case for strengthening the 
denlocr.ltic craditi.."'S of developmenl organisations so 
that they can t.:come the means by which the 
underprivileged cz:1 take conuol of their rc.c;ourccs. He 
also acknowledg~ some sad facts of life: 

'Southern go,-:mments have typically pursued 
policies whid: serve the elite at the expense of 
the poor, (poh:ies) which neglect the politically 
disoonnected .y those living in rcrnocc areas, 
and which ref.c!tt short-term expediency rather 
than long-tern Sllr\ival: 

'An NGO whi=!l is outspOken on political issues 
can expect :.:ush reprisals bodl from the 
government A.d from the local elite. For 
Northern NGOs. this can mean slur stories in 
the n:actiona:y press or the withholding of 
government smsidies, but for Southern NGOs. 
it can mea: imprisonment and. all too 
frequently, th! murdec or their leaders.' 

Clark looks to ·a groundswell of popular movements' 
with NGOs in the .. uguard 10 change all this. He pins 
his hopes on the .;cquisition of effective political clout 
by 'popular mov~nts. ofi:n led by. or supported by 
NGOs'. He predi::s that the role of NGOs will become 
increasingly impo::mt, and controversial. throughout the 
1990s. 'For'. he v.-:ifeS. 'it is not enough 10 be ·carers or 
the poor": If ther work is 10 be effective. NGOs must 
addn:ss the root causes of suffering. not just the 
symptoms. and t::is invoh·es taking sides with and 
supporting the po..-r in their grassroots struggles. They 
should not shy 2'v.ly from political action, pressure 
tactics and controv!rsy'. 

Although aware lhlt the lessons of Eastern Europe have 
yet 10 be learned· :i many Third world countries, Clarlc 
has a vision of th! ·,-oluntary coming together of men 
and women in a ccomon purpose to improve the society 
in which they li·.-: by demanding change from their 
rulers'. Their ·.:.:.ly bargaining power' against the 
military might an: law-and-order justifications of the 
representatives of :.':e elite and recipients of official aid, 
he says, is the for.::: of their numbers, the persuasiveness 
of their arguments .:.nd their ropular appeal. 

They roo are ·-oluntary organisations', working 
alongside charitit:;. church societies and established 
NGOs, Clark: s:2:•s. 17tey would involve their 
participants in shz..-.ng the ideal of changing society, in 
the common comritment 10 the eradication of poverty 
and injustice and ·::! the voluntary making of sacrifices 

and taking of risks X)_ attain those goal~: ~ _ _ _ _ 

To give an idea of -hat they would be up against, Clark 
cites Robert Char.i:ers' defmitions of powerlessness in 
Rural Developmer.:: Putting the Last First (Harlow and 
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Longman, 1983). Powerlessness. he says, rda1cs 10 

exploitation and comprises throe allllqOrics: 

{I) Powerlessness to prevent lhe elite trapping 
all or most of the benefits ol a development 
advance, for example. agriaablnl exu:asion 
services favouring the larger farmers. acdit 
schemes benefiting the already wealdly, f.lOd 
aid being siphoned off by ~t officials. 
and soon. 

(2) Powerlessness to (RYcnt robbery. 
deception. blackmail or violc:na:.. 

(3) Powerlessness to negotialc - an abseol:% of 
bargaining power. 

In developing his thccxy. Clark offers a pc:ucaaliog· 
analysis of the world's ~woes IDd lben 
proceeds to discuss ways of 'lnlnSfanaiag dcvdopmc:al'. 
He paints a truly moving piaiR of the currcm 
development dilemma: 

'Official statistics revealed ... ia spire u all 
the fine rhetoric, the nmnber' ol people wbo 
faced the daily dueat of stlrVaioa 8CbJally rose. 
over the decade (1974-1984). wllicb was" see 
the end of hunger. Wodd Bank c:stimalcs of 
'food insecurity' put the nUJDbez at 700 miiJion. 
It has become apparent that lbc prospcas for 
reversing the trend were reduciag as the YG!tb 
gap between nations widcacd.. lbe 
governments of developing CDIIIIIies ill 11n 
have pursued policies wbic:la ~ lbeir 
elites from 1hc ravages of rca s*•· but wlaich 
loaded the buRica of austaii.;J aa tbc poorest 
groups. The wealth of Mamas. ol Moo. and 
others grew to dizzy bei8l* wbile lbc po<X" 
became poorer.' 

Faced with such an entrenched dilc as wei as wilb 
rising interest rates. musluoomiag indebtedneSs aod 
plummeting primary commodity prices. bow cao 
development be transformed? 

Clark's recipe is contained in the acronym ~'DS. 
standing for development of inflastructure, cconc:xnk 
growth, poverty alleviation, equity. natural resource base 
protection. democracy and social justice. 

What he is proposing is, in effect. an 'altemaw.-e 
medicine'. According to his analysis. onhodo.~ 

economics and official aid agencies have gcx it wroog.. 
Their diagnosis was faulty, the medicine was mistam 
and the patient is now in great danger. What the 1"hir;i 
World needs today is 'new economics', 'a ne;.· 

understanding' and 'a new intemational human order'. k 
short. 'a brave new world order' (not 10 be confused wilh 
the new order vaunted recently by a cenain .Americ::£ 
president). 

This is where NGOs come in. Through stralegic use d 
their grassroots experience. these ,.olllll~

organisations are in a position to bring about the mo::h-
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~ u:adcrstanding and put forward aliCmative 
~es that better save the needs of the poor, Clark 
~ 

~"er.as the author himself admits, this const.i&utcs a 
couamcrwd challenge. 'How do we get from here to 
mce.· he asks. 'Short of a revolution. che challenge is 10 

pti:::t a pad:l of change which is sufflcicndy incremental 
t1:t be ;»lau:sible. yet suffsciently rapid 10 SI'IC the world. 
Tk a:volutionary str.~tegy may be more urgent and 
~g. but who knows how long it will cake for the 
..,.....,sary awakening of the collective public vision?' 

-~Dis poim. Oark bonows a concept from physics: 

Lhere is a law of physics which is apt for 
O:moa:atic politics: the principle of "'east 
a::ric:lo .. - This principle staleS tbat abc palh 
Cartem.t by any nabll3l process is such as to 
ainimise the effort rcquRd at each sacp. It 
cplaiDs. for example, the course taken by 
IIOUDDiin streams. In its passage dowahill. the 
~ might come against a boulder. At this 
plint. it has 10 •choose• a padl around the 
ciJslade.. This will always be the •path of least 
a:rion·. the path in which it experiences the 
CJ.st resistance. Similar principles apply in 
JCI.itics. The alternative society we aspire 10 

nay re miles off. The art of influence is to spot 
lie opportunities to erect a blocbge here, 10 

m:are a channel there, or to shift an obseaclc. 
md by so doing altA:r lbc course ol llislory 
award the society we desire'. 

c::bd exbarts NGOs to 'lhint locally. act globally' on 
e::xwmic decisions. Ufestyles should be ranpcrcd by 
e&nitamelfa1 sustainability. he says. 'l'bcle should be 
~ belween nations, within Dllioas aad wilhin 
famiies. All peoples should enjoy full demoaatic, 
IDmmn. pctlitical and economic rights .in a II'Uiy enabling 
earria:mm::at. Governments must give priority 10 

!mtaw iooal cooperation for ovm:oming global 
plltii:1us such as AIDS. narcotics and marine pollution. 
~ ~o,'eilUllents should be required to hand on to 
ffmm: geoerations' a world unscarred by their terms of 
CJfii::::. 

fm l'ic amhor's view. all these 'shoulds' and 'musts' add 
wp 1: a much-needed defmition of the outlook and 
liifs?ie made possible in today's climate by a growing 
:r.:afsu:ioo of the interdependence of nations. the new 
~nmentalism and political events in Eastern 
=..~e. Latin America. Southeast Asia and elsewhere. 

Su:i ne• awareness was kindled nOl only by all-out 
II 

lliir::as to me environinant and the potential for an AIDS 
e:pii::nic on a massive scale, but also by a rising tide of 
e::::tBCmic refugees and a clamour for democracy in 
cem::UI:-· planned states and military dictatorships, Clark 
ccmctds. The ensuing political upheavals. have forc_w ._. 
a:tilicing of the meaning and importance of democracy 
iin 0:-Jelopment and, consequently. of the need for more 
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effiCient, effective and sustainable government. What is 
needed now is 'structural transfonnation' rathcc lhan 
struetural adjustmcnL This transfonnation 'is nol the 

task of Southern governments alone. Indeed it is simply 
impossible without equally sweeping changes in the 
North', C1arlc cautions. 

And, he concludes. 'NGOs - particularly those which 
work in bodl the counuies of the North and South - have 
a unique capacity to argue the case for this suuctW'al 
tr.msfonnation'. 

~view by &fedhat Malcsr, Reprinted from Ceres 132. 
November-December 1991. 

New books 

Why popuumon matters: a luuulboolc for the 
environmental Activist 

Population Crisis Committee/National Audubon 
Society, 1991, Washington, DC 

This is a new guide to the relationship between 
populalioo and the environment, oudiniag what 
individuals and organisations am do to promote a 
balance between human numbers and lhe earth's 
resources. It also includes a list of su~ arJditional 
information on the subject. 

For mcxe information contac:t: 
Population Crisis CocnmiaBe 
1120 19th Stmet NW 
Suite550 
Was~ DC, 20036 USA 

World Bank furancing of education: knding, 
kaming and development 

Phillip W Jones, 1992, ISBN 0-415-06078-8, london 
and New York., Routledge 

How has the fmancial power and influence of the World 
Bank helped to shape education policies around the 
world? Based on detailed analysis of thousands of 
confidential World Bank documents, this book outlines 
the evolution of World Bank lending policies in 
education, and assesses the policy impact of the Bank's 
educational projects. 

The author demonstrates that the World Bank lies at the 
centre of the major changes in global education of our 
time. Its financial power and influence have helped 
shape the economic and social policies of many 
governments, including policies lhat affect education. It 
has been an influential proponent of the rapid expansion 
of fonnal education systems amamHbe world; and has 
fmanced much of that expansion. · It has been 
instrumental in forging those policies that see education 
as a precursor to modernisation. It has served as a major 
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purveyor of western i.kas about i:vw education and the 
economy are. or sh..."'Uld be, rcutcd. The author's 
exposition of how t.'",is has tx-..:n achieved, and the 
implications oi the a.:hil!vcmcnL IS unique, and will be 
of enonnous '-alue w lhosc stujying, or working in, 
educational policy in developing oounuics, inlemational 
organisations and fi03:Y-ial instiur.ioos, ar.d aid agcncic.'\. 

Earthscan Publications 

Blueprint 2: greening the world economy 

David Pearce (ed}, 1991, paperback, ISBN 1-85383-
076-3,£7.95 

This follow-up 10 Blueprint f.x a Green Eoonomy 
describes reasons for using ecooomic approaches to 
resoun:es like climate.. ozone and biodi,'CI'Sity. It details 
coonomic ways of ta:kling global warming, 01.onc layer 
depletion, en .. ironmental degr.stltion in the Third 
Wodd, population. mn forests, W.. equity, international 
environmental cooper.1tion and what might amount to 
green foreign policies. It shows DOl only how to cake all 
·these things into economic theo~. but al:.o the economic 
price of failme to do so. 

Women and the ennronmem: a reader 

Sally Sontheim« (ed), 1991, 224pp, paperback, ISBN 
1-85383-111-S. £6.95 

~gly, avec me last 20 years. women in poor 
developing coomries have had to cope with growing 
ecologic:al sa-ess. Food, fodicr, wood and W3lCr. 

produced Cn:dy by me land in the past. have become 
scm:e. Woma~ ba'-e been robbed. too. of Chc craditional 
access to cultivable land. Those who had left Chc 
countryside for lhe cities ani towns face terrible 
pollotioo. mL~bk housing and poor sanitation and 
~supplies. 

This readec ~ens the rarely bead story of ~ living 
and coping in 1bese distressing .:onditions. It is a book 
of hope because it shows lhem r...~ as p3SSive victims but 
as resourceful and ccurageous f.~ters and organisers in 
the face of ·naruu.r dis<b"lers. uncaring bureaucracy, 
development ~ncie:s and gove:nrnents whose priorities 
lie else~. ard traditiroal structures which 

. subordinate their~ within roth family and society. 
1be women and their orpnisations writing and 
described in chis coikction has:: prod~ demonstrably 
effective approaches for more ~~u.inat-le uses of natural 
resources ane in dc!:tg so have ;hallengcd conventional 
accounts of &.,e role of women. 

In the name of progress: tht underside of foreign 
aid ;,, 

Patricia Adams and Lawrence Soloman, 1991, 240pp, 
paperback., ISBN 1-05383-121·2, £7.95 

1be failures c-f foreign aid are well known: machines 
rusting in tt..e ftel.:s for wan: of spare pans; corrupt 
leaders lining their ~kets. ur~~nl food relief endlessly 
delayed by t-areau~cy. Thes! failures arc only the tip 
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of the iceberg. for all too often foreign aid can become 
an instrument of hann that plunders the environment. 
increases human suffering and even violates the human 
rights that we think we arc helping. 

The villains seem to be the huge energy projects. 
especially the hy~lcctric dams. that drive thousands 
of people from their lands and rob them of their 
livelihoods. dcsuoy their culum: and trample on their 
religious rights. The perpetrators are not the individuals 
who approve these vast projects bul the entire financial, 
industrial and political syscem which spawns them. This 
book speUs out the damage that our foreign aid has 
wrought, explains whe.re the process went wrong and 
then goes on to describe the remedies needed to prevent 
this kind of damage from happening again. 

The Etuthscan reader in enrironmental 
economics 

Anll Markandya and Julie Richardson (eds), 1991, 
350pp, paperback, ISBN 1-85383-106-9,£9.95 

A reader which brings together the most important 
contributions to environmental economics - the subject 
which may hold the key to the world's accelerating 
environmental problems. from tr.lnSpOft and industrial 
pollution to the loss of species. the wholesale 
degradation of much of the Third World, climate change 
and the depletion of the ozone layer. Increasingly the 
professionals and policy-malcels involved. as well as 
environmentalists and the eoonomisls themselves. are 
turning to environmental ec:ooomics to show how to 
arrive at decisions on lhese c:ornplicalcd and vital issues. 

The book is organised in sec:1ions dealing widl the 
theoretical issues. different ways of valuing the 
environment, ec::onomic insttumcucs Of environmental 
policy. environment and deYdopment, and global 
environmental problems. An cxtaiSive introduction by 
the editors maps out the subject and the arguments. 

For more infonnation contact: 
. BOOBOOK Publications P1J Lid 
PO Box 238, Balgowlah NSW, 2093 Australia 
Phone: 02-949-5255 Fax: 02- 949-5173 

001 Publications 

The energy industry and giDbal warming: new 
roles for international aid 

Dennis Anderson, 1991, 001 Development Polley 
Studies Series, £6.95 

Concern about global wanning has escalated at a time 
when the share of developing countries in world energy 
demand is rising rapidly. This book begins by analysing 
worldwide energy output and demand. The author 
points 'out the limitations of nuclear power but is more 
optimistic about the future potential for cost-effective 
expansion of energy production based on renewable 
sources - solar energy--and- biomass - ~ing that 
switching to such sources would not seriously affect the 
economic prospects of developing countries. He also 
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examines possible mcasw-cs for increasing energy 
cffaciency and the uses and limitations of carbon taxes 
and afforestation programmes. 

Anderson discusses the usc of development as.-;istancc to 
combat global warming, making specific 
recommcndat.ions but arguing that only a modest 
proportion <tf total aid needs to be directed to this 
problem. 

The GATT Uruguay Round: 
developing countries 

effects on 

Sheila Page, Michael Davenport and Adrian Hewitt, 
1991, 001 Special Report, £12.50 

What will be the effect of a seulcment in the Uruguay 
Round on the developing counlries? This new report is 
the only detailed analysis answering this question. This 
was the fii'St Round to include the sectors and barriers 
which have most constrained their exports. The authors 
have assessed the most likely outcomes and cvaluaacd 
their consequences. 

The effects in each sector and estimates of the 10ta1 
effect are examined, as are the dislribution of benefits. 
At an aggregate level, Asia stands to benefit the most, 

with Latin America second and the poorest counlries 
third, although it is some of the poorest countries in Asia 
which gain most. Sub-Saharan Africa is least well
placed to draw benefits from the Uruguay Round. 

The conclusion drawn is that the overall impact for 
developing countries is positive, but with limits. Not all 
countries benefit equally. Much depends on how 
countries respond to the new opportunities and whether 
the risks of a ~ to protection or regional blocks are 
averted.. 

For men information contact 
001 Pubi"IC8tions 
Regent's College, Inner Circle 
Regent's Park, London NW1 4NS 

World Vision Bookshop 

Gender analysis in development planning: a case 
book 

A Rao, M 8 Anderson and C A OVerholt (eds), 1991, 
Kumarlan Press, $29.95 

This practical case book provides useful learning tools 
and a wealth of information, teaching you how to 
incorporate the gender variable into development 
projects. Tile cases are designed specifically for gender 
training, but can easily be self-taughL They will help 
you find alternative management strategies, and 
planning and evaluation tb4hniques sensitive to gender 
issues. Since the cases are open-ended, you arc able to 
exercise your problem-solving skills and arc encouraged 
to reach your own conclusions for practical solutions. It 
presents six case studies of rural development projects in 
India, Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia and the 
Philippines. 
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Management dimensions of development: 
perspectives and strategies 

M J Esman, 1991, Kumar ian Press, $29.95 

Written by a distinguished scholar in the fiCld of 
<•cvelopment Mministration and Management. this book 
outlines, anaiyses, and evaluates the proccsscs of public 
development management from the perspective of the 
relationships between contemporary Third World st.a1CS 
and their societies. It is primarily concemcd with the 
enhancement of capabilities, the strengthening of 
institutions, the performance of services, and the 
fostering of a professional Wlos in the civil service. It 
argues that effective development management must 
mobilise and foster capacities from all segments of 
society, not maely from the state. This is the synthesis 
of the author's many years of observations, participation. 
reflection, and writing on the subjecl 

Promises not kept: the betrayal of social change 
in the Third World 

J lsblster,1991, Kumarlan Press, $29.95 

Why is there so much poverty in the world? In this eye
opening work. Isbister offers provocative answers to this 
disturbing question- Boldly pointing the finger at world 
leaders of both industrialised and developing nations, 
Isbister leads you to the root causes of worldwide 
poverty. He reveals how world leaders rose to power on 
promises for social progress. and then blalandy broke 
these promises. pushing their citizens into brutal, life
threatening conditions. He also surveys the leading 
theories on the origins of poverty, modernisation. 
dependency, and Marxism. The book is packr.d with 
hard-hitting facts, and provides an historical c:bronology 
on the evolution of poverty. Through writings and 
factual vignettes by Third World citizens, you will see 
poverty through the eyes of those who have lived il A 
superb introduction to Third Wodd issues. giving 
readers a starting point for analysing and arguing 
international development topics. 

Against aU odds: breaking the poverty trap 

Donatus de Silva et al, 1989, Panos Institute, $12.95 

Life in developing countries is often presented as all 
gloom and doom. The reality can sometimes be 
different People survive - and they struggle to 
overcome immense problems. This book is an unusual 
collection of stories about individuals and communities 
who have worked together to change their environment. 
It tells the stories of grassroots groups in seven Asian 
and African countries who have changed their own lives. 
The stories are told by Third World journalists. 

Triple jeopardy: women and AIDS 

?anos Dossier 4,1990, Panos Institute, $18.95 

In some cities in t.he-Americw;-Africa and Europe, AIDS 
is now the biggest single killer of women aged 20-40. 
This book explores the implications of the HIV epidemic 
for women, their children and family. Women in dozens 
of countries describe how AIDS is disrupting families 
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and communities, and highlight the steps which women 
arc taking to protect themselves and those close to them. 

The third epidemic: reperwssions of tile fear of 
AIDS 

Panos Dossier~;·, 1990, Panos Institute, $15.95 

Ten yean after AIDS was ftrst identified, it has s;lrcad to 
nearly every country in the world. Time and again, a<> 
the epidemic appears, it sets off fear, denial, hostility 
and prejudice. These reactions can be as destructive as 
the virus itself. This book examines the differing 
responses across the globe to HIV/AIDS and their 
implications for preventing further spread of the virus. 
With contributions from writers in Asia, Africa and the 
Americas. this book reveals the human faces behind the 
epidemic and positive responses it has brought forth. 

Banking the unbankable: bringing credit to the 
poor 

1 Bakhoum et al, 1989, Panos Institute, $17.95 

This book shows how the neediest among the poor with 
no collateral. no security and no jobs, arc organising 
ways of providing themselves with credit. Journalists 
from developing countries examine 11 community credit 
schemes- initiatives where the poor pool their savings to 
create their own 'banlcs'. None of the schemes have been 
trouble-free, but this book does present an alternative 
way of development, which addresses the daily needs of 
the poor, not merely those of the national economy. 

AIDS in AfrU:tz: its present and future impact 

T Barnett and P Blalkle, 1992, Belhaven Press, $23.95 

Despite the fact that by 1992 AIDS will be one of the 
five main causes of infant and childhood mortality in the 
USA, in Europe and North America. HIV/AIDS is still 
perceived as a 'minority disease'. Tcirifying in its 
potential and devastlting in its impact, it is· -widespread 
in some African counaies. Estimates suggest that 
currently five and a half minion on the continent arc 
carrying the virus. For a continent already weakened by 
drought. poverty, civil war and debt, AIDS threatens to 
be among the most severe problems Africa has ever 
faced. This book is essentially about the human 
consequences of an incurable epidemic disease, but 
recognises AIDS as an international problem. Africa's 
situation cannot be ignored by those concerned with 
confronting the epidemic in their own country. 

For more information contact: 
World Vision Bookshop, G?O Box 399C 
Melbourne VIC. 3001 Australia 
Phone: 03-287-2297 or 008-033-287 

UNICEF Publication 

Children come first 

Children come first is a series of books developed by 
UNICEF Australia for use in years 9 and 10. It helps 
students study the UNICEF Stare of the World's 
Children report, and to use it as a source of information 
about issues that arc publicised each year in the report. 
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Each book in the series explore.s a particular issue 
(health. food, water): 

Focusing on children 

Refers the readers to the lat.cs:< edition of the 
Scate of the World's C~ildren n-ron 
Contains topical information and related 
activities 

Provides students and ICaChcrs with a global 
perspective on an issue 

Within the context of an issue helps the 
reader/user become aware of l;-..lCEF and the 
importance of its work around 1!"11! world 

Raises awareness of UNICEFs advertising and 
fundraising infonnation that refers to growth 
monitoring. immunization and the provision of 
safe water. 

These user-friendly books fonn a set or can be used on 
their own. Proposed prices are $5 individually or S100 
for a class set of 30, and they are a"'ailable from State 
OffJ.CCS for UNICEF or subject ~ associations 
(where possible) cg Geography T~hers Associations, 
Social Studies Teacher Associations.. 

Australian Conservation Foundation 

Greenjile environmental informo.tion kil 

An informalion kit containir&g comprehensive 
information sheets on 13 key cn"irorunental topics 
including: biodiversity, endangCRd species. energy, 
forests. gcnctie engineering. gmenhousc effect. green 
living ideas for home and wodcpl;a, ozone depletion. 
rainforests. sustainable agricultur:. and the world 
environmenL An excellent resource with solutions and 
references. for all levels of study. 

Each kit costs $12.00 plus $2.50 ~tage. Discounts 
available on large orders. 

For more information contact: 
ACF Information Setvioe. 340 Gate Street 
Fitzroy VIC, 3065 Australia 
Phone: 03-416-1455 Fax: 034 • :-0767 

parks and 
In East 

Nature reserves, 
protected areas · 

other 
Asia 

Country ~of total land area 

Thailand 
Indonesia 
Japan 
South Korea 
Singapore 
Malaysia 
Vietnam 
Philippines 
China 

47 
141 
24 
6 
26km2 
11 
9 
5 
79 

9 
8 
6 
6 
4 
3 
3 
2 
I 

source: Far Eastern Economic Re-.~ew. Jan 30, 1992 
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Monographs 

International Center for Econ:Jmic 
Growth 

Progress with profits: the de~-::lopment of 
rural banking In Indonesia 

Patten, Richard Hand Jay K Rosenga"d. 1990, 96pp, 
paperback, ISBN 1-55815-04~, US$9.i5. 

This is the fourth in ICEG's series of S:-.::.or Studies. A 
Sector Study analyses one country's response to a 
specifiC policy problem or compares :De policies of 
several countries. In this study the autiors look at two 
successful nual banking systems in In:onesia (Badan 
Kredit Kecamatln and Bank Ral.~ Indonesia). 
comparing their approaches to rur.l lending and 
pinpointing the faaors that have conr.buted to their 
effectiveness. 

The authors look at the evolution of lhe:i! institutions to 
determine why they work so well -::te credit they 
provide is accessible. has low tr311SlCtion costs. is 
expedilious and rdiable. and charges narlcet infCICSl 
rates. Some of chc Sbalgths of the tv.'C lanJcs arc based 
on their specific geographic. politic:a1 and economic 
circumstllec:cs. Odtcrs. such as lher adherence to 
traditional banking principles an: their high 
undetscanding of. and responsiveness t:.. their clientele. 
can be transfemld to rural banks elsev.'h..-e. 

Economk stabilisation in developinf c_ountries 

Cooper, Richard N. 1992, Occaslona! paper number 
14, 102pp, paperback, ISBN 1-55815-,46-6, US$9.95 

What can a developing or post-sociaE:.: country do to 

ensure that it wiD adjust smoothly a.-1: swiftly after a 
macroeconomic shock'! Current events vorldwidc show 
the urgency of this question. Even pos1r'e events. such 
as the current export boom in Taiwan . .:m present acute 
problems to policy makers. This pc:-•ic:nion otTers a 
new approach contradicting the con..-en:cnal ,;ew. 

To fmd out what factors make for .a:jusubility, Dr 
Cooper analysed the stabiliz.ation anc :cot experiences 
<'f 18 developing countries around the ;.·:rid, looking for 
any signs of a relationsh!P. between s:3:1ii=-ation policy 
and economic growth. I 

Conventional wisdom emphasises the :;;::'.! of the shock. 
the country's inflation history. its d=~e of outward 
economic orientation, and its politi~ utrii:'I.Jtcs. But 
these were not the elements th::.: :;cparated the 
successfully adapting counuies from :1c unsuccessful, 
Dr Cooper found. Instead. the key fa:r.:rs that emerged 
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w!.~ the monetary and fiscal condition of lhe country 
t.-..::0re the shock. the inflow of foreign resources. and the 
h'--:.aviour oi the real exchange rate. In other words. he 
a:pes. the adaptability of a state 10 an exogenous shock 

~~Jl':,ls mainly on fascal discipline. 

Io:- Cooper's examples include lhe oil shock of 1973. 
':r.bably the largest shock per unit time lhe world 
;.;::nomy has ever cxperieqced.' and the worldwide 
:::cee shake-up after Brazil's crop was hit by frost. The 
.:::t.!mries discussed are Argentina. Brazil. Cameroon. 
Ctile. Colombia. Costa Rica. Cote d'lvoire. India. 
liO:lnesia. Kenya. the Republic of Korea. Mexico. 
!-i..crocco. l\lgeria. Pakistan. Sri Lanka. Thailand and 
7:rXey. 

For more infonnation contact: 
ICEG 
243 Kearny Street 
San Francisco. CA 94108, USA 
Phone: (415) 981-5353 

Royal Tropical Institute 

Nmary heallh cart in 1M Ataco~ Benin: 
nccesses and failures 

Hi'fWood, Arthur, 1991, Bulletin 322, KIT Press, ISBN 
9:-0832-808-5 

Tris paper illustrates management issues prevalent in 
d:-1elopmem programs. This ~year ptOjcct ~ is 
~ evolving as it attemptS 10 build teams. stimulale 
prticipatory management. and work toward SIISiainable 
p:mary health care at both institutional ind behavioural 
l.....,els. 

Tu colonial post: Dutch sources of ltulllnnian 
h:story 

S:omgaard, Peter (ed). 1991, Bulletin 323, KIT Press, 
ts3N 90-6832-8094 

h !ight chapters. various Dutch scholars specialising in 
In:onesian history introduce a variety of print soun::cs. 
a:. based on material generated by and for lhe Dutch 
c:ionial administration in Indonesia. Each author 
<bcribes certain sources lhat are crucial for studying 
c:i.onial society and power relations. These include the 
p:iitical relationships between the Netherlands Indies 
arti the Netherlands; Indonesia's economic history and 
0!-,elopments in agriculture; and aspects of cultural 
h!:-:orJ. such as European and indigenous journalism. 

For more information contact: 
Royal TropicallnS1i1ute. KIT Press 
Mauritskade 63 
1092 AD Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Phooe:0~5688272Fax:0~5688444 

AIDAB Publications 
AlStralian developnunt cooperation in t1u mining, - -
er..trgy and the industry sector, Report 199(}...1991 

A;. o••erview of this sector in Australia's Official 
D:velopment Assistance Program. 

Australian development cooperation in the education 
and training sector, Report 1990-1991 

An overview of this sector in Australia's Official 
Development Assistance Program. 

Australia and the multilateral development ba11ks 

A review of AIDAB's program of contributions 10 the 
· banlcs. This publication deals with the effectiveness of 
the banks. the complementarity of bank activities with 
Australian goals. Australia's share of the goods and 
services used by the banks. and Australia's future 
interests in the banks. 

More dollan tluuc sense? Multilaterals in tile nineties 

Papc:lS presented at AIDAB's World Development 
Forum.6-7November 1991. 

Annual audit of the environnunt in the Australian 
IIIUmatioiUil Development Cooperation Program, 
Volumes I and II 

This audit provides feedback on AIDAB's progress in 
encouraging ecologically sustainable dc\oelopmcnL The 
audit was c:anied out in June 1990 by Emeritus Professor 
Oving10n. and includes a review of some 149 bilateral 
projects. a brief review of 622 less environmentally 
important projects. and a review of all other major 
AIDAB programs. 

For more infanna1ion contact: 
Commonweal&h Information SeMces 
Ausnlan Govel MIMt PaAiishing Service 
GPO Box 84, c.rileml ACT. 2601 Ausvalia 

National Centre for Development 
Studies 

Remilllmca and their impact: a study of Tonga 
.and Western Samoa 

Ahlburg, Dennis A. PacHic Polley Paper 7, 1991, 
70pp,ISBN G-7315-0959-5 .. 

The economies of Tonga and Westc:m Samoa arc heavily 
dependent on worker remiuanccs and their economic 
impacts. specifacally their impacts on productive 
capacity. labour supply. income distribution. and their 
di.stortionary effects on the economy. Forccascs of 
future migration and remittances are presented and 
public policy options to influence and manage flows are 
discussed. 

For more infannation contact: 
Bibliotec:h, GPO Box 4 
Canberra ACT, 2601 Australia 

Monash Development Studies Centre 
The evoludon of Japailese foreign aid 1955-1990: 
the impact of culture, politics and the 
international system on the policy formation 
process 

Wrlght-Nevma-;- DaWt "P, Monograph No 2. 1991, 
122pp, ISBN 0-7326-0239-4,$12. 

Japan is now the world's largest foreign aid donor. This 
monograph brings out the forces and motivations -
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cultural, bureaucratic, inlemational - which drive the 
Japanese aid program, and highlights the conflicting 
policy objectives which the Japanese government has 
not yet been able to resolve. 'The author assesses the role 
of foreign aid in Japan's overall iniCmalional coonomic 
policy, and argues that it is likely 10 be o( increasing 
signifacance in Asian-Pacific political coono;hy over the 
next decade. 

Development and social change in Asia: 
introductory essays 

Goldsworthy, David (ed). Monash Devetopment 
Studies Centre In association wtlh Radio Australia 
and the Centre of Southeast AsiM Studies, Monash 
University, 1991,100pp,ISBN G-7326-0248-3, $12 

What are the links between the theory and pactic:e of 
development? What are the broad paaans of industrial 
development that ha'ie emerged and ooasolidalcd in the 
dynamic East Asian region? How has rapid 
development affected class and communal rdatioos in 
plwal societies such as Malaysia? Wbal now are the 
prospects for democratisation. for example in Indonesia? 
And how have the great social and ecooomic changes of 
recent times affected the lives of individual people. for 
example in a city such as Jakarta? 

These are typical of the questions that regularly confront 
journalists, teachers, students and indeed aU wbo strive 
to understand the forces for change in Australia's widec 
region. 'The essays in this volume do DOt uy to 'cover' 
such a vecy large field; rather, by Cocusiag oolbc five 
questions above they aim to provide. in a brief and 
introductory way, some useful point~ encry into iL 

For more infonnalion cona:t 
Mrs w Koh, Centre of SoufleastAsian Studies 
Monash University 
Clayton VIC, 3168 Austraia 

Working papers 

001 Social Forestry Network Papers 

12a Northern Vietnam: . farmus, collecti~s and the 
rehabilitalion of recently reallocated hill land, Julian 
Gayfer and Edwin Shanks, 1991, 30pp. 

12b From mistrust to participation: t~ crealion of a 
participalory environment for community forestry in 
Nepal, Jane Gronow and Narayan Kaji Shrestha, 1991, 
24pp. 

12c A community scheme to encourage private tree 
planting by fanners in the hills of Nepal, B Th.apa. L 
Joshi, S L Sherpa, I B Karki, R K Kusle, Y N Jha and M 
P Mainali, 1991, 24pp. 

12d Making forestry research relevant to third world 
farmers, Ron D Ayling, 1991, 12pp. 
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12c r~ challenge for sociiJJ forestry alension work in 
pastoral Africa, Edmund G C Barrow, 1991, 36pp. 

l:!f ~eing the people for the trus: implications of 
social forestry for the training of forestry extension staff 
in Ka'7UJJaJ.:.a. South India. Chris Garforth, 1991, 20pp. 

12g From t~ f~ld: ~horter colllributions from 
NetworkLrs. Robeti V Bishop, Czech Conroy and 
Dona1:1 Mes:secschmidt., 1991, 16pp. 

For more information oontact: 
Scx::ia1 Forestry Netwoft( 
CNetseas Development lnsti1u1e 
Regents Colege, Regents Partt 
Inner Circle. london NW1 4NS 
Phone: 44-71-487-7413 Fax: 44-71-487-7590 

North Australia Research Unit 
TN following are the fvst in a new seriu of papus by 
NARli. 

No 1 Australian NJtionhood and outback indigenous 
peoples, Pcu:r Jull, Novembcl' 1991. 38pp. 

No 2 Aboriginal Australia and the ·new federalism. 
illilia!ive, G J Crough, December 1991, 42pp. 

For more information conaact: 
The Pubrecations Officer 
NARU, GPO Box 41321 
Casuarina NT 0811, Aus1raia 
Phone: 089-275-688 Fax: ~50-752 

ILO-ARTEP 

Hrunan resource de•dDpment plllludng: 
Btlllgla.Ush: a select annotaUd bibliography 

Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies and the 
Asian Team for Employment Promotion (ARTEP). 
1991,138pp 

This bibliogaapby contains 230 records on human 
~ development issues in BangladcsiL Headings 
iDc:lode: poverty and basic needs. edQcational and 
training policy. industrial ~ cechnological 
chant:'e. tbe labour market., employment, unemployment. 
womcn WCX'kers, population policy and migration. 

For. more information contact 
The Coordinator 
ASian Network of HAD flaming Institutes 
el- Asian Regional T earn for Employment Promotion 
PO Box 643, New Oelli-110 001. lncia 
Fax: 91-11-352591 

Newsletters and 
journals Iii 

Trib1111e 

1be September issue of the Tribune is the first of two 
issues focusing globally on women. environment and 
devclopment. This issue explains the process of 
environmeulal degradation and the role of women in 
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both degradation and conservation, describes lhe events 
and situations which have led to lhe organisation of the 
1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development, 
explains lhe procc:sscs aud meetings leading up to the 
conference, lists international and local NGOs working 
in the field or involved in planning for ihe conference, 
and lists other related conferences and events. 

For more information c:ontac:t: 
International Women's Tribune Cenn 
777 United Nations Plaza 
New YOf1( NY, 10017 USA 
(Reprinted from IPPF Open File, JatwNNy 1992) 

Brundtland BuUetin 

This quarterly publication reportS on sustainable 
development initiatives being conducted duoughout the 
world. as well as contact names and numbers for all 
mentioned agencies and organisations. Details on 
related upcoming confcm~CCS and dcbaaes lhal come to 
the attention of the Centre for Our Common Future are 
also included. 

The January 1991 issue contained infarmatioo on: the 
activities of the Centre for Our Common Future; 
constituency· reports from the United Natioos system, 
governments, intergovernmental organisations. NGOs, 
media, women, youth, academic/foundations/n:scaiCh 
centres. industty/trade unions. and professional 
associations; and special featun:s on UNCED scctonll 
and regional preparory conferences. 

For more Information c:ontact: 
The Centre tor Common Fulunt 
52, rue des Paquis 
1201 Geneva SWitzertand 

Environment· Australia's lntenuztion.al AgeiUia 

Australia's Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
began publishing this quarterly newslc:Uu in JWlC of 
1991. The September issue was largdy c:ooocmcd with 
the UNCED process and Australia's position on the 
issues. It also contained an article on Australia's new 
Environment Assistance Programme, which wiD provide 
$80 million for international environmental assistance 
over the next four years. $60 million of this is new 
funding, to be used in key areas such as: population, 
forests, climate change, international organisations and 
activities, the Global Environment Fund (GEF), the 
Montreal Protocol Fund, UNCED preparations, bilateral 
and regional environment projects and community 
acuv1Ues. One of the most important initiatives is 
Australia's decision to join the GEF, with a contribution 
of $30 million over the next seven years. The GEF is 
being considered by UNCED negotiators as the most 
likely financial mechanism to implement Agenda 21. 
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For more infonnation c:ontact: 
Robin Smith, Editor ·environment" 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
Queen VICtoria Tenace 
Canberra ACT. 2600 Australia 
Phone: 06-261-9111 

Ambio: A Jourtu~l on the Human Enaironment 

This journal is produced by the Royal Swcdic;h Academy 
of Sciences and provides an overview of the world's 
most pressing environmental problems. The December 
1991 issue focussed on forestry and lhe environment, 
with articles on: lhe impact of grazing in savanna 
ec:osystems; man-land inlelrelations in semi-arid 
Tanzania: desertification; mechanisms of water 
recycling in the Amazon Basin; and management of 
natural forests in semi-arid areas of Africa. The journal 
is published 8 times annually. and subscription is USS61 
pee year. 

For more information contact: 
Ambia, GPO Box 1897 
Lawrence KS, 66049 USA 

Environesia 

Environesia is a quarterly publication of WALH~ the 
Indonesian Environmental Forum. liS purpose is to 
inform an Englisb-speaking audience of the 
environmental challenges faced by Indonesia, and of the 
activities of NGOs and other institutions to meet these 
challenges to promote sustainable devdopmenL 

Volume Two concained articles on the boycott of various 
pollutant factories launched by NGOs in Ccnttal Java 
Sample titles included: Boycott ethics; Sustainable 
agricullurc networking in Indonesia a challenge in main 
stream agriculture development; The destruction of 
pollution in Dulcuh Tapak West Semarang; and 
Protectors of Indonesia's environment. 

For more inbmarion contact: 
Eci1Dr, Envilonesia, WALHI 
Jalan Petljaltlhln I Komplek Keuangan 
No 15 Pejompongan Jakar1a 10210 
Indonesia 

Deserti./iclltiOn Control Bulhtin 

This Bulletin is an international publication published at 
six-monthly intervals by the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP). Its intent is to 
disseminate infonnation on, and knowledge of, 
desertification problems and to present news on the 
programmes, activities and achievements in the 
implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat 
Desertification arowtd the world. 

Sample tides from issues 18 and 19 are: dune 
encroachment on the cultivated land in Egypt; remote 
sensing of arid and semi-arid regions; floodwater 
spreading for desertification •ff>ntrol; forestry as an 
integrated part of the UNEP; and land degradation and 
resource management in Kenya. The Bulletin also 
contains news from UNEP, news of interest, new books. 
training courses and conferences. 

For more information contact: 
The Editor, Desertification Control Bulletin 
UNEP, GPO Box 30552 
Nairobi. Kenya 
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Participatory Development Review 

This newsletter is published and distributed by lhc 
Division of International Development (DID) of the 
International Centre at the University of Calgary, 
Canada. DID's mandate is 10 enhance and suppon the 
Univcrsity'F, commiunent 10 international development. 
It is publisllcd three times a year, and ainL~ 10 increase 
community awareness of and participation in educational 
development activities by providing information about 
these issues. 

The latest issue looks at indigenous peoples and 
development. Although the articles are based on 
Canadian situations, parallels exist all ovcr lhc world. 
Sample articles included lhc exploration of indigenous
ness from an anthropological viewpoint and 
participatory development projects in Canada's Arctic; 
Also discussed were an environment course 
incorporating indigenous lcnowledge. a 1ectwe series on 
the similarities between Canadian aboriginal health 
issues and international heallb issues. and some 
reflections on the subject of development by women 
who are directly affected by it. 

For more infonnation contact: 
Editor, Participldory Development Review 
c/o The Division of International Development 
The International Centre 
2500 University Drive NW 
Calgary Alberta, T2N 1N4 Canada 

Environmental Health 

This is WHO's newsletter on environmental bc:alth. with 
contributions from field staff. Regional. OfftCCS and 
Headquartc:rs. The January issue contained articles on 
water supply and sanitation. rural and urban 
development, food safety, prevention of potlutioo and 
chemical safety. Related new books and documents are 
also listed. 

Specific titles included: Testing faecal contamination in 
rural water supplies; Women, health, water supply and 
sanitation; Solid waste management in the Western 
Pacific Region; Environmental health aspects related to 
housing and urban planning; Food inspection in 
Vietnam; and Chemical safety legislation in the Western 
Pacific. 

For more informatio.n contact: 
The Wor1d Health Organisation 
Division of Environmental Health 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

NGO Networker 

This newsletter is published for and about NGOs by the 
World Resources Institute. The Winter 1992 (No 15) 
issue contained articles on: international forest talks; 
new US legislation of the environmental impact of 
Development Bank projects; JJNCED devetopmenr.s; __ _ 
and NGO news. Also included was a calendar of related 
events as well as section on new publications available 
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from the World Resources Institute as well as other 
publishers. 

For raore information :::ontact: 
Wortd Resources lns:::Jte 
1709 New Yen Avenue NW 
Wasflinglon DC. 20005 USA 

First CaUforChililren 

The United Naions Childrcn·s Fund (UNICEF) produces 
this newslcaa • a quarterly publication on the situation 
of children aad (increasingly) of women in the world. 
The January-March 1992 issue featured articles on: 
placing children on the cn,·ironmental agenda; historical 
perspectives on breastfeeding: a V.'3tcr supply project in 
India linked with women's programs and soil 
conservation; the Abc's of girls' education: and many 
more. 1be aewsleUer a'O pro,ides information on 
UNICEF publications. 

For Clllft information contact: 
riiSI Call for Children 
UNICEF. 3 UN Plaza. H-9F 
New Yodt NY, 10017 USA 
Fax: 212-326- 7168 

Other development 
resource materials 

UNESCO•s DARE Data Bank 

The United Nalions Educational, ScientifiC and Cultural 
Organisalioo (L1NESCO) Social and Human Sciences 
DocumenwioD Centre has crealed a computerised 
DARE Data Bank enabling UNESCO· to provide 
centralised n:ference services to promolC international 
cooperation daough lhe exchange of information among 
professional groups, teaching and research institutions 
and scholars. The Data Bank comprises: 

Social science research and advanced training 
institutions 

Research in progress cr completed by these 
institutions within the last two years 

Social scien~e information, documentation and 
data sen-ices 

Social science periodicals 

Social science specidilru 

Courses in social science infonnation and 
documentation. 

In building Ibis Data Bank, special emphasis is being 
placed on information relevant lO UNESCO's social and 
human sciences programm~. in particular studies on 
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social science development policies (teaching, rescacch. 
and documentation), socio-«.onomic development 
polic:)es and their international dimensions (including 
~uc:ation, science, cullUCC and exchange of 
infor.:nation), and studies relating 10 human rights and 
peace. population and the impact of science on society. 

For more il"fonnation contact: 
UNESCO 
7, place de Fontenoy 
Paris 75700 France 

In late 1990 the Global Environmental Facility 
(GEF) was set up 10 tackle the globe's environmeotal 
proOlems. This lhree year pilot program bas an 
iniDal S 1 billion to spend in developing countries for 
inw:stment projects and technical assistance to 
prolleCt the global enviroamcnt and transfer 
~entally-ben.ign redmologies. GEF funds 
axe additional to regular development assistance and 
are grants. The facility is jointly managed by the 

I World Bank., the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP) and the United Nations 

! Etmronment Program (UNEP). Membership is 
! meant to be open, with any country joining at an 
1 initial memebership cost of S5.5 million. 
I 
· Projects can be proposed by govenunents. GEF 

imp)ementing 8$COCics and non-govemment 
orpnisations. ProjeCtS will initially focus on global 
warming, ozone depletion. biological diversity. and 
the protection of international waters. 

The GEF has been controversial since its inception. 
Some of the problems cited include: foundatioo by 
tbe indusmaliscd COWltries without propec 
a:asulcations with developing counlrie$; Wodd Bank 
prodominanc:e. despite their own unacceptable record 
of euvironmencally unsound development projects; 
and lack of attention to the desperate needs of the 
poorest nations that have enormous debt bt.mlens. 

NGOs met in Geneva recently and identifted several 
specific principles and recommendations for changes 
in the GEF. These were meant to combat the lack of 
tr.l!!lSparency in its governance structtu"C, as well as 
lac.k of democratic and participatory mechanisms. 
Sorn:.~ recommendations were as follows: projects 
should respond directly to needs and priorities of 
10C31 communities directly affected by projects; 
cocnplete project documentation should be made 

' av-z.ilable to the public in appropriate languages 
throughout the project cycle; establishing specific 

· guj.de-lines for projects with the participation of 
sciaentists, social scientists and representatives of 
po!jentially affected population groups (ie indigenous 
people's representauves in biodiversity protection). 

For more infonnation see the Development Forum Vol 20 
Nc 2. articles by Mohamed T El-Asluy and William R 
Pace. For infonnation on the newly formed NGO 

~-lnfi7mtllion Network on the GEF contact: Chris Dobson. 
· Sec:retariat, Bank Information Centre, 2025 I Street NW. 

Su:Jle 522. Washington DC. 20006 USA. 
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Culture and the mrironmenl: \'ic .. -s from 
Bangkok 

Bangkok l'ost. March II. 1992 

Questions 

'If western culttu"C did .al exist. would we stili h:wc an 
environmental aisis? Ill Olher words. arc west..~ values 
responsible fOI' the W2J we develop ecooomi.::llly and 
behave environmerualy? Docs castcm cuhur.:: hold the 
answers to our en~ tal problems?' 

These were some ollbe qu:stions posed 3! :1 recent 
Symposium on~ and Culwrc with Emphasis 
on Urban Issues. bdd in Oliang Mai. Acdcmics, 
conservationists. and ~l offtcials from 5C'OCral 
Asian counlries - prilnarily Japan and Til:liland -
convecgcclto discuss die rdalionship bctv."ttn man and 
nablle in a changing warld. 

What happened In the past 

'Destruction of the enironment. hisuwy tells us. is not 
the monopoly of modcnl man. Indeed. it bcp::t with the 
dawn of civilisation ia Mesopotamia nearly lQOOO yc3rs 
ago_. Vast areas of fon::st.s were cleared to acronmod:ue 
the agriculture of dry-fteld crops an: animal 
grazing...But abe dcforest3tion aggta\'3h.'d the dry 
climate of the semHiid land and e\'Cilblally dcsuoyed 
the Mesopocamian ciftlisation._Aftec MCSOJ.Ol:UDia. the 
centre of civilisation .wed., the Mcdital3liCJR area. 
After the lSdl century..il spread duougboul the ,..'Ortd. • 

Thallancrs envl~tal past 

'Closer to home. ~s northc:astcm rqioll was once 
a thriving and pospcrous centre of civilis3!ion.._Ricc 
cultivation began SI8C 3.000 years ago OCt me Korat 
Plateau on which die lsan civilisation was b2scd. The 
infertile. sandy soil. -.rever. required c:k3rilg of C\"Cr 

greater areas of forest. Under the earth. ~c d.:posits of 
salt and laterite were found. containing iron md other 
minerals. A few hUIIIIR:d years after agriculucc bcpn, 
bronze-smelting, ima-smehing. and S<:lt-making 
industries proliferat.cd. Large amounts of ftr~ood were 
used to produce maraia1 for local usc an,j :·or cxpon 
... All these developments strengthened 11-.:: region's 
economic base and supported an increasing ;npulation. 
But forest resources ,...ere soon e.'\haus~.:-L.:.md th~ 
civilisation crumbled. Many civilisations :-.:,: ri~-n and 
fallen since then.· 

Environmentally friendlyGultures? 

'An argument goes lbat 'IA.'Cstern values ro::rcd in the 
Judea-Christian l!adilion are rcspolbiblc fiX 'IA."Teaking 
havoc with the babDce of Nature._ With r.!Wral and 
physical sciences l.ll8:r his command (tre quest foe~ 
dominance over nauK]. ftred by the free rm:-~':t system, 
man has been chanplg the face of the emh. The 
eastern culture and n:tigions., by contrast. ::..--: kinder w 
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nature. While the West looks to the material world for 
human progress. the East looks 10 the spiritual world. 
Eastern philosophy emphasises that man is part of 

• Nature and so must live in peace and harmony with it.' 

'Not everyone goes along with this a~gumcnt Dr Victor 
Sav,age and Dr Lily Kong, both of the National 
Un ivcrsity of Singapore, contend that culture has little to 
do with the direction in which a nation develops 
economically or behaves environmentally. If the 
argument were true, Dr Savage says. Taoism and 
Shintoism should have led China and Japan 10 behave in 
a friendly way to the environment Yet., China is noted 
for its cruelty to its own natural landscape, whi!~ Japan 
has earned the label of •environmental terrorist• for 
killing endangered species around the world to satisfy 
consumer demand back home. On the ocher hand. there 
is historical and religious evidence of western concern 
for the environmenL Offering Singapore's experience as 
an example. Dr Savage advances a theory that leadership 
has the biggest hand in shaping policies and citizens' 
behaviour in responding to the environmenL-When 
Singapore established its M'mistry of Environment in 
1972.._it was among only 10 cotmlries to have such an 
agency.' 

Singapore is a unique situation in that it had no 
hin1etland of its own and relied on other countries for 
natwal resources. In many ways this is similar to all 
developed cotmtries who relied on developing countries 
for such resourceS. 

Impact of rapid development 

'Conditions in other' developing c::owuries such as 
Thailand are vastly different and arguably pose more 
diffiaalt problems. When development toolc place in a 
developing country. Prof Dr Prawase Wasi of Mahidol 
University maintains. people has much less time to make 
adjustments than those in a~ country. They 
only had decades instead of centuries to adapt to the 
rapid transformation •.• [ and) have nowhere to go but their 
own back yards which are their nual areas. He blames 
the market economy, with its centre of activities in 
Bangkok. for •inducing dissolution of the rural society, 
economically, socially and ecologically• .' 

The newspaper article follows on that there is a need for 
a 'new environmental consciousness' where the 
relationship with the· global environment is 
acknowledged. Lesson can be learned from the west 
with regard to technology, and from the east with regard 
to the interconnectedness of all things. 
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This Graduate Diploma program, specifically to train 
middle and senior level administrators of natural 
resources and environmental issue~. was developed 
in response to requests from AIDAB and the 
Commonwealth Department of the Environment 
1be emphasis of the diploma is on the practical 
applications of conventional economics with a 
spccifac focus on the impacts of SUSlainable 
development projects in developing countries, 
especially Southeast Asia and the PacifiC. 

Within ANU. this program is under the academic 
umlxdla of the Graduate Program in Resoun::e 
Management and Environmental Science (one of the 
37 Programs in the ANU Graduate School) which 
includes the School of Resource and Environmental 
Management. Forestty. Geography and the Centre 
for Resource and Environmental Studies (CRES). 

Although 1992 is the first year for thi.s program, 
future enrolments continue at approximately 10 to 15 
overseas srudents per year for the Graduate Diploma, 
and the same number for the Masters course. The 
form and content of the Master's course is still being 
finalised but it will follow on from the Graduate 
Diploma The second semester of the Masters year 
will be primarily case-study and sub-lhcsis work. 

Numerous optional tmits bave been approved for 
inclusion in the Graduate Diploma and Masters 
degree, including: population. society and 
development; environmental law; advanced cost 
benefit analysis; ecology of development; 
conservation of degraded lands; water: resources 
management; and international environmental law 

For more information, contact Neil Byron, Program 
Director, the National Centre for Development 
Studies, ANU, GPO Box 4, Canberra ACT, 2601, 
Phone (06) 249·2539, Fax (06) 249-5570. 
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Copyright 
Articles. rcpoctsandBri.ejing P~rspublished by the Network may be re-published. but we would appreciale 

your acknowledgement of the sow-ce. No acknowledgement is needed for conference announcements, othec 
notices or publication lists. 

Manuscripts 
Manuscripts are nonnally IK:CCpled on the undctstanding thallhcy are unpublished and not on offer to another 

publication. However, they may subsequently be republished with acknowledgement of the source (see 
•Copyright' above). Manusaiptssbould bedoubJc-.spaccd with ample margins. They should be submitted both 
in hard copy (2 copies) and. if possible. on disk specifying the program used to enter the 1ext. No n:sponsibility 
can be taken for anydamageor loss of manuscripts. and contributors should n:lain a complete copy of theirWOlk. 

Style 
Quotation marks should be single; double within single. 
Spelling: English (OED with • -ise' endings). 

Notes 
(a) Simplerefereoccs witboutaa:cmpanying comments: to be insetted in bractelsatappropriarcplace in text 

-commaafterautborand bctwceodaleandpagenumber,eg.(Yung, 1989,113-118). 
(b)Rd'erenceswidlaxnmcnts:toappearasendnolcs,indicatcdconsec:utivdythrougblhearticlebynumerals 

in brackets or supeaaipL 

Reference list 
If references are used. a reference list sbou1d appear at the cod of the teJtL It shoaJd contain aU the wades 

refemd to, listed alpbabetical1y byaulbor'ssumame(ornameof sponsoring body where there is no identifiable 
author). Authors should make sure that~ is astrictc:orrespoodcnce betwec:o the names and years in the text 
and those on the reference list. Boot tides and names of journals should be italicised or underlined; tides of 
articles should be in single invcrttJd commas. Style should follow: author's surname, forename and or initials. 
title of publication, publisher, place of publication and date of publication. Journal references should include 
volume, number (in braclceu), date and page numbers. Examples: 

flynn, Peter, ·sr.mland inflation: a threat to democracy', Third WorldQIIDI'tuly, 11(3), July 1989,50-70. 
Hamilton, Clive C .. Capitalist Industrialization in Korea, Westview Press, Boulder, 1986a. 
Hill, Helen M., ·The Jaclcson Committee and women' in Eldridge, P., Forbes, D. and Porter, D. (eds), 
Australian Overseas Aid: Future Directions, Croom Helm, Sydney, 1986. 

Publication/resource listings 
An important task of the Net wort. is to keep membecs up-to-dale with the latest literature and other resources 

dealing with development-relared topics. To make it as easy as possible for readers to obtain the publications 
listed, please include price information (including postage) and the source from which materialS can be obtained. 
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